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PREFACE

In science many things become cer-

tain, provided one does not allow

himself to be led astray by exceptions

and is able to respect problems.

(Gmenu.)

The present work is the outcome of a cursory study of

Buddhist Vinaya texts. It outlines perhaps more problems

than it can solve. If in spite of this I now send it to the

press, it is because I think that the importance of the results

obtained warrants my decision. If these results are confirmed,

we shall gain through them a basis from which it appears

possible to grapple the central problems of the earliest Buddhist

literature with a greater chance of success than heretofore.

I have attempted to bring nearer to a solution a funda-

mental problem in the history of the Buddhist Vinaya. The

threads issuing from it run in manifold directions; to follow ‘

them all would require many years, and my activity is bound

by other tasks. Still, I think that several important results

have been secured. The mass of the material has been worked

through and prepared for further research. Through the

determination of a Vinaya text belonging to the first half

of the 4th century B. C. we have obtained a firm point for

the history of the earliest Buddhist literature. At the same

time some light has been thrown on the literature of that

period. The development of the biography of the Buddha has

been clarified in an essential point. Lastly, we have found

[xx]
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a starting point for a criticism of the origin 0] duddhist

church history and its historical value. I shall be glad if

these results will meet with the approval of fellow workers

in the field, and above all if they will stimulate them to further

successful research.

I am deeply obliged to Professor G. Tucci, who accepted

my work for his valuable Serie Orientale Roma and made

thus its early publication possible. I wish to express my

heartfelt thanks for this, as well as for the friendly interest

which he has always taken in my work.

Lastly, I may add some words about the dedication of

this work. I have studied at a university, where Indolog

had been neglected for a long time and was limited to a

most narrow circle of subjects. When later I went my own

ways and became acquainted with the work of Sylvain Le’vi

and his school, it was for me like the revelation of a new

world and I received from it a large amount of stimulation.

I had no occasion to meet Sylvain Lévi personally, but I have

continuously learnt and am still learning from him. This

book too is in a large measure based upon his and his pupils’

works. And even if I have gone my own ways, yet I owe

to his stimulating researches more than the references in the

notes appear to reveal. The dedication of this work to his

memory means for me7 therefore, the payment of a great debt

of gratitude.

Vienna, November 15th, 1953.

E. FRAUWALLNER.
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E. FRAUWALLNER

THE EARLIEST VINAYA AND THE BEGINNINGS

0F BUDDHIST LITERATURE

1. — THE SCHOOLS 0F BUDDHISM AND THE MISSIONS

or AsOKA.

The Vinaya is of the highest importance {or the study

of the earliest Buddhist literature and its development.

While the Sfitrapitaka, with the exception of some frag-

ments, has come down to us in the tradition of only one

school (and that a scarcely important one for the general

development), we possessithe Vinayas of no less than six

schools. We have here7 therefore, our only chance of

getting more precise information on the origin and deve-

lopment of the earliest Buddhist literature. I shall thus

place at the basis of the following discussion the Vinaya

according to the tradition of the various schools, and we

shall be concerned above all with that part of it which

is known by the name Sklmdhaka (P. Khandhalm).

The Vinayas of the following schools are preserved: Sar-

vfistivfidin, Dharmaguptaka, Mahiéfisaka, the Pili school I),

‘) With this name I indicate the school by which Buddhism was intro-

duced into Ceylon, as well as the schools of Ceylon as far as they directly re‘

produce the tradition of the home country. For a later period, when in Ceylon

a development of its own was started which gradually wielded influence

on the home country too, the name Tfimrnpnrniyn for the Singhalcsc schools

seems to be preferable.

[1]

I. — E. FRAUH‘ALLNER, The Furlirsl I'innyu.
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Mfilasarvistivadin and Mahz‘lsz‘rmghika 1’. Of these, the

Vinayas of the Sarvfistivfidin, Dharmaguptaka. Mzilfiéfisaka

and hlahfisfimghika exist in Chinese translations, the Vinaya

of the Pfili school in the original Pz'lli language7 the Vinaya

of the Mfilasarvz‘xstivadin in Chinese and Tibetan transla-

tions, to which lately considerable sections of the Sanskrit

original have been added 2’.

It has been known for a longr time that a close rela-

tionship exists between all these works, both in the general

outline and in the particulars. They are all of them divi-

ded in two parts: the Vibhanga, i.e. the commentary on

the ancient confession rules of the Pritimoksa7 and the

Skandhuka. i.e. the exposition of the Buddhist monastic

rules, to which several appendices are usually added ‘1’.

Taking the Skandhaka first, we can see at once that

the agreement of the texts reaches deep into the parti—

culars. It is strikingly close with four schools above all:

Sarvfistivfidin, Dharmaguptaka, Mahisfisaka and the Pali

school. Of course we have to disregard the formal subdi-

visions appearing in the extant texts. These subdivisions

are in contradiction with the inner structure and are pal-

pahly late, as is the case e.g. with the Mahfivagga and

Cullavagga of the Pali school and the Sapzadharmaka and

Asmdharnmka of the Sarvfistivfidin. Nor must we allow

‘1 The following abbreviations will be employed for these schools: Sar-

vastivfidin = S, Dhatmaguptaka = Dh, Mahisasaka = M. Pfili school = 1’. MB-

lasarvfistivédin = Ms, Mahfisfimghikn : Mhs.

3) Published in Gilgit Manusrripts, vol. 111, Srinagar1942. Iquote the

Pfili Vinaya in the edition of 11. Oldenherg, London 1879-18113; the first two

volumes have appeared also in the series of the Pnli Texts Society. The

Chinese texts nre quoted according to the Tuisln‘i edition of the Tripitnka

by J. Takaknsu and K. \Vatnnahe, Tokyo 1924-1929. The Tibetan bKa’—

’gyur was not accessible to me.

3) 0n the details of the structure of these texts see the Appendix.

[2]
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ourselves to be led astray by the fact that the sequence

of the several sections is partly uncertain7 that some sec-

tions appear under difl'erent titles in the various schools

and that occasionally in this or that school several

sections are joined into one. If we consider the contents

only, disregarding all these external features, the result

is a complete agreement. This is clearly shown by the

following table, in which the titles of the sections are

given in Sanskrit according to the tradition of the Mfila-

sarvastivadin, but are listed in the order which appears

to me to have most chances of being the original one;

numbers refer to the corresponding sections in the texts

of the several schools, according to the numeration in the

Appendix.

‘ S Dh M P

1. Pravrajyivastu 1 1 l 1

2. Posadhsvastu 2 2 2 2

3, Varsfivastu 4 3 3 3

4. Pravz‘iranavastu 3 4 4- 4

5. Carmavastn 5 5 6 5

6. Bhaisajyavastu 6 7 7 + 8 6

7. CIvaravastu 7 6 5 8

8. Katllinavastu 8 8 9 7

9. Koéfimhakavastu 9 9 11 b 10

10. Karmavastu 10 10 11 e 9

11. l’z'indulohitakavastn 11 11 11 (i ll

12. l’udgalavastu 12 a 12 11 a 13

13. P5riv§sikavastu 12 b 13 17 12

14. Posadhasthfipanavastu 13 14 16 19

15. Samathavastu 15 16 10 14
16. Samghahhedavastu 16 15 12 17

17. gnynm‘rsnnavnstn M- 19 13 16

18. "Acfiravastu 17 c 18 15 18

19. Ksudrakavastn 17 a 20 14 15

20. Bhiksunlvastu 17 b 17 19 20

[3]
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The Skandhaka consist therefore of twenty St )ms, all

of which occur with the four schools mentioned above.

This agreement extends also to the contents of the sections.

Many differences are indeed apparent in the arrangement

and elaboration of the materials. But if we disregard all

those differences which can be explained through corruption

of the tradition or through re-elaboration in accordance

with the bias of the several schools, no others are left

but such as are characteristic of the free oral tradition

of earlier times 1’. The materials are the same. the in-

serted legends are the same, discrepancies are merely such

as are bound to occur when several narrators tell the same

story freely from memory 2’.

Such a deep-going agreement leads us to the necessary

conclusion that all these texts go back to the same origin.

We must therefore accept a common basic work, from

which the Vinaya texts of the above mentioned schools are

derived. This conclusion in its turn gives rise to some

important questions. How did it happen that these schools

accepted the same Vinaya? Is it possible in this con-

nection to ascertain the origin and date of this basic

text?

The most obvious way would be to connect the re-

ception of the Vinaya with the rise of the above mentioned

schools7 and thus to look for information to those works

which contain accounts of the rise of the Buddhist schools.

I) On this see the Appendix.

2) For the benefit of readers who have no access to the original texts,

may I point out as an example the researches of S. Lévi. in which he gives

us the translation of some texts according to their different reeensions. Such

are c.g. Sur la rl‘rilation primitive ties toxins bnuddhiqzws (J.As., 1915, I, pp. 401-

4117; legend of Kuljkurnu); Imx Sriza Arhulx l‘rnlt-r-lvms 4hr In Lni (J..4.v., 19”».

II, pp. 5-50 and 189-305; legend of Pimlolu Bharadvaja).

[4]
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But although luls procedure might seem sound enough at

first sight, it can be used only with prudence and modera-

tion. as it is exposed to serious objections. In the first

place these accounts are late, uncertain and contradictory,

and cannot be relied upon blindly. But above all we

must take into account the following considerations. The

rise of the schools, as reflected in those accounts, is due

to differences of opinion on points of dogma. Discussions

on the Vinaya are seldom heard of. play a role of some

import only in the so-ealled second council of Vaiéfili; and

there they do not lead to a split into different schools.

But in the case of school formations on dogmatic grounds

it remains to be seen how far the Vinaya was influenced

thereby. We know that the bearers of the dogmatic tra-

dition were as a rule different from the bearers of the

Vinaya tradition. And we know that, for example, at

the time of the rise of Mahayana the followers of the

new current for a long time had to adhere, from the

point of View of the Vinaya7 to one of the older Hinayfina

schools 1). Thus the Vinaya remained at first untouched

by this totally new and revolutionary development. In our

quest for the origin and development of the Vinaya texts

we shall have, therefore, to utilize the account of the rise

of the Buddhist schools only with due caution and cri-

' ticism.

Generally speaking, however, we may take the following

principles as granted. The spread and development of

the Vinaya went on in closest connection with the spread

1) Cf. L. DE LA VALLéi-z Povssm, Opiniuns sur has relations ([85 deux Véhi-

mlrs an paint (I? mm 11" Vinaya (Acfldémie Royale do. Belgiqne. Bulletin dc

Ia Classy thus Lollres 0! dc: Sciences moralcs et poliliquus, Sme série. T. XVI.

1930. Nos 1-2, pp. 20-39.

[5]
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of Buddhism itself. Indeed, every foundation of a new

community reposed upon the transmission and application

of the monastic rules. 0n the other side, it is not to be

taken for granted that a highly developped dogmatic or

philosophical teaching of a certain tendency was necessarily

handed over at the same time. Further the Vinaya must

have received a particular elaboration probably only in

such cases when the community developped a strong parti-

cular life of its own. The necessary conditions for this

were found above all in the religious centres which showed

more lively activity, and also in faraway mission territo-

ries, which naturally had to rely upon a flourishing spi-

ritual lifc in their own midst. On the contrary, the for-

mation of dogmatic schools took place as a rule inside

communities already existing; and it is much to be que-

stioned whether their diffusion followed the Same lines as

formerly the foundation of the communities. Such school

formations did not necessarily imply a modification of

the Vinaya, although it is possible that strongly indivi-

dualized schools tried to characterize themselves also by

external peculiarities in the application of the Vinaya

rules 1). The diffusion and development of the Vinaya

and the rise of the dogmatic schools rest thus upon comple-

tely different bases and proceed upon diverging lines.

This We must never lose sight of in the course of our "

discussion. .

We shall now try to answer the questions put above

in the light of these postulates. If we consider the tra- .

dition about the Buddhist schools, we get about the follow-

1) Among these I should like to include the difi‘erences in clothing men-

tioned e.;:. by I-ehing; Nan hni (hi kuri mi fa chuuu, T 2125. ch. 2, p. 214 a

18 seqq. (= TAKAKUSU. pp. 66 seqq.) etc.

[6']
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ing picture ". In the first instance the Buddhist schools,

according to the general opinion, are divided into two

great groups, the Mahfisamghika and the Sthavira. These

are the two divisions into which the earliest community

was split after the council of Pitaliputra in the 2nd cen-

tury after the Nirvana 2'. In the second place two groups

took shape within the Sthavira 3’. One of them is at first

placed under the general name of the Vatsiputriya and

later under that of the Simmatiya. The other has no

general name, but in later times the expression Sarvasti-

vadin is often employed as such.

If we consider these groups in detail, we remark a pecu-

liar fact. We are told that there were several schools of

the Mahfisimghika, and their existence is confirmed by

the Kathdvallhu, which goes deep into the technicalities

of their scholastic discussions. Nonetheless, they do not

appear to have been’ schools of lasting independent value.

The extant tradition speaks as a rule only of the Maha-

siimghika in general 4). Hsiian—tsang too studied in India

the Abhidharma “ of the Mahasfimghika" 5’. The single

schools are left completely in the background. It may be

that the schools mentioned in the Katha'vatthu enjoyed

only a short life and disappeared early; or' perhaps this reti-

1) I shall avoid here as much as possible to enter into particulars, since

a detailed examination of the problem of Buddhist schools by A. Bareau

is to appear shortly, and I do not wish to anticipate him.

2) See my paper Die buddhistischen Konzile, in ZDMG, 102, 1952,

pp. 243 seqq.

3) After the 7th century A. D. the Singhalese schools too appear as a

particular group; but this is a later development and does not concern us

here. ‘

4} See, 1:45.. the manner in which the Mahfivibhdsfisris’tru and the Abhi-

dharmakos'a cite the Mnbisémghika.

5) Oman. T 2053, ch. 4. p. 241 b 29.

[7]
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ccnce is but the reflection of an one-sided historica dtlook

of the Northern tradition. In any case the Mahasfirp-

ghika in the main lines appear to us as a unity and may

he treated as such.

The case of the Vfitsiputriya is similar. Originally

they were divided into four schools, of which one, the

Sammatiya, gradually gained the upper hand and displac-

ed the others. Later the Sammatiya in their turn split

into several schools, none of which however obtained any

importance; they can be safely disregarded. The older

schools are, almost all of them, mentioned in inscriptions 1’.

Nevertheless they seem to have enjoyed only a local im-

portance and never to have played independent roles.

Whenever the theories of difl'crent schools are discussed,

we find the Vitsiputriya—Simmatiya practically alone men-

tioned 2). And we are told that all the schools possessed the

same Abhidharma, which they merely interpreted in difl'e?

rent ways 3’. Thus this group too is practically to he

considered as a unity.

Quite different is the case of the next group, which

includes the schools of the Sarvastivadin, Kasyapiya, Dhar-

maguptaka and Mahisfisaka. These are absolutely distinct

schools with doctrines and texts of their own. This is

shown even outwardly by the fact that they are always

quoted under their own names. I shall give only the

following example. In the Life of Hsfian—tsang (T 2053,

ch. 6, p. 252 c 5 seqq.) and at the end of the Hsi yu' chi

1) The Sammutiya at Sfirnath. the Dlmrmntmriyn at Karla and Junnar,

the Bliadrayfilgliya at Kanhéri and Nfisik.

2} The Kathlimzuhu mentions once the Blindrnyflniya.

3) Cf. P. DEMIiIVILLE. L’origine (It‘s smes bouddhiqucs d’aprr‘ex Paramfirlhu,

p. 58 seq., in Melange: chinais cl bouddhiques, I, 1931-32. pp. 15-64.

[3]
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(T 2087, ch. lp. 9466 15 seqq.) there are lists of the

texts brought home by Hsiian—tsang from India. They

include 15 works of the Mahz'isfimghika, 15 of the Sim-

matiya7 22 of the Mahisasaka. 17 of the Kfisyapiya, 42

. of the Dharmaguptaka and 67 of the Sarvastivfidin. In

the case of the Mahasarnghika and Simmatiya the groups

alone are mentioned, while in the third group the several

schools are listed.

Now a mere glance shows that the last group coincides

with those schools, the Vinaya of which we have begun to

discuss. There we had to do with the Sarvfistividin,

Dharmaguptaka, Mahiéasaka and the Pfili school. Here

we find mentioned the Sarvfistivadin, Kfisyapiya. Dhar-

maguptaka and Mahisasaka. The reason why in the first

case we left out of account the Kaéyapiya, is that their

Vinaya has not come down to us and therefore could not

be utilized. 0n the other hand, the silence under which

the accounts of the rise of the Buddhist schools pass the

Pfili school, is to be explained by the fact that this school

lost very early its importance in the home country, while

the derived schools in Ceylon came to the fore only in a

later period (after the beginning of our era) and then

were treated by the tradition of the home country as a

particular group. Neither of these facts, therefore, jeopar-

dizes the agreement. We may also remark here that

another school is to he added to this group, and there-

fore is to be considered in the following discussion: the

Haimavata school. The reasons for its not being men-

tioned in the tradition along with the others are the follow- '

ing. The Haimavata went their own ways in the dog-

matic field, and are said to have accepted. alone among

the Sthavira, the five theses which caused the split of the

[9]
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Mahisfimghika from the Stliavira 1). Moreover they became
extinct quite early 2). But their Vinaya points clearly
to a close relationship with the other schools of this
group 3’.

We infer from what we said above that the schools, with

whose Vinaya we are concerned, occupy a special position
among the Buddhist schools. While the other sects, may

they belong to the Mahasamghika group or to the Varsipu-

triya—Sammatiya group, recede into the background in
comparison with the groups, so that practically we are con-

fronted with the groups alone, on the contrary the above

mentioned schools, notwithstanding their mutual rela-

tionship, stand before us as well-individualized independent

schools, and are cited and treated as such.

We get the same picture if we utilize the information

about the Vinaya of the various schools. Once more in

the case of the Mahasfirnghika the tradition knows of no

separate Vinayas of the single schools, but only of one

“ Vinaya of the Mahasfimghika ”, a work which, as men-

tioned above, is preserved in Chinese translation". In

the same way in the ease of the Vfitsiputriya—Sfimmatiya

we hear only of a “Vinaya of the Vfitsiputriya 7’, which

is supposed to have been a modified version of the Maha-

samghika Vinaya 5’. On the other side, to the schools of

the third group one Vinaya each is attributed. All these

ll See VASUMITIIA. Snmuyabhndnpammnacakm, T 2031, p. 16c 12 seq.
CI. also P. DsMréerLE, loc. cit., p. 40, Ab.

21 Sec Tarnnitha. ed. A. Sclliefner, St. Petersburg 1863, p. 134: (Ue. p. 175).
3) Cf. J. Pnzvmism, Conrile, pp. 169 and 316; M. Hermann. Emrlr sur

le cancile dc Vuis'rili (Bihliotthue du Muséon, vol. 20). Louvuin 1946, p. 166.
4) Mo—hn—séng~ch’i Iii, T 1425 (Nj. 1119); cf. supra, p. l.

5) Cf. the material assembled by LIN LI—KOUANG, L‘aide—mémoire de la
uraic loi. Paris 1949, pp. 296 seqq.

[10]
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works, with the exception of the Vinaya of the Kfisya-

piya, are preserved in Chinese translations 1’ and a perusal

of them supports the evidence of the tradition. In oppo-

sition to the quite different Vinaya of the Mahfisamghika

they appear closely related, and yet stand forth as sepa-

rate schools.

The same result can be gathered from a piece of evi-

dence, which considers the Buddhist schools from the point

of View of the Vinaya tradition. An ancient much quoted

tradition enumerates five Vinaya schools: Mahfisamghika,

Sarvfistivédin, Kfisyapiya, Dharmaguptaka and Mahiéfi-

saka 2’. These are the Mahasimghika and the schools of

the third group. Here too the Mahfisamghika are men-

tioned only as a group, while the schools of the third

group are listed individually. The absence of the Vit-

siputriya group can be easily explained, if their Vinaya

was really only a modified Vinaya of the Mahisamghika,

as maintained by the tradition.

Summing up the foregoing discussion, we can state

our case thus. The schools, with whose Vinaya we are

concerned, form a group of their own among the Buddhist

schools. In fact, while the other schools fade in the back-

ground behind the groups to which they belong, these

seem to have enjoyed a well-defined separate life. Moreov

ver, the Vinaya plays with them an outstanding role, and

1) Shih sung In, T 1435, Nj.-1115, 1144 (= Sarvistiva‘ldin); Ssfi fEn Iii,
T 1428. Nj. 1117 (2 Dharmaguptakn); Wu fén Iii, T 1421, Nj. 1122 (= Malli-
.s’risaka).

3) HsiiAN~rSANG, Hsi yii chi. T 2087. ch. 3, p. 8821) 18 seqq. Cf. also
the material assembled by LIN L1~K0uANG, loc. cit., 1317.188 seqq. Lin Li-

kouang. however, tried to connect this subdivision, which concerns exclusively
the Vinaya. with the other information about the Buddhist schools. and

Wes led thereby to quite impossible theories.

[111
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this goes so far that they are expressly mentioned as :naya
schools. Lastly, the Vinaya of all these schools. although
they are works handed down quite independently from
each other, are closely related. And thus we are faced
with the question: how is all this to he explained ?

In my view everything becomes quite clear once we
admit that all these schools were originally communities
which owed their foundation to missions in distant coun-
tries and only later developped (in greater or lesser mea-
sure) into schools in the dogmatic sense of the word. This
justifies the outstanding importance of the Vinaya in these
schools, since the Vinaya naturally played the role of a
starting point and of a basis when missionary communi-
ties were founded. It explains also their well-defined indi-
vidualities, as circumstances favourable to a separate deve-
lopment prevailed above all in missionary communities
which were at a long distance from the centre. Lastly,
the close agreement of their Vinaya text can be easily
explained once we admit that all these missions started
from the same centre, and therefore brought with them
the same Vinaya. This single Vinaya was later so far
modified in the tradition of the various communities,

whose uniformity of contents still points to the same
origin.

But this raises at once another question: which were
the missions that established these communities? The

reply is obvious. Buddhist tradition knows in the early
period only one great missionary enterprise, which was

directed toward widely separated countries, Viz. the mis-

sions of the period of the great emperor As’oka. It is, the-

rcfore, but natural to carry the origin of the communities,

[12]
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with which we are concerned, hack to these very missions 1’.
But before we undertake to investigate how far such a
connection is justified, it is advisable to piece together
all that we know of As'oka’s missions and to recall the
picture we gain of them from the tradition.

The Buddhist missions of the time of As’oka are atte-
sted by the Singhalese chronicles; disregarding the secon-
dary sources, we find accounts of them in the Dipamvasa
(eh. VIII), in the Mahdvamsa (ch. XII) and in the histo-
rical introduction to the Samantapdsddikd (pp. 63, I9—
69, 15). According to them Tissa Moggaliputta, after the
council which is said to have been held under his chair-
manship in Pitaliputra 236 years after the Nirvana, and
which the Pali school counts as the third council, caused
missionaries to be sent to the following countries:

1. Majjhantika to Gandhara (and Kaémira),

2. Mahfideva to the Mahisa country,

3. Rakkhita to Vanavasa,

4. Yonakadhammarakkhita to Aparantaka,

5. Mahfidhammarakkhjta to Mahirattha,

6. Mahirakkhita to the Yonaka country,

7. Kassapagotta, Majjhima, Durabhisara (Dundubhi-
ssara), Sahadeva and Mfilakadeva (Alakadeva) to the
Himavanta,

8. Sona (Sonaka) and Uttara to Suvannabhfimi,

1) In relation with the following discussion, I should like to point outthat the very nature of the tradition has repeatedly led scholars to placesome of the above mentioned schools in relation with the missions of the timeof Asoka. I refer above all to .l. PRZYLUSKI. Concile. p. 313 seqq. Butthis idea, as far as I can see, was never followed up earnestly and consequently.And above all. the distinction between rise of schools and rise of commu-nities has never been properly drawn, although it helps us to understand
and explain several peculiarities of the tradition.

[13]
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9. Mahinda, Itthiya (Iddhiya), Uttiya, Bhado..sala

and Sambala to Lanka (Tambapanni).

Much has been written on the credibility of this account,

both for and against it. Now it is possible to show that

all these tales in their core go back to a church history

of the home country. which arrived in Ceylon at the beginn-

ingjr of the lst century B. C. at the latest 1). Their evidence

gains therefrom a large additional weight, since the distance

of time from the events narrated is considerably narrowed

down, to 150 years at the utmost. Generally speaking

it is clear that historical information in India may he even-

tually distorted and covered up with legends during such

a period, but even then the basic facts may be accorded a

great degree of probability. In our case, therefore, the

very existence of the above mentioned accounts makes it

likely that the missions to which they refer did really occur.

Besides, a confirmation of their validity has often been

sought in the inscriptions of the relic caskets discovered

in the stfipas in the neighbourhood of Bhilsfi, the ancient

Vidisa 2’. Relies of the Hemavata Dudubhisara, of Majhima

and of Kissapagota. the teacher of all the Hemavatas, have

been found in stupa No. 2 at Sonari and in stupa No. 2 at

Safici 3). These are three of the missionaries of the Hima-

laya country (supra No. 7). The historicity of this mission

is thus confirmed by epigraphic evidence of an early date.

ll This will be shown in detail later on.

2} Cf. 9.4;. \V. CEIGER. The I‘lahrivamsn translated into English. London 1912

(1950), pp. xxx seq.; J. PRZYLUSKI. Concile. p. 317 seq.; L. Dr: LA Vania];

Poussm. L’Inde aux temps dl‘s Mauryas ex des Barbarps. Cress, Scythe; Parrhes

e! Yue—lchi (Hisloire (In i’VlomlI'. Tome VI), Paris 1930, p. 136. . .

3) H. Liinens, A List of Brahmi Inscriptions, Appendix to Epigraph":

Indira, vol. X. No. 156, 157. 158, 655 and 656.

[14]
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THE EARLIEST VINAYA

At the same time this throws a favourable light on the

data of the other missions.

Lastly, we must take into account the evidence of

Asokzr’s inscriptions. In his XIII Rock Edict the emperor

mentions the peoples to whom he has sent his messengers 1)

and upon whom he has obtained the “Victory of the

Teaching” (dilammavijaya). Outside his empire, these are

the Greek kingdoms of the Diadochs in the West and the

Coda and Pandiya in the South as far as Tambapamni.

Within his empire are the Yona—Kaniboja, the Nfibhaka—

Nfibhaparnti (Nabhiti), the Bhoja—Pitim'kya (Pitinika) and

the Adha (Andhra)—Pélada (Parinda). Many of these

names are of rare occurrence or completely unknown.

The localization of the peoples concerned is therefore

uncertain. Nevertheless in the general outlines a fairly

clear picture can be obtained. The Yona and Kamboja

occupied the Iranian border territories to the North—West

of the Maurya empire 2’. The Nfibhaka and Nibhaparnti

in all likelihood are to be sought for in the Himalaya 3’.

The Bhoja and Pitinika may be located in Western Dec-

can ". And the name of the Amdhra, who are coupled

with the Pilada, points toward the Telugu country. They

are mostly the same peoples, who represented the field

of activity of the Dhammamahamatta, mentioned by

Asoka in his V Rock Edict". He speaks there of the Yona—

1) This may be inferred from the following words: “ even where messen-
gen; do not go " (yana pi dutfi dzvfimmpiyassfi no yamti).

2) Cf, J. BLocn, Les inscriptions d'As’oka, Paris 1950, p. 103. footnote.
3) Cf. E. HuLTzscH. Inscriptions of As‘oka (Corpus Inscripzianum Indica-

rum. vol. 1), Oxford 1925. p. xxxl'x, n. 12.

4) Cf. J. Bnocn, op. cit... p. 103. and E. Humzscn, op. cit.. p. xxxlx.
5) The Rock Edicts of Aéokn too, with the exception of the Kalingn edicts,

are found almost exclusively in these territories.

[15]
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country; Rakkhita; (No. 3) in Vanavasa, i Northern

Kamhoja~Garndhfirzn of the Ratthika (Ristika)—Pitinika

(Petenika) and “ other Western peoples” (amne dpala mid).

Of these, the country of the Gaindhara includes chiefly the

territory from Taksasili to the lower Kabul valley. The

Ratthika are usually connected with the countries of Su-

rastra and Maharfistra ”. The missions of Asoka extended

thus to the frontier provinces to the North, West and South

of the Maurya empire7 to the Creek kingdoms in the West

and to the Dmvidian states in the South as far as Ceylon.

It is noteworthy that the Eastern neighbours of the Man-

rya empire are completely missing. Even the newly—con-

quered Kalii'lga country is not mentioned, al though oppor-

tunities for missionary work were surely not wanting there.

If we compare with these data the account of the

missions in the Singhalese chronicles, we must at once

state that the two sources look at the same things from

different points of view. Asoka speaks of peoples, the

missionary" account speaks of countries. Nevertheless a

far-reaching agreement is not to be denied 2‘. If we list

the missions mentioned in the accounts according to the

countries to which they were sent 3), the mission of Kassa-

pagotta (N0. 7) included the Himalaya country, the mis-

sion of Majjhantika (No. ]) Gandhara and Kaémir, the

mission of Maharakkhita (No. 6) the Yonaka country. i.e.

the Iranian frontier. Yonakadhammarakkhita (No. 4)

worked in Aparantaka, i.c. Gujarat and Kathiavfir; Maha-

dhammarakkhita (No. 5) in Mahz‘irattha, the Maratha

1D Cf. J. BLocH. op. cit., p. 103, No. 9.

2) Cf. J. BLocn, op. cit.. p. 103, No. 9.

3) On the position of these countries see above all W. Comm, The Mului.

vamsu translated into English, London 1912 (1950), pp. 82 seqq.
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Kanara. I. )uncertain where to look for Mahisa, Maha-

deva’s (No. 2) mission country, but it may be localized

somewhere in the Northern Deccan. To these we can

add the mission territories of Mahinda (No 9) and Sona

(No. 8), which are Ceylon and Farther India. The coun-

tries mentioned by the accounts of the missions cover

therefore the same area as that gleaned from Asoka’s

inscriptions. Here too we are confronted with the frontier

territories to the North. West and South of the Maurya

empire; and here too the East is characteristically miss-

ing 1). This is certainly no freak of chance. And we feel

therefore justified in seeking in the data of the inscrip-

tions of Asoka a confirmation of the missions” account of

the Singhalese chronicles.

In this connection I wish to discuss also the question:

who was responsible for the missionaries being sent out

and which was their starting place? From the text of

the inscriptions one gathers the impression that Asoka

himself sent out the missionaries. On the other side the

account of the missions mentions Tissa Moggaliputta as

their organizator 2’. But we must remember that the data

of the Singhalese chronicles are uncertain on this point.

The account of the missions going back to the church

history of the mother community gives the merit of the con-

version of Ceylon to Tissa Moggaliputta, but the native tra-

dition attributes it to the initiative of Asoka 3). The second

1) Ceylon and Further India too are connected with the Western coun-

tries, since the then available communications went by way of the sea ports

of the Western coast, above all Bharukaceha.

2) Dipavamsa. VIII, v. 1 seqq.; Samanlapzisa'dika, p. 63. 20-25; Muluivamsn;

XII. v. 1 seqq.

3) Dipammsa. XI, v. 14 seqq.; Sumanmpdsfidika‘. p. 74, 7 seqq.: Maha-

vamsa, XI, v. 7 seqq.

[17]
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alternative must he accepted as the correct one, on the

E. FRAU\VALLNER

basis of the epigrziphic evidence. The mother community

tried apparently to enhance the glory of its patriarch by

putting on his merit the sending out of the missions.

The starting place of the missions stands fairly certain

in the case of the Ceylon mission: it was Vidiéz‘l. Ceylon

was colonized from Bharnkaccha 1’.

quite frequent also in the following centuries 2‘. We

know that the canon of the Holy Scriptures brought by

the missionaries to Ceylon came from Malaya. Lastly,

there is the tradition that Mahinda, the apostle of Ceylon,

hailed on his mother’s side from Vidisa” and started

thence on his journey to Ceylon 4’. We can therefore assert

with a fair amount of certainty that the Singhalcse mis-

Communications were

sion came from Vidisa on the sea route through Bharu-

kaccha. But then it is obvious to look to Vidiéi also

for the starting point of the other missions. The geo-

graphical position is in favour of this, and the archaeo-

logical remains, going as far back as the times of Asoka,

show that Vidisa in the last centuries B. C. enjoyed a

quite extraordinary importance as religious centre. There

is also further evidence. As already told, relics of the

U Dipauamsa, IX. vv. 26-28.

‘3) Cf, S. Li-ZVI. Plolémr‘c. la Nidrlcsa P! In By'halkmhfi, in Etudes Asinliques,

II. Paris 1925, pp. 1-55. It is notcwurthy that according to the oldest tradi-

tion, Dipnvamsa, XVI. v. 2 (rf, also XV, v. 37) the branch of the Bodhi

tree was brought to Ceylon through the Vindhyn mountains, i.e. through

the Western ports. Only the Inter developments of the legend, as preserved

in the Snmanmpfisfidikfi, p. 9637, and hence in Mnhflvrtmsa, XIX, v. [-6.

have brought in. in accordance with later conditions. the name of 'l‘z‘nmalitti.

3) Diprwamsa, XII, v. 15; Samanmpfisfidikfi, p. 70, 4-9; Maluiwtmsa,

XIII, (2. 8-11.
,

‘) Dipanarnsa, XII. v. 35 seq.; Samunmpfisfidikfi, p. 71. 13—17; Muhtivamsa.

XIII, v. 18-20.
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apostles of the Himalayan region, Dundubhisara, Majjhima

and Kisapagota, were found in the stfipas near Vidisii.

But these men were certainly not such famous saints that

faraway countries should exert themselves to get their

relics. They must therefore stand in some particular rela-

tion to Vidisfi 1’. And such a relation is easily found in

the fact that the mission they led started from Vidisi.

In such case it was their home city, to which their relics

were brought and where they were'huricd. Thus this

discovery of relics stands justified and at the same time

we get an additional proof that Vidisa was the starting

point of the missions.

Now we can turn to the question, in which relation

the above mentioned schools .stand to the missions of

Asoka. Firstly, we notice a far-going agreement of the

homes of these schools with the territories in which the

missions were active. If, in fact, we try to ascertain

more exactly the home of these schools 2’, no doubt is

possible concerning the Haimavrata. We know both from

tradition 3’ and from the general consensus that they had

their seats in the Himalaya. The Kasyapiya were met by

Hsiian—tsang 4’ and I—ching 5) only in Uddiyfina and Eastern

1) Of course it is not admissible to point to Christian parallels, because

saints’ relies did not play the same role in Buddhism as in Christinnism.

2) Of course we mean their original home. Many schools have gradually

spread much farther than the region of their origin, and isnlmed offshoots in

other places are of common occurrence with nearly all of them.

3) Cf. the evidence of Paramirtha in 1'. DEMIEVILLE, L‘arigine this series

bouddhiqurs, in ,Mélnnges Chinois kl ”nuddhiques, I, 1931-32, pp. 54- and 56,

4) IIsi yii chi, T 2087. ch. 3, p. 88211 19; when he lost a part of his

books at the crossing of the Indus, the king of Kasmir caused the Tripitaka

of the Kfisyapiya to be copied for him in Uddiyfina, Chuan, T 2053. ch. 5.

p. 249 c 5-7.

5) Nan hai chi kuei nci fa charm, T 2125, ch. I. p. 206 I: 2.

[19]
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Turkestan. Epigraphically they are also attested in

Gandhi—Ha 1'. The principal seat of the Sarvastivadin is

generally accepted to have been located in Gandhara and

Kasmir 2’. The home of the Dharmaguptaka is to be

sought for in the West, and above all in the North-West.

Hsiian-tsang” and I—ehing") know indeed of followers of

this school only in Uddiyana and Eastern Turkestan.

But it is certain that in earlier times they were far more

widespread. The prophecy of Nandimitra (T 2030), pro-

bably issued from Dharmaguptaka circles, shifts the events

to Surastrasl. Buddhayasas, the translator of the Dir-

ghdgama (T 1) and of the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka

(T 1428) into Chinese. was at home in Kasmir. But at

an earlier date the school seems to have been difluscd

above all in the Iranian frontier country. The earliest

translators of Vinaya texts of the Dharmaguptaka (T 14-32

and 1433) into Chinese were the Sogdian K’ang SGng—k‘ai

and the Parthian T’an—ti ". And from the Iranian border

the school may have spread even to China. The home of the

Mahisz'isaka remains uncertain. We find them in the north

as well as in the south. Hsiian—tsang 7" and I—ching’"

met them in Uddiyfina and Eastern Turkestan. According

ll Corpus Insrripliotmm Inlliramm, II. No. 33. p. 88; No. 34, p. 89; No. 55.

p. 122; the connection of the l’ulihosfi inscription (Epigraphiu Indian. 11,1894,

No. 19, ‘3. 24-2) with the Buddhist school is doubtful.

3D ()n the Sarvz‘rstivfirlin of Muthurfi see the following chapter.

3) IIsi yii chi, T 2037, ch. 3, p. 882'; 18 set].

4) Nan hai thi kuri nri fit chuan, T 2125, eh. I, p. 2060 l.

5) Cf. S. LEVI, Lox Seize Arhats protecteurx (it: In Loi,in J.As., 1916.11,

pp. 5 seqq.; corrected by J. l’nzYLUsKI. Candle, pp. 328 seqq.

5) Cl‘. S. HM, op. cit., p. 11-0 and .l. I‘nzytusxr, op. cit... p. 326 and

No 3.

7) IIsi yii rhi, T 2087. ch. 3, p. 882 l) 13 seq.

E) Nan hai rhi kiwi m-i fa (rhmm, T 2125, eh. I, p. 2060 1.7

[20]
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to the biography of the translator Buddhajiva, their Vinaya

was commonly found in Kasmir“. The famous Yogi-

cara master Asanga from Purusapura was at first a Mahi-

sisaka 2). A Mahiéfisaka monastery south of Taksasila is

mentioned in inscriptions 3). On the other side they are

attested also in Ceylon 4’. They had a monastery at

Nagarjunikonda on the banks of the Krsnfi 5). But it

still remains uncertain where their original home was.

Lastly. there cannot be any doubt about the home of the

still existing Ceylon school.

Leaving aside the Mahisfisaka, whose original seats are

unknown, the home of all these schools is to he found

in the ancient missions territory. Besides. there are other

hints and even partly direct evidence. That Ceylon was

converted by Mahinda under Asoka, is a constant tradi-

tion. But also for the Sarvastivadin school direct evidence

is extant. The school itself mentions as its patriarch

Madhyantika, the Majjhantika of the Singhalesc chronicles

(No. 1), and narrates the legend of the conversion of Kaémir

in quite the ‘same way as they do 5). In the case of the

Kfisyapiya, it seems obvious to identify their founder,

after whom they are named, with the Kasapagota, whom

the inscriptions of the relic caskets of Safici and Sonari

1) Kim sang chuan, T 2059, ch. 3, p. 339a 3 seqq.; cf. P. DEMIEVILLE,

A propos du concilc (In Vais‘élt. in T’oung Poo. XL, 1951, p. 293.

2) Hsi yfi chi. T 2087. ch. 5. p. 1196b 28.

3) Epigraphia Indira, I, 1892, No. 29, pp. 238 seqq.

4) Fa—hsien acquired there a manuscript of their Vinaya (Koo sing Fa

hrirn chuan, T 2085, p. 8651: 24) and the author of the .[17mImuluwazllm'“i

wrote his work at the instance of a Mahimsisaka monk (The Jfituka, ed. by

Fausholl, I, p. 1. v. 9).

5) Epigraphia Indira. XX, 1929-30, No. l, 11. p. 24.

6) Vinnya of the Mulasnrvastivfidin, Ksuzlrakauastu, T 1451. ch. 40. p. 411 a

S-b 18; cf. also the following chapter.

[21]
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mention as the master of all the Hemavatas 1’. There is

nothing in the way of assuming that the mission under

Kassapagotta, Majjhima, Dunduhhisara etc. (No.7), who

went to the Himalaya, gave origin to two schools, the

Haimavata and the Kfisyapiya, of whom one was expressly

named after its founder. Even a connection of the name

Dhammarakkhita, which occurs twice in the missions”

account (No. 4 and 5), with the name of the Dharmagup-

taka is not impossible, on account of the Indian delight

in playfully exchanging synonymous words even in proper

names“. Aparantaka, where Yonaka—Dhammarakkhita

was sent (No. 5), would quite suit the Surfistra of Nandi-

mitra’s prophecy. Lastly, it may seem not wholly unwar~

ranted to connect the name of the Mahiéfisaka with the

Mahisa country, to which Mahadeva went (No. 2)”.

We may therefore assume with a fair measure of like-

lihood that the above mentioned schools go back to com-

munities which owed their rise to the missions at the time

of Asoka. The mission of Kassapagotta, Majjhima and

Dunduhhissara gave origin to the Haimavata and Kfiéya-

piya. The mission of Majjhantika led to the rise of the

Sarvfistivadin. The Dharmaguptaka school is perhaps

issued from the mission of Yonakathammarakkhita.

There is, however, also the possibility that in this case

several missionary communities may have merged together

into one school (perhaps No. 4- and 6). The Mahisisaka

school may perhaps be connected with the mission of Ma-

1) See supra. p. 10; cf. J. PnzyLstI, Camila. pp. 317 seqq. The “ second

Kfisyapa” (so called in contrast to Mahfikfiéyapa), known to Taranz‘ltha in

Gandlu'ira, seems to be the some person (ed. Schiefner, p. 40, 19 seq. = Ue,

p. 50).

2) J. Pnzvnusxi, op. cit., p. 326 seq.

5) J. Pnszsxl, op. c , p. 324 set].
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hadeva. ‘nnd the community of Ceylon owes its origin to

the mission of Mahinda. In this way, in accordance with

the foregoing discussions, we have explained the special

position of these schools among the rest; and we have

given reasons for their well-defined individualities as well

as for the great role which the Vinaya plays with them.

Now we can go back to the questions from which we

have taken our start, i.e. how it is to be explained that

all these schools have accepted the same Vinaya, and

whether it is possible to say anything on the origin and

date of the basic work. There is now no difldculty in

answering these questions. The acceptance of the same

Vinaya is the natural consequence of the origin of the

schools from the same missionary enterprise. The missio-

naries who went out from the same centre brought of

course with them one and the same Vinaya to the commu-

nities which they founded; and this was the Vinaya which

was current at that time in their mother community.

We come therefore to the following conclusion. The

Vinaya of the Sarvastivédin, Dharmaguptaka, Mahiéasaka

. and of the Pali school, or at least the Skandhaka, go back

to the same basic text, viz. the Vinaya brought with them

by the missionaries of Asoka when they founded the oldest

communities; and this was the Vinaya current about

250 B. C. in the region of Vidisa.

[23]
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2. — SARVA—STIVXDIN AND MfiLASAnvisrivKDrN.

The identification of the basic text, from which the

Vinaya of the Sarvfistivz‘ldin, Dharmaguptaka, Mahisisaka

and of the Pali school were derived, represents an important

step toward our understanding of the development of the

Vinaya; but only a step. The question of its first origin

is not thereby solved. We have merely determined an

early stage of development and a period ante quem for

its rise. We feel therefore tempted to go beyond this.

Such an attempt does not seem futile, as we have hitherto

exploited only a part of the available material. We must

not forget that, besides the works already cited, also the

Vinaya of the Mfilasarvfistivadin and of the Mahfisfimghika

have come down to us. It is thus but logical to try to

get further results with their help. With this purpose in

view we shall turn first to the Vinaya of the Mfilasarva-

stivadin.

As a matter of fact, a mere cursory perusal of this

work leads us to expect further information. At first

sight it seems very different from the works hitherto

studied; but this is an illusion. This impression is

caused by the fact that the legends inserted in the text

are here much more elaborate, and that above all a great

quantity of tales is added, which are introduced as events

of former rnbirths, as Jz'ltaka. If, however, we disregard

them and, without allowing ourselves to be influenced by

them, consider the Skandhaka alone, we notice a far-

going agreement. The same twenty sections as in the

above discussed works occur here too, and their sequence

[24]
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\

is the sari. 1's in the Vinaya of the Sarvastivadin 1). The

legends found in those works have here their counter-

parts, albeit with many variants. Everything concerning

the monastic rules is identical in the essentials. In spite

of important diflercnces, we notice such a far reaching

agreement with the above mentioned works, that the sur-

mise of a connection is unavoidable. We are thus faced

.with our next task, that of explaining this connection and

of determining the relationship of this work to the above

discussed Vinaya texts and to the basic work. But before

we start upon this task, we must clear the field from a

preliminary problem.

The Vinaya of which We are speaking is attributed by

thc tradition to the Mfilasarvfistivadin. What kind of

school is this and in which relation does it stand with

the Sarvastivfidin? That which the accounts of the Bud-

dhist schools have to tell us is unsatisfactory. The name

of the Mfilasarvastivadin appears in them late, only from

the 7th century onwards; and then either it serves (as

with I—ching) for indicating the group including the Sar-

vfistivadin, Kfisyapiya, Dharmaguptaka and Mahisasaka 2),

or else (as with Vinitadeva and in the Varsdgraprcchd)

Sarvz'istivfidin is employed as group-name and then Mila-

sarvz'istivadin is the name of one of the schools forming

this group. In both cases it is a fanciful derivation from

the name itself of the Mfilasarvfistivadin, which means

“ the original Sarvastivadin”. The idea is either that

the name indicates the group as the original community

from which the several schools are issued, or it is given

1) Here too three sections are joined together into the Ksurlrakavasm.

2’ The relationship with the Sarvfistivfidin is not clearly expressed in

I—ching.

[25]
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to the school which is credited with preserving the old

pure teaching as against later derivations. But nothing

is gained thereby. The fact that a school is believed to

be the bearer of the genuine tradition and therefore gives

expression to this credence in its very name, is so common

and occurs so often without real justification, that no

weight should be attached to it at all. In order to ascer-

tain the position of the Mfilasarvéstividin and their rela-

tionship with the Sarvfistivz'idin, we must therefore start-

from other premisses.

The following piece of evidence appears to be of out-

standing importance in this connection ”. At the end of

the Mahdprajfidpdramitopades’a 2’, attributed to Nagfirjuna

and translated into Chinese by Kurnz‘u‘ajiva between 402

and 406 A. D., there is the question of the composition of

the canon of the sacred scriptures; and this is what it has

to say about the Vinaya (Ta chih tu lun, T 1509, ch. 100,

p. 765 o 2-6): V

“We call Vinaya the sins committed by the monks.

The Buddha has given the precept: ‘ This should be done,

this should not he done. Whoever does this and this,

commits such and such a sin 7. (The Vinaya) comprises,

to say it briefly, eighty sections. Moreover, it consists of

two parts. The first one, the Vinaya of Mathurz'i, includes

also the Avadéna and Jfitaka and comprises eighty sec-

tions. The second part, the Vinaya of Chi-pin (Kasmir),

has rejected the Jfitaka and Avadfina; it has accepted

1) The first to draw attention to it was Pelliot; it was utilized by J. Pan-

Lusru. Aqoka, p. 214 58-1.; Cf. also J. l’nzrwsxl, Fables in the Viuaya Pitaku

of the Survislimia'in school, in ”[0, V. 1929, pp. 1-5.

'1) This is, as 1'. Demiévillc has shown, the true old title of the work usually

called Mahliprajt'uipfiramim‘ééstra (see J.As., 1950, p. 375, No. I).

[26]
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only the essentials and forms ten sections. There is,

however, a Vibhfisz'i in eighty sections, which explains

it ”.

It is well known that in the Mahdprajfidpdramitopades’a

the Hinayfina is represented by the Sarvfistivfidin school;

it seems therefore plausible to identify the two Vinayas

there cited with the two works of this school that have

come down to us, viz. the Vinaya of the Sarvfistivfidin

and of the Mfilasarvistivédin 1’. And in fact the descrip-

tion given above would suit these two texts. The Vinaya

of the Mfilasarvéstivadin difl'erentiates itself, as we have

seen, from the Vinaya of the Sarvfistivfidin by an enormous

quantity of fables, which are missing in the latter text.

Thus the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivfidin would be the

Vinaya of Mathuri, and that of the Sarvastivfidin the

Vinaya of Kaémir. Against such a simple solution, howe-

ver, it may be urged that the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvisti-

vfidin shows evident connections with the North-West and

chiefly with Kaémir, and on account of this scholars hitherto

felt compelled to identify it with the Vinaya of Kasmir 2‘.

And for the sake of this identification the most artificial

theories were propoundeds’. But we are going to show

that the connections with Kas’mir in the Vinaya of the

Mfilasarvastivfidin clearly represent later interpolations,

while everything else points to Mathurfi as the home of

1) Both works are indeed thoroughly utilized in the Mahdprajfia‘prirumi-

xapadr5a; cf. Er. LAMOTTE, Trailé, II, p. xv seq.

2) S. Lévi in J. l’nszsxr, Le Nani—Ours: rle l’Inde, in J.As., 1914-. 11,

p 494: a I] an ressort nettement, mfime sans l‘aide d'une discussion, quel‘écolc

des Mu]a#Sarvistiv5din avait ses attaches positives an Cachemire et Clans les

régions voisincs ».

3) Cf. J. PRZYLUSKI, Acoku, p. Vin seq.; and Fables in the Vinaya-

Pigaka of the Sarwistividin school. in IHQ, V, 1929. p. 4 seq.

[27] .
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the text. And thus we may see in this text the Vinaya

of Mathura.

There are chiefly two passages in the Vimaya of the

Mfilasarvistividin which hespeak a connection with Kasxmir:

the tale of the conversion of Kasmir by Madhyintika and

the account of the journey of the Buddha through North—

Western India; and these two passages we must now

E . FRAUWALLNER

examine in detail;

The tale of the conversion of Kaémir stands at the end

of the Ksudrakavasm. In fact7 the last two sections of

the Vimaya of the Mfilasarvastivadin, the Samghabhedo-

vastu (T 1450) and the Ksudrakavastu (T 1451), contalm

a detailed biography of the Buddha, which ends with a

d/Iahdparinirvdnasfitra (T 1451, p. 382 b 29-402 0 4). Then

follow the council of Rajagrha (— p. 1108 b 25), the Nirvana

of Mahfikfisyapa (— p. 4090 8), the Nirvana of Amanda

(—— p. 411 a 5), the conversion of Kasmir by Madhyamtika

(— p. 1111 b 18) and a short enumeration of the followrng

patriarchs (— p. 4110 3). The council of Vaisali (— p. 41412

11) forms the conclusion of the whole.

In the section with which we are chiefly concerned the

account runs on the following lines 1’: After the council

of Rajagrha Mahakisyapa considers his task as fulfilled

and decides to enter Nirvana. He hands over to Ananda

the custody of the Teaching and announces to him that

Sanika (Sinavfisa) is going to be his successor. After

having worshipped the relics of the Buddha, he goes to

1) For the greater part translated by J. PnzYLusKr. Le Nerd—Quest (Ia

l'Imlo, in J.As., 1914, II. pp. 522-537. An exactly parallel text I: presents]-

by the Asoka legend, AAyii Wang rhuun, T 2011-2. ch. 4-, p. 114- a -6-116Pc Y:

[i—yii wang ching, T 2043. ch. 7. p. l53 (1 5-156 1) l9; translated by J. nz

Lusxr, Acalw, pp. 327-342.

[23]  
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king Ajitas’atru in order to inform him of his decision, but

finds him asleep. Thereupon he betakes himself to the

Kukkutapada mountain and enters Nirvana. Ajitasatru

and Amanda show due honour to the corpse. In the mean-

time Sanika returns from a journey and, upon the invi-

tation of Amanda, becomes a monk. Amanda, disappoin-

ted hy the stubbornness of a monk who refuses to be

corrected by him, decides to enter Nirvana. He hands over

to Sanika the custody of the Teaching and announces him

that Upagupta will be his successor. King Ajfitasatru,

whom he wants to inform of his decision, is asleep. As

Amanda wishes to offend neither Ajfitasatru nor the Lie-

chavi of Vaisali7 he proceeds to the middle of the Gamgfi,

in order to enter there Nirvana and to divide his relics

between Ajatasatru and the Licchavi. At this moment

the Rsi Madhyamdina (Madhyéntika) appears before him

with 500 disciples, intending to enter the Order. Amanda

admits him, hands over to him the custody of the Teach-

ing and charges him with the conversion of Kasmir; then

he enters Nirvana. After this the text narrates in a few

words how Sanika transmitted the custody of the Teaching

to Upagupta, who in his turn handed it over to Dhitikaf

who gave it to Krsna, who gave it to Sudarsana. Then

follows the account of the council of Vaisfili.

While reading this account we notice at once how

abruptly and clumsily the Madhyantika episode interrupts

the quiet flow of the narrative. Amanda has regulated

his succession and is on the point to enter Nirvana, when

Madhyfintika suddenly appears. He is introduced by very

imposing miracles. He apprehemds from an earthquake

that Amanda is on the point of entering Nirvana, comes

with his pupils flying through the air, and Amanda through

[29]
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his miraculous powers creates for them an island in the

middle of the river, in order to carry out the monastic

ordination. This stands in sharp contrast with the simple

and natural course of the story of Sanavasa. But there

are also other serious objections. dnanda has just finished

handing;r over the custody of the Teaching to Sanavasa,

when Madhyfintika appears. and he entrusts him again

with the custody of the Teaching. Thus there arises the

contradiction that two patriarchs exist the one at the

side of the other 1). Accordingly, there were difficulties in

the way of including both in the list of the patriarchs.

And since Sinavfisa and Upagupta were indissoluhly con-

neeted, it became necessary to make Madhyantika the

teacher of Sanavasa 2’. Moreover. this juxtaposition of

Sinavasa and Madhyfintika cannot be old at all, because

Sinavfisa, who belongs to the period of the second council,

and Madhyantika, who led one of the missions of Asoka,

were originally separated by a quite large interval of time.

They have been, therefore, artificially coupled together

only by the later tradition.

These difliculties vanish once we admit that the Ma-

dhyantika episode is a late interpolation. And indeed an

investigation of the structure of the narrative strongly

supports such a supposition. Sanavfisa is carefully intro-

duced in the narrative. Firstly the prophecy of Maha-

kasyapa singles him out. Then we are told of his admission

into the Order. And only then he is entrusted by Ananda

with the custody of the Teaching. In the same way the

1) There is no objection to this in the case of the division of a school.

But this is not the case here. Madhyfmtika stands :Ilonc beside the row of

the other palriarehs. And the compilers of the list of the patriarehs looked

at things in the same way.

2) Cf. l’nzyLUSKI, Awku, p. 47 seqq.

[30]
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later appearance of Upagupta is prepared. Madhyfmtika,

on the contrary, appears quite suddenly and abruptly;

and after he has fulfilled his task, he vanishes again, without

as hearing anything further about him. The superficia-,

lity of the interpolation is quite evident. Moreover, the

Madhyfintikaepisode could be safely expunged, without

the context suffering in any way thereby: Ananda has

entrusted the Teaching to Sinavasa, has prophesied Upa-

gupta as his successor, betakes himself to the Ganga and

enters there Nirvana. Then the tale goes on quite natu-

rally to relate how Sanavasa consecrates Upagupta as

monk and hands over the teaching to him.

We come thus to the conclusion that the episode of

Madhyantika and of the conversion of Kasmir represents

a late interpolation in the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvésti—

vfidin. The earlier tradition carried on the series of the

patriarchs from Mahakasyapa and Amanda without interrup—

tion through Sanavfisa and Upagupta to Dhitika, Krsna

and Sudaréana ”. Thus every trace of connection with

Kasmir disappears. sanavasa and Upagupta are the local

saints of Mathurfi. And the series of patriarchs, which

concludes the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivfidin, is in its

original form the patriarch series of Mathuri.

A close investigation of the account of the Buddha's

journey through North-Western India leads to a similar

result. The Bhaisajyavastu in the Vinaya of the Mfilasar-

vastivfidin (T 1448; Gilgit Manuscripts, vol. III, Part 1)

describes along journey of the Buddha and narrates the

1) Perhaps a remnant of the old tradition is preserved in the lists of

patriarchs which do not contain Madhyfintika (of. PRZYLUSKI. Acaka, p. 48).

We may note that also in the Vinaya account Singavfisn does not mention

Madhyfintikn while handing the Teaching over to Upngupta.

[31]
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events that happened in each place. This journey leads

through Gandhfira as far as Uddiyina. and this for many

scholars is another piece of evidence for the connection

of this Vinaya with the North-West and with Kaémir 1).

But this evidence too lacks solidity, because it is easy to

show that the part of the journey which concerns the

North-West is a late interpolation. We are told that the

Buddha accompanied by Ananda travels from Hastina-

pura through Mahfinagara, Srughna, Bréhmanagrfima and

Kilanagara to Rohitaka (T 1448, p. 37 0 6-39 0 21). There

he summons the Yaksa Vajrapfini and betakes himself in

his company to the North-West (— p. 41 c 4; Gilgil Manu-

scripts, Part I, pp. 0-2). Then he returns to Rohitaka

and resumes his journey along with Ananda, who is highly

surprised to hear that in the meantime the Buddha has

already visited the North-West. The sudden interruption

of the journey, the visit of the North-West by marvellous

means in the company of a supernatural being, and then

the continuation of the earlier journey7 all this points, as

clearly as it ever can be, to a later interpolation. But

if we cxpunge that part of the journey which leads to the

North-West in the company of Vajrapzini, then all the

important places visited by the Buddha on. his way he

on the upper course of the Ganga and Yamunfi, i.e. within

the range of the community of Mathurzi 2’. And thus it

1b '1' 144:1. p. 37 06-42 km; Gilgir M..nusrrip¢s,V'n1. 111. Pan 1, pp. 0-7, 13;

translated by .l. l’nzvlaysxl, Im N4ir4141m'sl (Iv l'lmlr'. in .I.As., l‘HS, ll.

ppi 195—522. Further cf. Br. lmmo'r'rn. Tmiu‘. I, p. 518 seqq. and Alexandre

M In Boudrllrismr, 2r :lrlirfijyn e! Blmdrtis’vu dans lc Vinuya tics Mfiluxnrmisli-

width. in BEFEO, 44-, 1947-50, pp. 152-158.

2) 0n the local] 'Ilion of the several places see ET. LAMDTTE, op. cit.

(Ilium-u n nlmdrfix'm). p. I53 seq. Rohitnka meant originally Robtnk to

the North-West of Delhi. It lim on the route from Srughna through Brah-
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becomes clear that also in the case of the journey to

North-Western India in the Bhaisajyavastu of the Vinaya

of the Mfilasarvistivadin the connection with the North-

West belongs to a later interpolation, while the earlier

portion of the account points to Mathuri.

A confirmation of this result is given by another text of

the Mathura school, the As’okardjasfitra. As shown by the

researches hitherto carried out on this work”, all the ver-

sions preserved 2) go back to a basic text that was created

between about 250 and 300 A. D. by the fusion of the

old Asoka legend with a church history. The church

history, which of course derives from much earlier sources,

began, as shown by the extant versions7 with the last

journey of the Buddha7 told the tale of his Nirvana7 of

the first council, of Mahfikfisyapa’s and Amanda’s Nirvana,

and after this it narrated the patriarchate of Sinavfisa

and Upagupta. It was of course a church history of the

community of Mathuri. This results from the fact that

the legend of the local saints of Mathuri, Sanavasa and

Upagupta, occupies by far the greater space.

In this church history we find connections with Kasmir

quite similar to those in the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvasti-

manngrfima to Mathuré, and its distance agrees approximately with the

other stages of the journey. It was only upon the interpolation of the North-

Western journey that it was equated with the town in the Indus region.

The older portion of the journey was created at the time of the compilation

of the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvfistivadin within the community of Mathurfi,

because the travel account in the corresponding section of the Vinaya of

the other schools refers to the narrow Eastern territory, Ito which the range

of View of the original community was limited.

1) J. anwsxr, Agnka: H. LfiDERs. Bruchsm’cke der Kalpunimazidiriké

des Kumdraliza, Leipzig 1926. chiefly pp. 127 seqq. ,

2) Aflii Wang chuun, T 2042; A—yli wrung citing, T 2043; Divylivadfina.

XXVI-XXIX; Tsa a—hun thing, T 99, ch. 23 and 25.

[33]
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vadin. In the first place, after Ananda’s Nirvana, it

narrates the conversion of Kaémir by Madhyantika. There

is nothing to say about this, because both the tale and its

insertion in the narrative completely agree with the Vinaya

of the Mfilasarvistivadin. What we have said above, is

valid here too. It is only to be noted that here a trace

of the old tradition antecedent to the interpolation has

been maintained 1). As the conversion of Kaémir, so also

the journey of the Buddha to the North-West finds a

parallel in the church history. We are told 2’, in fact, that

on his last journey the Buddha on the way from Mathura

to Kusinagari suddenly tells Amanda to catch his robe,

flies with him to Chi—pin (Kasmir) and there prophesms

the conversion of the country by Madhyantika. Then

both return and continue their journey to Kusinagari.

In this account, exactly like in that of the Bhaisajyavastu,

the travel is interrupted by a wondrous journey, ,after

which there is a return to the point of departure and a

continuation of the original journey in the usual manner.

This is again the characteristic form which betrays a later

interpolation, and we are justified in assuming. one here.

The consequence is that the church history is another

work of the Mathura school, which too shows a tendency

to create connections with Kasmir through interpolations;

and this supports the correctness of the samcconcluswn

in the case of the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvz'istivadin.

E. FRAUWALLNER

1) As shown by J. Paszsxl, Araka, p. 327, No. 1, the title‘of thelm;

chapter of the A—yii wang—ching (T 2043, ch. 7, p. 152 c 11) mentions on y

' ’ ’ ‘ vluded.
t 'archs. Madhyantika is therefore not mt, .. . ‘

pa "2) 44311 mung chuan, T 2011-2, ch. 3, p.112 a 7-12; A—yu wring dung, '1 201-3,

ch 6 p. 150 (A 8-12; translated by PRZYLUSKI, Le Nerd—Ones! del Inde, p. 54-0,

Agoka, p. 311.

[341
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In the latter account there is a noteworthy peculiarity.

It mentions a number of conversions effected by the Buddha

before his arrival at Mathura”. The same conversions

are carried out in the Bhaisnjyavastu during his journey

to the North-West. And it is peculiar that also in the

church history, at least in one version, the A—yfi wang

chuan, they are expressly localized in the North-West.

This is very strange. It would mean that the Buddha

first visits the North-West in order to effect there the

said conversions, then goes to Mathurfi, whereupon he

flies once more to Kasmir, in order to prophesy the con-

version of this country. But this is completely absurd.

The natural thing_would be to attribute him this prophecy

during the journey to the North-West, as it is done in the

Bhaisajyavastu 2’. The solution of this difliculty has been

found by J. Przyluski, who showed that these conversions,

and chiefly the conversion of the Naga Apalala, were ori-

ginally localized in Magadha and were shifted only later

to the North-West”. If, in fact, we admit that the

church history originally placed these conversions in Magm

dha, everything becomes clear. Their account brought

the Buddha’s last journey from Magadha first to Mathura,

in order to find thus the occasion for placing in his mouth

U A—yii mung chmm, T. 2042, ch. 1, p. 102 [7 13—15; A—yi'i mung thing,

T2043.ch. 6, p. 1495 22 scqq.. cf. ch. 2, p. 135 b 1446; Diuytivadrinn, p. 348,

20-22, cf. 385, 35; Tsa a—han ching, T. 99, ch. 23, p. 1651? 21-23, in PnzY-

Lusxi. Agoka, pp. 245 and 308 No. l.

2) T 1448. pl]. 9, p. 40c 16~22; in PRZYLUSKI, Le Nerd—Ones! de Nude,

p. 512 seqq.

3‘) J. I’nzrwsxi, Agoka. p. 6 seq.; Przyluski merely did not draw Lhelast

consequences from his pertinent remarks. 0n the conversion of Apalfila see

also Er. LAMOTTE, Tmitr‘, I, p. 188 Not I. An account, which shifts the ante-

cedents of Apalfila tn Mngadha, is found also in the Bhaigujyamstu, T.l448,

1). 16b 1-17 12 20.
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prophecies about Mathurfi and its local saints; and thence

to Kusinagari. When later it was desired to insert also

a mention of Kasmir. the natural place for it was of course

after the mention of Mathurfi, since this is the western-

most point reached on the journey. The author. of the

interpolation in the Bhaisajyavastu apparently utilized the

account of the church history for his description of the

journey to the North-West, and has shifted the converswns

contained therein to the North-West. When his account

had met with universal acceptance, it happened that even

in the church history, as it was the case in the A—yii wang

chuan, it was presumed that these conversions happened

in the North-West.
_

These facts in their turn throw new light on the account

of the Bhaisajyavastu and allow us to judge it with greater

certainty. Since it was originated by the deformation of

an account, which still maintained its original form in the

church history, it is clearly late and cannot belong to the

old core of the Vinaya. It is thus confirmed that we are

confronted with a late interpolation. We can even deter-

On the one side

E. FRAUWALLNER

mine with some approximation its date.

it mentions the great Caitya of Kaniska in the neighbourhood

of Peshavar 1); on the other side the above discussed modl-

fication of the tale of the conversions must have influenced

already the A—yii wring chuan, which was translated mto

Chinese about 300 A. D., and moreover it was known also

to the IWahdprnjn(ipdramito
padcéa2). It must therefore

belong to the period between 150 and 300 A. D.

l) T 1448 ch. 9, p. 41 b 25-c 1; in Pnzvrosru, Le Noni—Guest dc l‘Inde,

. 517.
' ‘

p 2) T 1509 ch. 9, 1). 126b 27-c s; Er. Luann, Traue, I, p. 546 seqq.

and No. 3.
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Summing up the results hitherto obtained, we can say

that those passages of the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvfisti—

vidin, which have led to its attribution to the Kaémir

school, are late interpolations, and that the earlier portions

of the work clearly point toward Mathurfi. We are thus

justified in considering it as the Vinaya of the Mathurz'l

community. Another consequence is, that we have to

look upon the Sarvfistividin as the community of Kasmir

and Gandhfira, upon the Mfilasarvastivadin as the commu-

nity of Mathura”.

But how shall we imagine the relationship of these two

communities? J. Przyluski once supposed that the Bud-

dhist communities in Kasmir and the neighbouring coun-

tries were founded from Mathurazl. He was led to it

by his general conception of the difl'usion 'of Buddhism.

Besides, he was influenced by the idea that these commu-

nities belong to the same philosophical-dogmatic school.

But according to our findings, this cannot be correct,

because, as we have seen, the community of Kaémir owes

its origin to the missions of Asoka and was founded from

Vidisa. On the other side, the Mathurfi community had

nothing to do with these missions. It is an old commu-

nity, much earlier than Asoka, and plays an important

role already at the time of the council of Vaisfili. We are

thus compelled to conclude that the communities of Kaémir

and Mathurfi are utterly independent from each other as

to their origin.

1) This is of course the original position. How the relations between

the two schools developped in the course of the centuries, and how it hap-

pened that the mentions of Kaémir were introduced into the texts of the

Mathura school, is an interesting and important question. But its discussion

would carry us far beyond the limits of the present investigation.

2) J. anusxr. Acoka, p. 14 seqq.
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With this result agrees also what can be gleaned from

the Vinaya of the two communities. All the compari-

sons of parallel sections have hitherto shown 1’ that the

Vinaya of the Sarvastivfidin largely agrees with the Vinaya

of the other missionary schools and forms with them a

close group. while the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivadin

shows considerable differences. Both facts are explained

if the Sarvastivfidin, as we believe, had the same origin as

the other missionary schools. while the Mfilasarvastivadin

represent an independent older branch of the Sthavira.

This is not contradicted by the fact that both belong

to the same philos'ophical-dogmatic school, since from the

first we have stressed the principle that the foundation

of communities and the rise of dogmatic schools are two

quite separate things. And indeed, this very instance

serves to show that the school formation took place later

and followed other lines than the foundation of the com—

munities. In the accounts of the first council. which are

to be found in all the Vinaya, we find information about

the composition of the canon of sacred scriptures with

the various schools, and these data follow case by case

the canon of the school concerned. So we read 2) that

the Dharmaguptaka and Haimavata possessed an Abhi-

dharma which in its structure was akin to the Abhidharma

of Sariputra. preserved in a Chinese translation 3’. On the

1) Cf, lastly )l. Hermann. Etude sur la concile de Vais‘iilt (Bibliotlleque

du Muséon, Vol. 20). Lnuvain 1946. above all p. 167. The same is showu

to he the case with the acrnunt of the first council (cf. J. Pnzrmsn. Camila),

with the legend of l'indola Bb'aradvr'ija (cf. 5. Liavx. Les Seize Arhats protecteurs

de la Loi, in J.As.. 1916, [1,pp. 232.251) etc.

2) Ssfi fén Iii, T 1428, ch. 54. p. 963 b 26 seq. and F’i-ni mu thing, T 1463,

ch. 4, p. 818 u 23 sup; I‘f. Er. LAMD‘t'I'E, Traité. I, p. 112. No. 2.

3) Shé—li—fu aip‘i—t‘un lun, T 1548.
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other side. the Abhidharma of the Sarvfistivadin consisted

of six different independent works 1’, like the Pfili canon

which includes seven different Abhidharma texts. This

goes to show that the missionary school received upon

their foundation the same Vinaya. but not the same Abhi-

dharma. The latter is thus apparently younger in date.

Now. in the case of the Sarvastivadin and Mfilasarvasti-

vadin the position is as follows. While the Abhidharma

of the Sarvz‘rstivadin, as said above, consists of six different

works, the Mfilasarvastivadin possessed only one Matrka 2).

The development of the philosophical-dogmatic Sarvasti-

vada school took its move from the six works of the

Abhidharma of the Sarvastivadin. The decisive step was

taken by Katyayaniputra with the composition of the

indnaprasthdnva, which he wrote, according to tradition,

in the T5masavana~Vihara in Uddiyina”. The later

developments are dominated above all by the activitv of

the commentators, culminating in the great JlIahdrviibhd-

scis’dstra, which is said to have been composed at a synod

under Kaniska 4). Its conclusion is represented by the

works of Vasubandhu and of his great adversary Samgha-

bhadra. Thus since its beginnings the philosophical-dog-

matic Sarvz'lstivz'ida school has gone through all the im-

1) These works are known‘ and are extant in translation. The council

accounts in the ‘Vinaya of the Sarvfistivadin and in the Mahdprajfidpa‘ramita-

pudes'a quote the beginning of the Dharmasknndha. which according to awide-

spread tradition was the first of these works (Shih sung Iii, T. 1435, Ch. 60.

p. 449a 20 seqq. and Ta chih tu hm. T 1509. ch. 2, p. 69c 20 seqq.).

2) Kgudrakumsm, T 1451, ch. 40. p. 4081! 2-11; cf. also Divyfinaddna

p. 18. 6 and 15, 333. 7.

3) Hsiian—tsang, Hsi yii chi. T 2087, ch. 4, p. 889c 3 seq. The tradition

is uncertain (see ET. LAMor'rl-z, Tmiu' I, p. 109 No. 2 b).

4) The tradition is collected and discussed in my paper on the Buddhist

councils in ZDMG, 102, 1952, pp. 250-256.
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portant stages of its development in Kasmir and the neigh-

bouring countries ", which are accordingly stated by

tradition to have been their citadel. Thence it spread to

the bordering regions and thus apparently came also to

Mathura. We can thus see here a fine example of how

the rise of a school proceeded quite independently from the

establishment of the communities and went its own ways.

But if the Sarvfistivz‘nda school came into existence within

the missionary community of Késmir, it is a late one.

Its diffusion doesn’t allow to draw inferences about the rise

of the old communities and their mutual relations. 50

the results hitherto obtained are not affected thereby.

According to our researches, the relationship between

the two schools of the Sarvistivadin and Miilasarvfistivfidin

appears to be the following. They were at first two inde-

pendent communities of different origin. Mathura is an

ancient Buddhist zone and its community goes back at

least to the times of the council of Vaisali. Gandhfira and

Kasmir were converted at the time of Asoka, starting from

Vidisé. Later on both communities grew into one school

through their accepting the theories of the philosophical-

dogmatic Sarvz‘istivz'ida school; but they never completely

lost their individualities.
‘

These results allow us to draw important conclusions

for the history of the Vinaya; and thus we come back to

the question from which we started. We have seen in

the foregoing chapter that the Vinaya texts of the schools

issued from the missions under Asoka, viz. of the Sarva-

1) Although Vasubandhu wrote his Abhidharmukos’a invAyodhya, he based

himself, upon his own statement (Abh. Kai, VIII, v. 40), on the Kasmiri

tradition; his deviations from the orthodox teaching were corrected by the

Kaémiri Samghahhadm.
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stivadin, Dharmaguptaka, Mahiéz'tsaka and of the Pfili

school, are derived from one and the same Vinaya. viz.

the one which was current in the Vidisfi region at the

time of Asoka and which was brought to them by the

missionaries. Now we have recognized in the Vinaya of

the Mfilasarvastivadin the Vinaya of a community which

has nothing to do with the missions, but represents an inde-

pendent early eommunity, whose Vinaya was apparently

an ancient heirloom. But this Vinaya, in spite of strong

difl'erenees, shows in its structure and contents such a

deep-going agreement with the works hitherto discussed,

that we are bound to accept a common origin. So we

come to the conclusion that the Vinaya, which the missio-

nary communities received from the parent community in

Vidisii, was not current in Vidisfi only, but enjoyed a wide

diffusion, as shown by the instance of the Mathurfi com-

munity, and probably goes back to an earlier period than

the times of Asoka.
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3. — THE ORIGIN OF THE SKANDHAKA.

We have been able, by utilizing the Vinaya of the

Mfilasarvastivfidin, to take a step forward in our study

of the history of the Vinaya. It would be now desirable

to try to penetrate further with the help of the last work

not hitherto utilized, the Vinaya of the Mahasamghika.

But here. we are faced with serious difficulties. This

Vinaya shows, it is true. several striking ressemblances

with the works discussed above; but it is so utterly diffe-

rent from them in its inner structure. that its position

remains for the moment uncertain and it is therefore im-

possible to base any conclusion on it. We must therefore

take another path in order to come nearer to our goal;

and for this we have the following possibility.

All the Vinaya with which we are concerned. even

the Vinaya of the Mahasarnghika, contain an account of

the two earliest Buddhist assemblies, the so-called council

of Rajagrha in which the canon of the sacred scriptures

is said to have been compiled, and the council of Vaisiilt

where controversial points in the disciplinary practice were

discussed. It has been noticed long ago that in the Vinaya

of the Pfili school, which at first was the only one to be

studied; this account begins quite abruptly and that from

the point of view of its content it is closely connected

with the Maha'parinibbdnasuttanta of the Dighanikdya, of

which it forms the continuation 1). This fact has led Finot

to the conclusion that the Mahdparinibbdnasutlanta and

1) H. Ononnnenc. The Vinaya Pimka. Vol. I, London 1879. p. xxvr;

Budd’listische‘ Studim, in ZDMG, 52. 1896. p. 615.
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the account of the councils originally formed one conti-

nuous narrative. which told in the manner of a chronicle

the last days of the Buddha. his death and the beginnings

of the Buddhist church 1’. And indeed several elements

support the correctness of his contention. The account of

the councils in the Vinaya of the Pali school begins with

Mahikasyapa relating the unseemly utterances made by

a monk on hearing the news of the death of the Buddha;

he declares to take them as sufficient motive for summoning

a council. These very utterances are related in the l'llahd- '

parinibbdnasultanta, VI, 19-20. This is certainly no chance.

They are narrated in the Mahdparinibbdnasuttanta because

they are the pretext for the first council, and the account

of the council can refer to them because they are inserted

in the Mahdparinibbdnasuttanta. We are thus confronted

with two accounts which are correlated 2’ and belong to

an originally continuous narrative. Finot’s conclusion

seems to be warranted from this point of view. But it

receives full confirmation above all from the remaining

Vinayas.

The end of the iMahdparinirwinasfitm narrates how the

Mallas of Kus’inagari upon receiving the news of the death

1) L. FINDT, Textes historiques duns le Canon prili, in J. AL. 1932. 11,

p. 158; Mahfipnrinibbdnasutw and CullaL-agga. in [HQ VIII, 1932. pp. 241-246.

Finot’s theory has found partly the approval and partly the hostility of other

scholars. Favourable were E. OBERMILLER. The account of the Buddha’s Nir-

vana and the firs! Councils according to the Vilmyakgudr'aka, in IHQ. Vlll.1932.

pp. 781-784; L. DE LA VALLI’m I’ovssm in l'lfélanges chinois et bouddhiqm’s.

III, 1934-5, p. 370; ET. LAMOTTE, La le‘gende du Buddha, in Revue de l’Hisloira

dos Religions, 134.. 1947-48, p. 52 seqq.: hostile were P. DEMIEVILLE, Apropos

du concile d2 Vui§fili, in T'qung Pan, 40, 1951: pp. 251 seq; J. FILLIOZAT in

leanr Classiqur, I. Paris 1947, pp. 134-135.

3D The allcmpl of Oldenberg to find a contradiction between the two

accounts has been conclusively rejected by FINoT, op. cit., p. 243.
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of the Buddha carry out the preparations for the funerals,

how the cremation is postponed till the arrival of Mahala?!-

éyapa, who is on his way from Papa—1 with 500 monks (this

is the passage containing the disrespectful utterances of

a monk), how after the arrival of Mahakfisyapa the Crema-

tion is carried out, how there is a dispute about the relics

and how these are eventually divided and stfipas erected

over them. Of all the Vinaya, that of the Mahiéfisaka

is the only one, along with that of the Péli school, who

begins at once with the account of the councils 1). The

Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka tells us of the Mallas’

preparations for the funeral, of the journey and the arrival

of Mahfikaéyapa and of the cremation of the corpse7 and

only then goes on to the narrative of the councils“. So

does the P’i—ni mu ching of the Haimavata 3). The Vinaya

of the Sarvz‘rstivz‘udin begins only with the journey of Maha-

kfiéyapa, but then narrates also the dispute for the relics

and their division 4’. The Vinaya of the Mfilasarvistivfi-

din and of the Mahasfimghika place the whole Mahdpa-

rinirvdnasfitm before the account of the councils 5). Thus

out of the extant Vinaya, two give the account of the

councils in connection with the Mahdparinirvdnast’ttm,

three have kept before it large portions of the Mahdpa-

1» T 1421. ch. 30. p. 1901: 10 scqq.

2‘) T 111-28, ch. 54. p. 966 a 12 setup; the narrative agrees with the corre-

sponding section of the Ch'lmg u—han, which also belongs to the Dharmagup-

taka school (cf. T 1, ch. 4. p. 28 b 19 seqq.).

3) T 14-63, ch. 3, p. 8171; 26 scqq.

4) T 14-35. ch. 60. p. 4450 8 seqq.

5) T 14-51, ch. 35, p. 382b 29-ch. 39. p. 402C 4 and T 1425, ch. 32,

p. 489 5 26-4901) 21. In the Vinaya of the Mahasfunghika merely the first

and the last sentences are given in full, while the rest is only hinted at. a

common procedure in this work; but this detracts nothing from the fact that

the whole Sfitra is placed before the account of the councils.
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nmrvdnasfitra and only in two the account of the coun-

c1ls stands alone, but still betrays by its abrupt beginning

that originally it was -a part of a larger context. The

origlnal continuity of the Mahdparinirvdnasfitra and of'

the account of the councils, upheld by Finot, is thus not

a conjecture, but a fact, established by tradition.

We come thus in agreement with Finot to the conclusion

that the Zliahdparinirvdnasfitra and the account of the

councils formed in the beginning one single narrative.

Now, to what place is this narrative entitled in the frame

of the Buddhist tradition? Finot has suggested that it

may represent an originally independent chronicle, which

was included only later in the canonic collection of scrip-

tures, and was split in two in the process. But this is a

mere conjecture. The nature of the text points elsewhere.

As we have already seen, this narrative is found, whole

or in parts, in all the Vinaya extant, This is in favour

of an old established connection. We can even give it

a fixed place within the Vinaya. It has been noticed

that as a rule it stands at the end of the Vinava, and at

the utmost it is followed by some addenda ". - The onlv

exception is the Vinaya of the Mahfisamghika, in which

it is joined to the discussion of the Samghabheda, probably

for reasons of expediency. This exception carries no

weight, since this very Vinaya has changed the whole

structure from its foundations. The place of our narra-

tive can, however, be settled even more precisely. As

already mentioned, all the Vinaya consist of two parts,

the Sfltravibhafiga, the commentary on the confession for-

" Cf. P. DEMIEVILLE A propos du candle dz Va's“! ' ‘, i, T .1951, PP. 245—251. I u m oung PM 4-0,
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mulae of the monks and nuns; and the Skandhaka. the

rules which regulate the life of the community; to these

several appendixes are, attached, like the Pnrivdm in the

Vinaya of the Pali school. or an Ekottara in the Vinaya of

the Dharmaguptaka. Now it comes to light that in nearly

all the Vinaya the account of the Buddha’s death and of

the councils stands at the end of the Skandhaka, before

the appendixes where these exist. This is the case with

the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka, of the Mahisiz'lsaka7 of

the Pali school and of the Mfilasarvastivadin. The Vinaya

of the Sarvastividin represents an exception. But in

this work the whole sequence of the sections has undergone

a change. The Skandhuka are inserted between the

Bhilrsuvibhariga and the Bhiksunivibhaixga. Then follows

an Ekottara. an Updlipariprcchd and several smaller

appendixes; and among these appendixes stands also our

narrative. But if we disregard this lonely exception, we

can say that for all the schools belonging to the Sthavrra

group our narrative stands at the end of the Skun-

dhalm.

\Ve can now sum up our results thus: The story of

the death of the Buddha and the account of the two

earliest councils formed originally one single narrative.

This narrative, according to the evidence of the great

majority of the sources, was a fixed component of the

Vinaya; It belonged to the Vinaya already in Its earliest

form recognizable to us, and had its place at the end of

the Skandhaka.

But it is deserving notice that only in a few cases

this narrative is completely preserved in its original place.

Its first portion, the tale of the death of the Buddha,

has been in most cases cut loose and included as a Sutra

[46]
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in the collection of the Long Sfitras of the Sfitrapitaka 1’.

We can observe a process of crumbling away, as it were.

There is an additional fact. It is well known that at

the beginning of the Skandhaka in the Vinaya of the Pali

school there is a fragment of a biography of the Buddha 2’.

The same is the case with most of the other Vinaya. We

find such a fragment in the same place in the Vinaya of

the Dharmaguptaka and of the Mahjsasaka 3). In the

Vinaya of the Mfilasarvistivédin there is a corresponding

section in the Samghabhedavastu 4’. In fact, this Vinaya

has gathered everything pertaining to the life of the

Buddha in the Sarnghabhedavastu (T 1450) and in the

Ksudrakavastu (T 1451), which form in it the concluding

portion of the Skandhaka. We shall see later why this

has happened. But we can still recognize that the corre-

sponding section of the Samghabhedavastu stood originally

at the beginning of the Skandhaka, because the concluding

portion, the conversion of the Buddha’s foremost disciples

Sariputra and Maudgalyfiyana, has hung back in that

place 5). Also the career of the Bodhisattva is at least

hinted at in a few words 6). Thus this portion of the life

of the Buddha had originally its place at the beginning

of the Skandhaka even with the Mfilasarvastivz'ldin. A

corresponding section is completely lacking only with the

I) It has long been recognized that in this place it bears the stamp of

a foreign intrusion. See on this the conclusive remarks of M. WINTEnNrrz,

Geschichte dvr indischrn Literati", ll. Leipzig 1920, p. 29.

‘-‘) .Mnhfivnggu 1, 1-24.

3) T 1428, ch. 31, p. 77911 1 -ch. 33, p. 799b 24 and T 14-21, ch. 15.

13.10111 6 — ch. 16, p. 110510.

4) T 1450, ch. 1. p. 99a 14- - ch. 8. p. 137c18.

5] T 1444, ch. 1, p. 102012 11 - ch. 2, p. 10301) 15. -

6) T 1444, ch. 1, p. 1020: 14 scqq. and ch. 2, p. 10260 20 seqq.
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Sarvastividin and the Mahfisamghika. We can therefore

say that according to the majority of the sources a portion

of a biography of the Buddha stood originally at the head

of the Skandhaku.

Turning to the size of this text, in the Vinaya of the

Pfili school it begins with the Illumination, includes the

sermon of Benares and the first successes of the Buddha

as far as the conversion of Siriputra and Maudgalyéyana.

The Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka and Mahisasaka, on

the contrary. contain the beginning of a complete biography

of the Buddha, beginning with his lineage. The same is

the case with the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivadin,
with

difi'erence that it takes the tale even farther back

and begins with the origin of mankind. What is the

reason of this difference? Why appears this text complete

in some sources, While it is totally missing in others?

After our findings in the ease of the Mahfiparinirré-

we are tempted to see here too a process of crum-

bling away, the more so inasmuch as we can observe in

the Vinaya of the Pfili school the same abrupt beginning

of the narrative as in the account of the first council. And

indeed this supposition stands confirmed. Firstly, the

lack of a corresponding section in the Vinaya of the Sar-

vfistivfidin finds in this way its explanation. The publi-

E. W'aldschmidt of some texts of the Prussian

Sarvastivfidin

the only

n asfltra,

cation by

ion to Turfan has shown that the

which in contents and size agreed

inaya of the Pfili school 1).

expedit

possessed an account,

exactly with this section in the V

Vergleichende Analyse dps Calusprlrisatsfit
m, Alt-

1) (If. E. \VALDSCHMIDT,

lien Philologir' und Allermms-

und Nell-Indisrhe Studien 7, Beitrl'igc :ur indisc

kunde, Wall" Sthubring mm 70. Grbunstag dargebratht,

pp. 84-122; also Dus Cnluspariga

Hamburg 1951,
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But with them this account did not belong to the Vina a

but was inserted under the name of Catusparisatsrltr y' i

the Dirghdgama of the Sfitrapitaka. This. is ehactl atlm

same process as with the Mahdparinirvdnasrltra [arid vie

can therefore take for granted that this account too b e

longed, as in the majority of the sources, to the Vina c.

and more precisely it stood at the beginning of the Skya’

dhaka. The supposition of a crumbling awa ‘1’"

seems thus to be justified. y Process

But how does it happen, that the account in the Vina

of the Péli school as well as the Catusparisatsfitra of tha

Sarvastivfidin begins abruptly with the events after the

Illumination? If this too is a case of crumblin e

What has happened to the complete account? £1233:

to'answer this question we have to recall the followinrr

pornts. We have a number of biographies of the BuddhaU

which narrate his life from his birth to the beginnin i

his teaching activity and then stop suddenly 1’. The lg) 0t

known of them are the Niddnakathd at the be innin esf

the Jataka collection of the Pfili school, the Laglitav-i O

and “the Mahdvastu. We feel compelled to ask wh iii:

are incomplete. This can be explained on the sup )ositio:

that they have come into being through the inchlm let

biographies of the Buddha at the beginning of the Slicane

dhaka “being cut loose and becoming independent Their

very llmits are in favour of this, since they end at the

same point of the narrative as the account in the Skan-

dhaka, or at the utmost they carry it on a little farther.

3:;augg2gebe" und benrbeitrt, Abhandlungen der Deutsrhen Akqdemie der W‘
. r.

A g»senactfenE-zru IBerlin, Klasse fur Sprachen, Literatur und Kunst 1952 No '2

. . ,Amorrn, Lal‘ d ' ’ "l ' . i .
gins. 134, 194743, F. 57 56:an e du Buddha, in Revue de lemre dz: Reli-
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Besides, some of them are expressly included in the Vinaiya,

and this would be incomprehensible if there were no cose

connection. Lastly we have the followmg important pielcle

of evidence. At the end of one of these biograzphlei,6 tme;

Fa pén hsing chi ching (T 190, ch. 60, p. 93 a -

the? IS liioh?lll)1vb:g ilstfltrhis Sfitra called? Reply: The

teachgr:eof the Mahasamghika call it Tashih (Mahdvastu);

the teachers of the Sarvz'istivfidin call 1t Ia chuang fiat

(Mahdlalitavismm), the teachers ohthe Kasyaplyahca (:f

Ina shéng yin, yiian (Buddhajdtakanrdana).
the teac oil,”

the Dharmaguptaka call it Shih—chLa—mou—nt f0 pit-L" ak:

(Siikyamunibuddhacarita).
the teacherscf the— Mafllsas

call it P’irni tsang kén pén (Vmayoptgakamula) .d me

In this passage the above mentioned tents an 5:1l

others are enumerated, and all are Jomed 1r;)to1 a g; p0

This shows that they were all recljloned eascofis?§f:e§ as

stratum of tradition an wer . .

irlaatZZTnCMost important is tile fOIIOWifiiECISZTSEEZTEZ:

hools listed above are t e same w l . '

3:30: already quoted above on p. 11,. 115:: as 2:81:38]:

schools. The same schools, thicfoie, whic:d 10:11:15 boast

themselves by their study of t e inaya a . com lete

of a Vinaya of their own, possessed also such an In China?

' ra )h of the Buddha. This cannot be a mere ,

ijtloilabesy the connection beyond doubt. Wehi::n0ftl:::

safely assume that these incomplete biograp f the in.

Buddha arose from the growing .rnd?e:}letr}11:e Sokandhak
a.

' ' nun

com’l‘dettiiibsloiliadehli:
:Zmnid:1:lgd thegfollowing remarks.

The ihention of a Jtimkaniddnu with the Kasyapiya.l ::l(:::):

shows that the biography of the Buddha, havmg J
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independent, could be connected also with the collection

of the Jataka. This authorizes us to attribute the Nirldna-

katha' of the P
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fili school to this group of works, even if

this school is not expressly mentioned here, as it is not

in the tradition of the parent country. Another important

element is that among the works listed above there is one

which is attributed to the Mahasamghika school, viz. the

Mahdvastu. This proves that the Vinaya of this school

too contained originally the beginning of a biography of

the Buddha, which later was lost because of the process

of crumbling already described. Since this Vinaya inclu-

des, as seen above, also the account of the death of the

Buddha and of the earliest councils, we may assume that

it too originally showed the same composition as the other

texts which we are studying, and that its radical regroup-

ing of the materials is only secondary. This supposition

will be confirmed later on. In any case we feel justified,

in View of these circumstances, to utilize in the course of

our researches the Vinaya of the Mahasamghika in the

same measure as the Vinaya of the other schools.

Summing up, we obtain the following picture: All the

Vinaya with which we are concerned contained originally

at the beginning of the Skandhaka a portion of a bio-

graphy of the Buddha from his birth to the beginning of

his teaching activity; we can assume that this was the case

also for the basic text from which the Vinaya were derived.

In the course of time this biography became independent

and was further developped by the various schools. The

independent works, which came into being in this way,

were partly reckoned as belonging to the Vinaya. This

is proved for the Mahisasaka school by the name Vina-

yapitakamfila, for the Mahasimghika school by the direct
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evidence of the tradition 1’. Occasionally they were coupled

also with the Jitaka collection, as it was the case with

the Kaéyapiya and the Pfili schools. The independence

of the biography and its development into works in their

own right carried with itself the consequence that the ori-

ginal text in the Shandhaka lost its interest. And then

it partly crumbled away, as with the Sarvastivadin and

the Paili school. It has completely disappeared from the

Vinaya of the Mahasfimghika. This development is valid

for all the schools with which we are concerned. Only

the school of the Mfilasarvastivadin went its own ways

and gathered everything belonging to the biography of the

Buddha at the end of the Skandhaka.

Now We can proceed to select from the results hitherto

obtained those which carry weight for the history of the

origin of the Vinaya, in order to draw our conclusions.

We have seen that at the beginning of the earliest Skun-

dhaka work, from which all the extant Vinaya drew, there

was a biography of the Buddha from his birth to the beginn-

ing of his teaching activity. We have also seen that the

concluding portion of this work was formed by an account

of the death of the Buddha and of the two earliest councils.

This means that the core of the work, the exposition of

the Buddhist monastic rules, was enclosed by a biography

of theBuddha. Nor was this framework a mere embel-

lishment. It is well known that the Skandhaka do not

give the monastic rules as a collection of precepts, but

in the form of an historical account. They narrate the

events which gave occasion to the single rules, and we

1) «'ryamnhfistimghikfinfim lakotmrnvddinfim madhyudvfiikfinfim pfiphmm vina-

yapignlmxya mahivasluye mu (Moluirmsm. ed. E Scuurt, I, p. 2, 13).

[52]
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are told how the Buddha thereupon promulgated th

rules. The exposition of the rules appears thus in :1:8

form of a current narrative of the activity of the Buddhae

Tlus character is still more strengthened by the insertion.

at shorter or larger intervals, of legends which ive m ’

life to the narrative. Thus the core of the wirk vmilie

together with the framework into a great unit V ’1:

begins with the account of the career of the BudthIIu t

the Illumination. Then follows the tale of his acti "1:0

which, after the fundamental sermon of Benares andVltli],

first conversions, consists mainly in the foundation and

organization of the monastic order, in accordance with

the purpose of the text. The conclusion is formed b the

account of the last days and the death of the Buddha

If we take into account also the imposing and clear distri.

bution of the subject matter, which distinguishes th-

Skandhaka, we can safely state that we have here a w l:

sketched and carried out according to a great l'in Th

Buddhistic monastic rules, as we have them inpthe.Skant:‘

dhoka, are not a collection of precepts, as it could have

arisen in the course of time in the midst of the commu-

nity, but a work which was consciously created in accor-

dance with an imposing plan; it is quite different from

the loose collections of old traditions, as contained in the

Sfitrapitaka. Since this work must have been created

considerable time before Asoka, it is the earliest Buddhist

llterary work whose existance we have hitherto been able

to ascertain.
‘

. Thus our enquiry on the origin and history of the

Vinaya has come to a first conclusion. We have recognized

as origin and source of the Skandhaka a work, which was

composed before Asoka and from which all the extant
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Vinaya works drew their contents. Now we must deter-

mine, with as much precision as it is possrble. the place

and time of the creation of this work, and if possrble also

give an explanation of its rise.

I do not wish to waste much space on the home of

the work. It is determined by the geographical range of

View in which the events unroll themselves. The tradi-

tions of the various schools are responsible for many modi-

fications. but it is clear enough that thls range of View

does not overstep very much the old-home of ,lduddhism

with the centres of Rajagrha, $ravasti and Kausamhi. In

any case this will be a fruitful field for further investi-

ation.
- ’

g The time of the work can be settled With a fair amount

of certainty, after all that we have said above. We have

already seen that it must have come into being some

time before Asoka. As in the meantime we have ascer-

tained that the Mahasamghika school too has drawn from

this work7 we must shift it into the time before the first

schisma, which separated the Mahfisamglnka from the

Sthavira. 0n the other side it must have been composed

after the council of Vaisfili, which is narrated in all recen-l

sions. And thus, if we stick to the most usual tradition:

dates, its rise belongs to the period between 100 and l 0

Nirvéna.

afteéVihtlme now to the last question. How was it that

a work so grandly planned and so peculiar in its central

‘ i 9 r to answer this que-

structure came into being. In orde

'
nts

stion we must turn our attention above all to the accou

of the councils. They appear to be superfluous in the

light of the plan of the work described above. The idea

of inserting in the frame-work of a biography the precepts

[54]
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given by the Buddha to the monk community in the course

of his life, is indeed obvious enough. But what is the use

of the accounts of the councils at the end of this biography?

In order to eliminate this difficulty we are going to consider

in some detail these accounts in all the versions that have

come down to us. For our enquiry has already shown

that the deformation of single sources can very easily.

distort the picture and lead to false consequences.

In the first place we notice that in the Vinaya of the

Sarvastivadin, Dharmaguptaka, Mahisasaka and of the

Pali school the accounts of the two councils follow imme-

diately each other. There is nothing to keep them apart.

But also every connection is lacking. Things are diffe-

rent in the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvistivadin and of

the Mahasamghika. Here the description of the first

council is followed in the case of the Mfilasarvfistivfidin

by a kind of history of the patriarehs 1’, in the case of

the Mahisfin’lghika by a list of teachers 2’, and only then,

without further connection, there follows the account of

the second council. We stand thus before the question

whether this central portion is an early component of the

text or not. Now we notice again and again that just

the two schools of the Mfilasarvastivadin and of the Maha-

saxnghika have introduced great modifications in their

Vinaya, but at the same time have preserved a good deal

of ancient material. It could be possible that the same

applies to this case too, that these lists of patriarchs or

of teachers may be an old component of the work, and

U T 1451, p. 408b 26-411c 3; for the greater part translated by

J. PRZYLUSKI. Le Nord—Ouesl dc l'Inde, pp. 522-537.

2) T 1425. ch. 32. pp. 492 c I'M-93¢ l9; translated by J. Pnzywsxr.

Concile. pp. 217-219.
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that they were lost in the other schools merely.by

a process of crumbling away, such as we have noticed

already several times. This is, however, only a possibility

and it would be dangerous to draw from it far-gomg con-

sequences. But luckily we are in a position to show that

the text originally must have shown a similar aspect also

with other schools. We owe the possibility of this proof

to the Pali school, which disposes of richer materials than

the others.

But before we turn to the P511 school itself, we must

consider in detail the position of the Mfilasarvfistivadin.

With them the concluding portion of the Skandhaka is

composed as follows. The Mahdprlrinirvdnasfitra (T 1451,

pp. 382b 29-4026 4) is followed by the account of the

first council (pp. 4020 5-4081) 25). Then the .Nlrvana

of Mahz‘ikz‘isyapa and of Ananda is narrated in detail

(pp. 408 b 26-4-09 0 8 and 409 c 8-411 a 5) U: Thereupon

follows a short enumeration of the next patriarchs, Sapika

(Sanavfisa), Upagupta, Dhitika, Krsna and Sudarsana

(pp. 411 b 18-411 (2 3). The account of the second council

(pp. 411 c 3-4141) 11), loosely connected, follows at the

endThis scheme coincides in large measure with that.0f

another text, which we have mentioned in the preceding

chapter, Viz. the church history of Mathurz't continued in

the As’okardjasfltm 2). lts narrative is along the followmg

lines. It begins with a short account of the last Journey

of the Buddha and his Nirvana (Aivii 104mg chunn, T 2042,

pp. 111 1) 27-112 1) 14; A—yii wang citing, T. 2043, pp. 149 b

1) The l\r[ndhyfintikn episode, having been recognized as an interpolation

(see above pp. 211 501111.), has been utilized neither here nor in the church history.

2) See supra p. 33 seqq.
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19-1501) 17; Divydvaddna pp. 348, 20-350, 25) ”. Then

follows the first council (T 2042, pp. 112 1) 14-11411 25;

T 2043, pp. 150b 17-1520 8), the Nirvana of Mahakfi-

éyapa (T 2042, pp. 114 a 26-115 11 3; T 2043, pp. 153a 5-

154b 9) and the Nirvana of Amanda (T 2042, pp. 115 b 3-

11617 10; T 2043, pp. 1541) 9-156a 5). These are follo-

wed by the legend, told in grand detail, of the two local

saints of Mathurz'i, Sinavasa and Upagupta (T 2042,

pp. 1161: 19-1261; 20; T 2043, pp. 156b 20-1691; 27;
Divytivaddna, pp. 350, 24-364, 10). The work closes with

a short mention of the next patriarch Dhitika (T 2042,

pp. 126a 21-126b 15; T 2043, pp. 16912 28-169c 29).

The similarity of this narrative to that in the Vinaya

of the Mfilasarvfistivadin is self-evident. The sequence of

the events is the same. The patriarch series of both is

the series of the patriarchs of Mathura. Lastly7 in the

accounts of the first council, of the Nirvana of Mahakii-

syapa and of the Nirvana of Ananda the agreement even

in detail is so striking, that the surmise of a common

origin cannot be avoided. The most essential difi'crence

is that in the church history the story of the local saints

of Mathura is related in such detail and fills so much space,

that it forms the greater part of the work and the bulk

of its contents. All this can be best explained by assuming

that the church history of Mathurz'i arose from the church

history of the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvfistivadin through

a fusion with the legend of the local saints of Mathura.

We are here concerned again with a case, in which a

part of the old Skamlhaka work has been made independent

and has been changed into a separate work. In this case

11 cr. 2.150 T 2042, p. 102 b 13-22; T 2043, p. 135 b 14-26; Divydvudfina,
p. 3115, 3-16; Tsa 114nm, T 99, p. 165 b 21-: 4 and p. 177 1 12-19.
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the point of departure was the form which the old work

had received in the school of the Mfilasarvastivfidin and

which is extant in the Vinaya of this school. And here

we can see at close distance how this process of getting inde-

pendent took place. The last journey of the Buddha and

his Nirvana, from which the narrative starts but which are

of minor importance for the church history, are related

very shortly and undergo a characteristic transformation.

Thus the journey of the Buddha is deviated to Mathurz'l,

and this gives the occasion for attributing to him a pro-

phecy about Mathurz‘a and its patriarchs. The general

portion of the church history, which does not concern

Mathura alone. is simply taken over from the basic work.

But then. when the narrative passes on to thc patriarchs

of Mathura itself, it becomes detailed and copious and

follows lines quite of its own, so that this becomes the

essential and largest part of the whole work.

Among the works. of the Pali school we find now a

text. which in its structure shows a striking similarity to

the church history of Mathurfi. The Singhalese chronicles

Dipavamsa and Mahdva msa and the historical introduction

to Buddhaghosa’s Samantaplisddikd contain a portion of

a church history of the parent community, from where

the mission to Ceylon started I). This became in Ceylon

the point of departure of the Singhalese church history and

has thereby been preserved for us. It begins with the

first council (Dip, IV, V. 1-26 and V, v. 1-14; Mah., Ill;

Snm., pp. 4. 6-31, 12), adds to it a list of patriarchs

(Di/L, IV. W. 27-46 and V, vv. 69-107; Mah., V. W. 107-

132; Sam., pp. 31, 13-33, 6), describes the second council

1) This will be discussed in detail later an.
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(Dip, IV, VV. 47-53 and V. W. 15-29; Mah, IV, vv. 9-65;

Sam., ppfl33, 7-35, 5) " and then narrates in detail the

story of the head of the school of the parent community,

Tissa Moggaliputta, his young age (Dip., V, vv. 55-68;

Mah., V, vv. 98-106 and W. 133-155; Sam., pp. 35. 8-41, 20),

the council in which he played a. leading role (Dip., VI],

W. 34-43 and W. 44-59; Ala/L, V, W. 230-282; 541711.,

pp. 52, 20-617 25) and the sending out of the missions,

which is attributed to his initiative (D511, VIII; IVIah.,

XII; Sam... pp. 63, 20-69, 15). Then the account from the

home country remains interrupted, because with the mis-

sions the church history of Ceylon begins.

The similarity of this account with the church history

of Mathurfi is unmistakable. Here as well as there the

narrative begins with the death of the Buddha. speaks

first of the councils and goes on, through a relatively short

history of the patriarchs, to the history of the real school

founder, which is treated in great detail. This similarity

warrants the supposition that this text too has come into

existence from a fusion of the account of the councils and

of the history of the patriarchs in the Vinaya with the legend

of the own school founder. This suspicion is turned into

certainty by what follows. As the works of the Mfilasar-

vastivadin and Mahasimghika lead us to recognize, the

account of the first council stood in the first place in the

Vinaya, then there followed the list of the patriarchs and

only then the second council. The second council stands

so to say outside the connection, and its insertion causes

difficulties. And since it is not essential for the course

I) I did not take into account the section on the rise of the Buddhist

schools (Dip.. V. vv. 30-54; Mah., V, vv. 1-13), because in my opinion it does

not belong to the early nucleus of the church history.
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of events, it is omitted in the church history of Mathurfi.

In the church history of the Pali school this did not happen.

Here it has been kept. and what is more important, in

the same place as in the Vinaya, after the list of patriarchs.

And here too, as in the Vinaya, it is but loosely connected.

Characteristically7 none of the patriarchs appears among

the chairmen of the second council. And yet the compi-

lers of this church history were by no means adverse to

try to obtain a closer union between the single parts of

their work. This is shown by the fact that the legend

of Tissa Moggaliputta is prepared by a prophecy after the

second council and is attached to it. Thus we are justified

in considering the sequence: first council, list of patriarchs,

second council. and the abrupt addition of the second

council as a characteristic point of agreement between the

church history of the Pali school and the narrative in the

Vinaya; and we can therefore conclude that this part of

the church history is drawn from the Vinaya. This leads

to the further inference that also the Vinaya of the Pfili

school originally included between the two accounts of

the councils a list of patriarchs. which later was lost through

crumbling away. And the same may be assumed also for

the Vinaya of the other missionary schools.

Thus the list of patriarchs stands recognized as a com-

ponent of the ancient Skandhaka work; we can now return

to our ‘first question, why this work did not stop with

the death of the Buddha and went on with the account

of the two councils and the list of patriarchs. In order

estion, We must take into account the

to’ answer this (111

The Vinaya of the Mfilasarva‘lstivadin

following point.

and of the Pali school alone contain a real list of patriarchs;

the Vinaya of the Mahfisfimghika has in its place a list
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of teachers which handed down the text to posterity.

The latter seems to be the original one. In the first place

the Vinaya of the Mahasamghika in several places shows

peculiar archaic features. But above all it is easily under-

stood how a series of unimportant and soon forgotten

.teachers was discarded in favour of well known patriarchs "
7

while the contrary is hard to conceive. But then things

gain another complexion. The list of teachers in the

Vinaya of the Mahfisimghika is strikingly akin to the list

of teachers in Vedic works. It is said in the Vinava (T 1425,

ch. 32, p. 492 c 17 seqq.): “ From whom did we hear this

teaching? From the venerable Tao—1i have we heard the

‘Vinaya, the Ahhidharma, the Samyuktdgama, the Ekotta-

rikdgama, the Il/Iadhyamligama and the Dirghdgama. From

whom did Tao—1i hear them? From the venerable Fu-

sha—p’o—t'o—lo. From whom did the venerable Fu—sha-

p’o—t’o—lo hear them? From the venerable Fa-shéng. . . etc.

till. . . From whom did T’o—so—p’o—lo hear them? From

the venerable Upali. From whom did Upali hear them?

From the Buddha. From whom did the Buddha hear

them? He realized them himself without a teacher and

did not hear them from another. The Buddha possessed

boundless knowledge. 7’ This is exactly similar e.g. to the

Brhaddranyaka—Upanisad (ll, 6): "' Now the series (of the

teachers). (We have it) from Pautimfisya, Pautimasya

from Gaupavana, Gaupavana from Pautimasya. . . etc.

till. . . Sanitana from Sanaga, Sanaga from Paramesthi,

Paramesthi from Brahma. The Brahma is self-existent.

1 . . .
_ . l The text of the list of patriarchs in the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvasti-

vadln lays particular stress on the transmission of the teaching by the pa-

triarchs. This reminds us of the teachers of the “ list of teachers ". who handed

down the sacred texts.
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Honour to the Brahma!” The structure and form of

the two lists are the same. In the one case the exposi-

tion of the teaching is taken back through a long series

of teachers to the omniscient Buddha, in the other case

to the self-existing Brahman. The only difference is that

the Vedic text, for which the lists of teacher are a quite

common feature, gives his list abbreviated in aformula.

The Buddhist text, which thereby introduces in its domain

something quite new, gives it in archaic fullness. In my

opinion, therefore. the list of teachers of the Vinaya was

created on the pattern of and as a counterpart to the

Vedic lists of teachers, in order to bestow on the own

tradition an authority similar to the Vedic one.

We may be at first surprised in seeing an ancient

Buddhist text influenced by Vedic models; but on closer

scrutiny this is not at all unlikely, and finds plenty of

corroboration. As we have seen in the course of our

enquiry, the old Skandhaka work has come into being in

the 4th century B. C., that is at a time when the Vedic

literature was still fully alive. S. Lévi has come to the

same conclusion from another starting point. He has

shown in one of his most brilliant articles that the begin-

nings of the Buddhist literature belong to a time when

the Vedic accentuation was still in use7 i. e. to the time

of the latest Vedic literature 1’. Since he supports his

contention from texts which are taken from the Skandhaka,

they confirm most happily our conclusions on the age of

this work. There being a living contact with the Vedic

literature, influences were quite in the order. Bes des,

S. Lévi has collected in the same paper some texts from

‘1 S. LEVI, Sur la rérimlinn primitive des texles bauddhiques. in J. AL.

1915, I, pp. 401-447; cf. specially pp. 1146 seq.
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the Skandhaka, which discuss the question whether the

Buddhist texts ought to be recited in the same manner

as the texts of the Veda. Here the influence of the V dic

model is palpable. Thus the situation is given, which

was implied in our theory of the origin of the teachers’

list in the Vinaya. If, in fact, there was a tendency to

shape the recitation of the texts on the Vedic pattern,

then an attempt could also he made to guarantee the

validity of the tradition through the addition of a list of

teachers, and thus to give to the own works an authority

Similar to that of the Vedas.

But the influence of the Vedic model explains many

things more. It is a common custom in the Vedic lite-

rature not simply to describe a sacrificial act, but to narrate

how it was performed for the first time. In the same way

the Upanisads are not contented with cxpounding a

teaching, but in most cases they tell us how on such and

such an occasion it was propounded by a famous teacher.

If the Vinaya does not simply lay down the rules for the

monastic community, but tells us how and on what occasion

the Buddha gave the various precepts, this apparently

goes also back to the Vedic model.

Let us go one step farther. When the Upanisads

place a text in the mouth of a famous teacher, this has

the purpose of placing it under his authority. According

to the credence of that epoch, the texts do not speak for

themselves, but the authority of their propounder speaks

for them. In many cases, as e. g. with the libation cere-

mony (Brhaddranyaka—Upanisad, VI, 1-3), we find a list

of teachers added, which effects the connection with the

propounder and guarantees the credibility of the given

teaching. The series of teachers at the end of Vedic
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works have the same purpose. They create the connection

with the holy seers, who are accepted as propounders of

the works and guarantee their credibility. But the author

of a Buddhist work, wishing to bestow on it greater credi-

bility by the addition of a list of teachers on the Vcdic

pattern, stumbled here on a difficulty. The authority, on

which all validity reposcs, was for him the Buddha. But

it was impossible to attribute all his work to the Buddha

and to attach to him the teachers’ list, because the Buddha

had delivered only individual sermons and given indivi-

dual precepts; and it was impossible to annex a list of

teachers to every single one of them. In the Skandhaka

this difficulty is put out of the way by the account of

the councils before the list of teachers. Through that

account all the single precepts, which the Buddha as de-

scribed in the work delivered in the course of his life, are

gathered together in a whole and placed under the autho-

rity of his direct disciples, who are witness that they really

come from the Master’s mouth. The list of teachers

attaches itself to this authority, leads the work back to

it and in this way guarantees its authenticity. Only in

this way the account of the first council can be really

understood. It was always agreed that it could not be

an historical event. There may have been early attempts

to collect the word of the Buddha, but a council in this

form immediately after his death is unthinkable. On the

other side it was not clear to which purpose such an inven-

tion could serve. Everything now becomes comprehen-

sible. This council has been invented in order to place

the own holy tradition under a common authority, to

which recourse could be made through a list of teachers

on the Vedic model. In this way we can explain both

[64]
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the redaction of the old Shandhaka work in the form of a

biography of the Buddha and the account of councils and

list of teachers at the end of the work.

. We have to imagine the rise of the old Skandhaka work

about on the following lines. In the 4th century B. C.

some outstanding specialist of the Vinaya undertook to

collect in a definitive form the Buddhist monastic rules.

~He did not limit himself to collecting the material and

giving it a clear arrangement, but tried also to put it in

a form which would make his work the equal of the great

Vedic texts. He placed the single precepts in the mouth

of the Buddha, enlivened the exposition in the manner

of the Brahmana texts through inserted legends and knitted

the whole into a solid unity, by embedding it into the

framework of a biography of the Buddha. Moreover, in

order to bestow on his work the same sanctity as was

attached to the Vedic texts which were attributed to the

great seers of yore, he invented the legend of the first

council,- in which the foremost disciples of the Buddha

were said to have collected in an authoritative form the

words of the Master immediately after his death, and he

led his work back to this collection through a list of tea-

, chers. In this way he created a work planned and exe-

cuted on a large scale, which had no rivals in the Buddhist

literature of the time and well deserved to he placed to

the side of the Vedic texts, and even surpassed them by

the logicity of its structure and by its striking framework.

Our enquiry on the source of the extant Skandhaka

texts has come to an end. We have only one more parti-

cular to add. We have hitherto spoken of the first council

alone, and have given reasons for the inclusion of its

account in the old Skandhaka text. But all the extant

[65]
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works include also another account, about the so-called

council of Vaisfili‘]; accordingly, we have to answer the

question, what is the origin of this account and what is

its purpose. Upon a preliminary examination of the tra-

dition, we notice that this section is added without any

connection to the first council or to the list of teachers.

Since with these two the Skandhaku work is already con-

cluded, our account can be at once recognized as an ad-

dendum. On the other side it is an integrant part of the

tradition, since it is found with all the schools. This is

only possible, if it has been included in the work at a

very early time, in any case before the first schisma. It

must be attributed therefore to the author of the old Skun-

dhaka work himself, or a least it was added shortly after

the composition of the work. But what was the reason ,

for this addition? There are two possibilities. Either it

is an invention, or an historical account. For an invention

of this kind I cannot find any cogent reason. On the

contrary, everything becomes clear once we admit that a

real event is at the basis of the account. If really a

dispute, like the one there described, broke out on impor-

tant points of the monastic rules, and if it was settled by

an assembly of the community, then indeed a large and .

comprehensive Vinaya text had good reasons for giving an

account of this dispute and of the decisions given. And

in view of the plan and structure of the Skandhaka work,

1) Shih sung m. 'r 1435. ch. 60, pp. 450a 27»456b a; $5.1 fén m, T 1428,

ell. 54,pp. 968 c 13.97] c 2; Witffin m, T 1421, ch. 30, pp. 192 a 26-194 b 20;

Pfili Vinaya, Cullavngga, XII; Vinaya of the Mfilasarvfistivfidin, Ksudraka-

vastu, T 1451, ch. 40, pp. 411 0 3-414 b 11; Mo—ho—séng-ch’i M, T 1425, ch. 33,

p. 439a 231' ll; Pli—ni mu thing, T 1463, ch. 4, p. 819i? LC 12. For all

these texts cf. above all M. Hermann, Elude sur le concile de Vais‘éli (Biblio-

th‘eque du Muséon. vol. 20), Louvuin 1946.
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which had enclosed the whole remaining material within

the frame of a biography of the Buddha, such an account

could only be added as an appendix. I think, therefore

that the account of the second council is based on a real

event. And in fact the historical-looking character of this

account has been often pointed out ”. The description

of the proceedings, of the intrigues on both sides looks

quite realistic7 without any embellishment. Inventions

usually have another aspect. There was, however, one

condition to the. admission of this account in the Shan-

dhaka text. It should have at that time an actual signi-

ficance, in order that the communication of the decisions

agreed might appear desirable in this work. The events

described must, therefore, belong to a period shortly before

the composition of the work, if we admit that the account

belongs to its original core. If we admit that the events

took place later and that the account was added after-

wards, this can have happened only a short while after

the composition of the work, because only in this way

the account could become a solid component of the work

and pass along in all the versions of the latter. This

enables us to reach an even closer approximation in the

datation of the old Skandhaka text. It must have been

composed shortly before or after the second council. And

since the tradition places this event in the year 100 or

110 after the Nirvana, the composition must go back to

about 100 years after the Nirvana, that is in the first

half of the 4th century B. C.

1) Cf. M. Hormcnn, op. cit" PP. 152 seq.
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4. — STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS or THE

OLD SKANDHAKA TEXT.

The conclusion that the old Shandhaka text is a work

of Buddhist literature from the first half of the 4th cen-

tury B. C., is of fundamental importance and is apt to

throw new light upon the most difi‘erent aspects of the

earliest Buddhism. But before we proceed to draw further

consequences from this conclusion7 let us try to gain a

more precise picture of the old text itself.

The following analysis is intended to provide sucha .

picture, of course only in the main outlines. It is not

conceived as an attempt at reconstruction, nor as a com-

plete concordance. Both would require a special and bulky

study. I shall limit myself to reproducing the chief points

V of the contents of the work, in its hypothetical original

sequence; and I shall indicate where the sections concerned

are to be found in the extant Versions ”.

The sequence of the chapters is that which seems to

me the most probable one. For the first half of the work

it is as good as certain. Toward the end we notice a greater

uncertainty of the Various versions. But it is manifest,

that again and again several chapters form groups of

the Same content and consequently must be put together.

Concerning the contents of the single chapters, the tradi-

tion of the single versions is clear and its tale is simple

wherever it treats few important points in a clear sequence.

1) Also the oscillations in the proper names are usually disregarded. I

employ the more usual and \vell-knoWn names in their Sanskrit form. Only

where the Sanskrit tradition is of no help. I employ the Pali forms.
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Where numerous unimportant precepts are marshalled

together, we notice very strong differences7 often even a

perfect confusion. Since in such cases the interest of the

contents is a minor one, I have limited myself to merely

assembling a few large" groups. The inserted legends

occur mostly in all versions in their place. Greater devia-

tions are seldom to be found and do not give rise to serious

problems. lshall speak but briefly of the enclosing story,

the biography of the Buddha as well as the accounts of

the councils. since they have already been discussed in

large special works dedicated to them; besides, I shall

return to them later in a special chapter.

The old Skandhaka. text.

Introduction: The life career of the Buddha.

(S: —; Dh. 1. Show chich chien—tu. pp. 77911 1-799 b

24; M: 1. Shou chieh fa, pp. 101 11 6-110 c 10; P: 1. Mahd-

khandhaka, Illahtivagga. I, 1-24; Ms: 17. Samghabhedavastu.

T 1450, pp. 99 a 14-137 c 18 and 1. Pravmjydvastu, T 1444-,

pp. 1020 b 11-1030 11 15; Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. III,

Part 4, pp. 6-25; Mhs: — ).

l. Antecedents. The genealogy of the Buddha (Raja-

Vamsa) (S: —— ; Dh: p. 779 a 5-1) 10; M: p. 101 a IO-b 20;

P: —— ; Ms: pp. 99a 18-106b 6; Mhs: — ).

2. The birth of the Buddha. His life till the Illumi-

nation (5: — ; Dh: pp. 779b 10-781c 11; M: pp. 1011)

20-1020 21; P: — ; Ms: pp. 106 h 6-1246 27; Mhs: — )

3. From the Illumination to the conversion of Sari-

putra and Maudgalyayana (Camsparisatsfitra) (S: —— ; Dh:
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pp. 781 c 11-799 b 24; M: pp. 102 6 21-110 0 10; P: Mahd-

vagga, 1. 1—24; Ms: pp. 124 0 28-137 6 13 and pp. 1020b

11-1030b 15, further pp. 6,13-25,11; Mhs: —— )1).

1.— Pravrajyavastu

(S: 1. Slum chill ch12 chieh fa, pp. 14841 1-157c 28; Dh:

1. Shuu chieh chim—tu, pp. 7991) 25-8166 4; M: 1. Shou

chieh fa, pp. 110 c 11-121 (1 26; P: 1. Mahdkhandaka, Ma-

hdvagga, I. 25-79; Ms: 1. Pravrajydvastu (Ch’u chin shih).

T 14-44, pp. 1030 b 15-1041 (1 21; Gilgit Manuscripts,

vol. 111, part 4, pp. 27-68; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 ch’ii fa,

pp. 412 b 21-422a 8 and pp. 457b 23-461 1) 19).

The first four chapters of the work have as subject

the fundamental institutions. which give its characteristics

to the life of the Buddhist order: the admission to the

order, the monthly confession ceremonies7 the three months

of retreat during the rains and the Prava'lrana ceremony

at the end of the rainy season.

They begin with the rules for the admission in the

order. These extend not only to the admission (pravrajyd)

and the ordination (upasampadd) themselves. but include

also the admission of novices (s’ramanera). the subordination

(nis’raya) of young and inexpert monks under a master

(upddhydya) or teacher (dcdrya). and treat above all of

the numerous cases in which admission to the order is

forbidden. The manifold contents and great bulk of this

I) On the particulars of this section cf. E. WALDSCHMIDT, Vergleichende

Analyse ties Caluspnrisatsfitra (Alt-und Neu-lndische Studien 7. Beilnige :ur

indischen Philalogie und Alterlumskunde, Walther Schubring zum 70. (Jr-buns-

tag dargrbruchl, Hamburg 1951. pp. 34—122).
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chapter have caused the single sections in the various

versions to be greatly mixed up. But the text itself is

essentially the same. with the exception of the usual

deviations due to different traditions and of isolated ampli-

fications and developments. We obtain about the follow-

ing picture.

After the first successful conversions performed by the

Buddha7 it comes to light that the young monks give

offence through their unseemly behaviour. Upon this the

Buddha lays down that the younger monks must subor-

dinate themselves as disciples (sdrdhavihdri) to an older

monk as master (upddhydya). Master and disciple should

consider themselves as father and son (5: pp. 148 a 4-b 12

and b 23-26; Dh: p. 799 b 25-6 7; M: p. 1100 11-28; P: I,

25. 1-6; Ms: -—— ; Mhs: — ). He prescribes in which form

the junior monk must beg the senior to accept him as

disciple (S: p. 149 0 4-10; Dh: p. 7996 7-12; M: pp. 1100

29-111 a 4; P: I, 25, 7; Ms: — ; Mhs: —— ). He regulates

the duties of the disciple towards the master (5: p. 148 b

21; Dh: pp. 801a 16-803a 18; M: p. 111a 5-29; P: I,

25, 8-24; Ms: pp. 1030 c 4-1031a 1; Mhs: pp. 459 a 10-

460 a 28) and the duties of the master towards the disciple

(S: p. 148 b 17-21; Dh: pp. 300 b 29-801a 16; M: p. Illa

29-11 1; P: I. 26; Ms: — : Mbs: pp. 458 b 2-459 (1 10). Lastly

he determines the punishment of disciples who behave

unbecomingly toward their master (8: — ; Dh: p. 804a

22-c 22; M: p. 113 b 19-c 25: P: I, 27: Ms: —; Mhs: — ).

Under these prescriptions of the Buddha, even junior

monks accept disciples. The case of the monk Upasena,

who accepts a disciple although he himself has been a

monk for one year only, causes the Buddha to lay down

that monks may accept disciples only after 10 years
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(5: pp. 148 b 27-149 (1, 9; Dh: p. 800 a l-b 6 and 803 1710-0 3;

M: p. 11411 13-21; P: I, 31, 3-5: Ms: p. 1031 a 6-25; Mhs:

p. 4571) 25-6 12). Then he prohibites incapable monks

to accept disciples (S: p. 149 a 10-h 8; Dh: p. 800b 6-29

and 8030 3-23; M: p. 114a 27-0 7; P: I, 31, 6-8 and 35;

Ms: — ; Mhs: —— ) and enumerates groups of 5, 6 or 10

qualities each, which render a monk capable or incapable

of admitting somebody to the order, or of accepting him

as disciple or of making him a novice (S: p. 149 b 8-: 3;

Dh: p. 806 b 1-0 9; M: p. 114 0 8-29; P: I, 36, 2-17 and 37;

Ms: p. 1031 a 25-c 11; Mhs: p. 457 c 12-24).

Since upon being left without a master, because of

his absence, leaving the order, or of his death, the disciples

become again a nuisance through their bad behaviour,

the Buddha prescribes that in such cases another elder

monk shall take the place of the master in quality of

teacher (dcdrya) and that the disciple shall be subject to

him as a pupil (antevdsi). The regulations for the form

in which the pupil declares himself subject to the teacher,

for their mutual duties etc. are quite similar to those

laid down for master and disciple (S: — 1); Dh: p. 803 a.

24-h 10 and 8036 23-804 6 22; M: pp. 112 c 29-113 29;

P: I, 32-34; MS: — ; Mhs: pp. 457 6 24-458 1) 2).

As the inhabitants of Rajagrha feel annoyed because

of the prolonged stay of the Buddha and all his monks,

he goes to Daksinfigiri. But he is accompanied only by

few junior monks, because they do not wish to leave

their masters. Upon this he lays down that the subor-

dination under a master shall last only five years, unless

1) In the Vinaya of the Sarvéstivfidin the precepts for teacher and pupil

are united with those for master and disciple. In the other versions too there

is some jumhling.
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) THE EARLIEST VINAYA

the incapacity of the disciple renders a longer duration

necessary. At the same time he recounts 5 qualities each,

which render the subordination to a master necessary or

not necessary (S: p. 151 a 8-1) 3; Dh: pp. 805 6 24-806 1) 1;

M: p. 1161) 19—0 5; P: 1, 53; Ms: pp. 1032a 26-11 21 and

1031 c 11-17; Mhs: p. 460 11 5-10 and 17-21). Further he

discusses particular cases, in which monks are obliged or

not obliged to subordination, and lays down when the

subordination is to be considered as extinct (S: —; Dh:

pp. 804 0 22-805 (1 13; M: p. 118 a 26-0 25; P: I, 73 and

36, 1: Ms: -— ; Mhs: p. 460 I) 10-17).

In the meantime there has been motive for regulating

anew the procedure of the monastic ordination. Hitherto

the Buddha himself had performed the ordination and

later he had also permitted the monks to perform it

through causing the applicants to recite the formula of

the triple refuge ll. Now he lays down that the ordination

shall take place through a triple interrogation of the com-

munity, to be preceded as a fourth item by the proposal

(jfiapticamrtham karma) (5: p. 148b 12-17; Dh: p. 7990

12-29; M: p. 111 b 2-23; P: I, 28, 3-6: Ms: — ; Mhs: cf.

pp. 412 12 26-413 (1 6). Then he prescribes that the pre-

sence of at least ten monks with full rights is necessary

for proceeding to the ordination (S: — ; Dh: — ; M: p. 111 b

23-25; P: I, 31, 2; Ms: — ; Mhs: cf. p. 4-1611 7-10). It

must not take place without a master for the inten-

ded monk; the master must be a monk without blemish

and reproach (S: - ; Dh: p. 811 17 7-12; M: p. 111 c 5-8:

P: I, 69; Ms: — ; Mhs —- ;). The applicant must possess

a monastic robe and an alms-bowl and must not have

1) Cf. Dh: p. 7931: 9-21; P: 1,12; Ms: 1). 1030b 15-0 3.
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borrowed them (5: — ; Dh: p. 811 c 13-20; M: cf. p. 119 b

18-22; P: I. 70; Msf— ; Mhs: —— ). Lastly the procedure

for the contemporaneous ordination of several persons is

regulated (S: — ; Dh: p. 805 b 1-12; M: p. 112a 10-17;

P: I, 74, 2-3; Ms: — ; Mhs: cf. p. 41611 23-b 7).

Then the text narrates several incidents which render

E . FRAUWALLNER

further regulations necessary. An applicant, Whom the

monks did not want to admit, is ordained on the command

of the Buddha, after a meritorious deed by him has been

ascertained (S: — ; Dh: — ; M: p. 112 b 11-19; F: I. 28,

1-3; Ms: — ; Mhs: ~——- ). It happens that in happy times

people seek admittance only for the sake of the easy life.

In order to hinder this. the Buddha prescribes that at the

ordination the four foundations of monastic life (nis’raya)

should be communicated to the applicant; i.e. that the

monk should eat only food given in alms, Wear only rags.

live under trees and employ as medicine the urine of

oxen. This communication should be made after the ordi-

nation (S: —— ; Dh: p. 811 b 12-c1: M: p. 112 b 19-c 16;

P: I, 30-31. 1; Ms: — ; Mhs: cf. pp. 4136 12-414 c 7).

As the admission of heterodox persons leads in many

cases to ugly surprises. the Buddha prescribes for these a

probation period of four months (S: pp. 150 b 26-151 (1 7;

Dh: pp. 806 6 10-807 b 9:‘M: p. 115a 1-25; F: I. 38: Ms:

pp. 1031 6 18-1032 a 25; Mhs: pp. 420 0 10-42111 20). Seve-

ral sick people seek admission in the order to let themsel-

ves be cured by the famous physician JIvaka. who, besides

the household of king Bimbisira. attends only the Buddha

and his disciples. The Buddha. at the instance of Jivaka',

is compelled to prohibit the admission of the sicks (S:

p. 152 b 9-0 12: Dh: pp. 8080 2-809a 8; M: p. 116a 4-29;

P: I, 39; Ms: pp. 1034 1) 15-1035 (1 6; Mhs: p. 420 b 6-0 10).
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In the same way he has to forbid the admittance of ser-

vants of the king, who try in this manner to avoid

their duties (S: — ; Dh: p. 811 0 1-13: M: p. 116 b 1-18;

P: I, 40; Ms: — ; Mhs: pp. 419 c 23-420a 18), of slaves

(S: p. 1516 13-29; Dh: p. 8071) 18-0 6; M: —— ; P: I, 47;

Ms: p. 10330 12-b 21: Mhs: p. 421 b 17-6 12), of debtors

(S: p. 152a 1-17; Dh: p. 807 0 15-28: M: p. 115a 26-b 10;

P: I. 46; Ms: p. 1033 b 22-0 27; Mhs: p. 420a 18-b 6) and

of robbers, who in this way seek to evade pursuit (S: — :

Dh: p. 807 6 6-15; M: p. 115 b 29-0 6 and 115 0 "(-16; P: I,

41 and 42-45; Ms: — ; Mhs: — ).

The following case is the occasion for an important

rule. The monks, upon their request. admit in the order

the young Upali and his sixteen companions, still mere

children, and perform their ordination. The behaviour of

these young monks gives offence and induces the Buddha

to determine the minimum age for ordination as 20 years.

Whoever enters the order earlier, remains a novice (s’rama-

new) until he reaches this age (S: p. 150b 9-25: Dh:

pp. 807s 28-8080 2: M: p. lle 25-28; P: I, 49; Ms:

p. 1032 [1 22-0 6; Mhs: — ). At the same time the admis-

sion of a father with his little son gives origin to misinter-

pretations among the laymen, and therefore the Buddha

prescribes also for the novices a minimum age of 15 (12)

years (S: p. 151 1; 4-22; Dh: p. 810c 16—23; M: p. 1150

22-116 (1 3; P: I, 50; Ms: p. 1032 G 7-29: Mhs: — ). Only

in special cases an exception can be made. when the chil-

dren are at least so grown, that they can scare away the

crows (S: p. 151 11 23-0 1; Dh: pp. 8100 24-8110 3; M:

p. 117 a 16-28; P: I, 51; Ms: — ; Mhs: cf. p. 4600 11-22).

One monk is not allowed to admit two novices at the

same time (S: p. 151 c 2—12; Dh: p. 811 a 3-7: M: p. 115 c
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17-21; P: I, 52; Ms: p. 1033 a 1-5; Mhs: cf. pp. 460 c 23-

461 a 5). _

During a visit in Kapilavastu, the former wife of the

Buddha sends him his little son Rfihula to claim from

him his heritage, whereupon the Buddha charges Sariputra

with admitting Rahula in the order (S: — : Dh: p. 809 0

3-22; M: p. 116 0 6-14; P: I7 54, 1-2; MS: of. Samghabheda-

vastu,T 1450, p. 159 a 8-b 10; Mhs: p. 460 I) 22-25). And

since Siriputra has already a novice, he grants to sari-

putra and to other monks fit for this task the permission

of admitting several novices (S: — ; Dh: p. 811a 7-15;

M: p. 1160 14-17; P: I, 55; Ms: —— ; Mhs: —— ) At the

same time he gives instructions how the admission of a

novice should take place (S: pp. 149 0 11-1501) 8; D11:

p. 81011 11-(2 1; M: pp. 116 0 17-117 0, 4; P: I, 54, 3 and

56; Ms: —— ; Mhs: p. 460 b 25-0 10). On the representa-

tion of his own father Suddhodana he issues the prohi-

bition to admit a person in the order without the permis-

sion of his parents (S: -— ; Dh: p. 810 a 6-22; M: p. 117 a

4-15; F: I, 54, 4-6; Ms: p. 1035a 7-17 5; Mhs: p. 421 a

20—1) 17). In some versions there follow several instruc-

tions on the treatment of novices.

Next we are told that somebody sneaks into the Order

for the purpose of partaking of its advantages (5: p. 153 a

26-6 17; Dh: pp. 3110 27-81211 11; M: p. 118a 6-16;

P: I, 62;. Ms: pp. 52,163.17; Mhs: pp. 41741 12-11 8 and

417 1) 8-19). Then follows a series of prohibitions concern-

ing the admission to the order: these prohibitions are

directed against those who have killed their mother or

their father (5: pp. 153 0 26-154a 6; Dh: p. 8130 3-28;

M: p. 117 b 5-12; P: I, 64-65; Ms: pp. 53,18-61,13;

Mhs: p. 417 11 19-0 9), against the murderer of an Arhat
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(S. p. 1540 7-26; Dh: p. 813a 23-b 7; M: p. 117 I) 13-22;

F: I, 66; Ms: pp. 61,14-64,20; Mhs: cf. p. 417 0 9), against

the guilty of the rape of a nun (S: pp. 152 0 26-153 (1 25;

Dh: —- ; M: p. 1171) 27-0 5; P: I, 67; Ms: —— ; Mhs: 0f.

pp. 416 0 2-417 (1 11), against whoever has wilfully wounded

the Buddha or split the community (5: p. 154 0 4-11; Dh:

p. 813 17 7-15: M: p. 117 b 23-26; P: I, 67; Ms: pp. 64,21-

65,11; Mhs: cf. p. 417 0 9), against serpentine or other

non-human beings (S: p. 154a 27-1) 16; Dh: pp. 8120

10-813 41 3; M: p. 1170 17-28 and 0 6-17: P: I, 63; Ms:

—-”: Mhs: —— ), against renegades (S: p. 153 0 18 — 25;

Dh: p. 807 I) 12-18; M: p. 118 a 17-20; P: I, 38, 1; Ms: —.',

Mhs: — ), against eunuehs (S: p. 153 17 18-0 17; Dh: p. 812 11

20-0 10; M: pp. 1170 29-11811 5; P: I, 61; Ms: — ; Mhs:

pp. 4170 9-4180! 9) and against the various sorts of

cripples (S: p. 155a 3-17 18; Dh: p. 814a 18-1) 20; M:

p. 119 a 29-1; 11; P: I, 71; Ms: p. 66,8-19; Mhs: pp. 4181;

14-419 0' 17, 4210 12-22 and 4210 22-422a 7). Single

versions add some more prohibitions.

At the end there is a detailed description of the pro-

cedure at the ordination (S: pp. 155 b 19-1570 26: Dh:

pp. 814 0 11-816a 11; M: pp. 1191) 22-1200 2; P: I, 76-

78; Ms: —- ; Mhs: pp. 413a 4-4l5a 28). There is an

additional instruction on the procedure for the readmis-

sion of a monk, who had once been expelled because he

would not recognize and make amends for an ofl‘ence

against the rules (5: pp. 1540 24-1551; 2; Dh: p. 8160:

11-23; M: cf. p. 1200 3-12; P: I, 79; Ms: pp. 65,19-66.7;

Mhs: — ).

1) In my opinion the whole Sumghamksitfivaddnu is but an amplification

of this section, but the fragmentary condition of the Chinese tradition does

not allow us to draw a certain conclusion.
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The stories, which give the motive for the several

precepts of the Buddha, are rather lengthy, as is usually

the case at the beginning of Indian works. But none of

them deserves the name of real legends; at the most,

perhaps the tale of how the Buddha admits his son Rfihula

into the Order.

2.—Posadhavastu.

(S: 2. Pu—sa fa. pp. 158 (1 1-165 a 4; Dh: 2. She chieh

chien-tu, pp. 816c 5-8301; 24; M: 2. Pu—sa fa, pp. 121 17

1-129 a 1; P: 2. Upasathakkhandhaka, Mahdvagga. 11; Ms:

2. Posadhavastu. Gilgit Manuscripts, vol. III, part 4-,

pp. 69-116; Mhs: Tsa sung pa ch’fi fa, pp. 446 c 7-4500 2

and 480a 15—1» 1; cf. p. 499a 22-0 27).

The 2nd chapter contains the account of the intro-

(luction of the monthly confession ceremonies and the

rules connected herewith.

At the suggestion of king Bimhisara or of other laymen

the Buddha, on the example of other sects, prescribes that

the community shall assemble on the eighth and fourteenth

or fifteenth day of every fortnight (S: p. 158a 4-15; Dh:

pp. 8160 6—8170 3; M: p. 1211) 5-16; P: II, 1; Ms:

pp. 71,642.15; Mhs: p.' 446 L‘ 12-20); on this occasion the

Doctrine shall be recited (S: — ; Dh: p. 817 a 3-9; M:

p. 121 b 17.20; P: H, 2; Mhs: — ).

Later he comes upon the idea, to cause the confession

formula (prtilimoksa) to he recited at these assemblies.

He accordingly issues the order (5: p. 158a 4-15; Dh:

p. 817b 22-c 4; M: p. 121b 5-16; P: H, 3, 1-2; Ms:

pp. 80.20-81.3z Mhs: — ) and at the same time explains
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how the recitation of the formula should conunence (S:

—— :‘Dh: p. 8176 4-25; M: p. 1220 6-18; P: H, 3, 3-8;

Mhs: — ). He lays down that the confession ceremonies

should be held only on the fourteenth or fifteenth day of

every fortnight (S: p. 158 b 2-5; Dh: p. 817 c 26 seq.; M:

p. 1211) 17-20; P: H, 4 and 14, 1; Mhs: of. p. 447a 14-

23), gives instructions on the manner in which thelfor-

mula must be recited (S: —— Dh: p. 8176 25 seq.; cf. p. 822 b

24-c 2; M: p. 128b 22 seq. and 27-29; P: II, 16. 6-7;

Mhs: — ), prescribes that the monks should be acquainted

with the calendar (5: — ; Dh: pp. 8170 27-8181: 15;

M: p. 1231) 3-7: P: H, 187 1-2; Ms: —; Mhs: —— ), lays

down how the confession ceremonies should he announced,

how the monks should be called together (S: — ; Dh:

p. 818a 15-21; M: pp. 1220 14-123a 3 and 128c 23-25;

P. H, 19; Mhs: — ) and how the number of the attend-

ing monks should be ascertained (S: — ; Dh: p. 819a
18-29; M: p. 1230 3-17; P: H, 18, 3-4; Mhs: — ).

In order to underscore the importance of the confession

ceremony, there follows the story of the monk Mahakappina

(Aniruddha), who stays aside from the confession ceremony

because he has no sin to confess, and whom the Buddha

in person summons to come to the ceremony (S: p. 158 a

16-b 2; Dh: p. 818a 28-b 16; M: pp. 121 c 27-122a 6;

P: H, 5, 3-6; Ms: pp. 82,14-8322; Mhs: p. 447 0 21-448 (1 1).

What follows is a long series of sundry rules; firstly

regulations on the room in which the confession ceremony

is to be held and on its upkeep (S: — ; Dh: pp. 81811

22-819a 10; M: pp. 121 c 3-11 and 122b 20-0 13; P: H,

8-9 and 20; Ms: pp. 813-8279; Mhs: cf. p. 44711 24—b 4).

The duty of taking part in a common ceremony of con-

fession requires a determination as to which monks belong
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together and must participate in the same ceremony.

The Buddha, therefore prescribes that a community pro-

cedure should settle the limits of a common dwelling

zone, inside which all the monks must come to the same

confession ceremony. He gives rules for the abolition

and modification of these limits (S: pp. 158 b 2-6 10 and

159 a 8-22; Dh: pp. 819a 29-82141 20; M: pp. 123 c 12-

1241) 16; P: 11, 6-7 and 12-13; Ms: pp. 84,1-94,4; Mhs:

— ). He distinguishes four sorts of confession ceremony,

according whether the assembly is complete or'not com-

plete and acts according to the rules or against them

(S: p. 1590 23-29; Dh: p. 821 b 22-0 5; M: p. 1221) 7-11;

P: 11, 14, 2-3; Ms: p. 945-8; Mhs: — ). In the same

manner he distinguishes 4 or 5 manners to recite the

confession formula, according whether the recitation 15

more or less complete (S: p. 159 a 29-b 10; Dh: p. 823 a 29-

b 15; M: p. 122a 19-26 and 1271) 1-8; P: H, 15, 1-4;

Ms: p. 94,9-20; Mhs: p. 4506 22-26). Other rules concern

the possibility that the monks do not know the confesswn

formula and the Various sorts of community procedure (S:

p. 15911 11-16 and 1) 25-0 2; Dh: p. 825a 11-b 14; M:

p. 1241) 27-6 3; 128 I) 11-18 and 0 1-9; P: 11., '17-and 21,

3-4; Ms: pp. 95,4-97,10; Mhs: p. 448a 9-1) 2); It is added

that such monks shall particularly honour a monk who IS

well versed in the rules (5: p. 159 0 2-12; Dh: p. 825 0

15-23; M: p. 1251) 3-6: of. 1251) 10-6 6; P: 11, 21,2;

Ms: cf. pp. 97,11-98,8; Mhs: — ). Then follow prescrip-

tions on the modalities of the ceremony when only one

or few monks are present at the place (5: pp. 1590

12-1600 16; Dh: p. 8211) 13-22; M: p. 1236 17-24; P:

11, 26; Ms: p. 101,15 seq.; Mhs: p. 4501) ‘8-22 and 4480

7-13). Numerous rules concern the possibllity that some

[30]
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) THE EARLIEST VINAYA

monk be hindered to participate in the ceremony or in

a community procedure (5: p. 1600 8-13 and 161 a 23-

28; Dh: pp. 822 0 28-823 a 29; Nl: p. 126 1) 8-15; P: H,

24; Mhs: — )1). Such a monk must deliver a declara-

tion of purity for the confession ceremony, and a decla-

ration of agreement for the community procedure (S:

pp. 160 a 17-0 7 and 160 c 14-161a 22; cf. 164 6 20-165 (1 3;

Dh: pp. 821 0 5-822 11 24; M: p. 126 a 5-b 7; of. 127 a 26-29;

P: 11, 22-23; cf. 36,4; Ms: pp. 98,15-101,14; Mhs: p. 449 a

14-17 9, b 20-0 5, c 10-17; 4490 29-450a 9, a 22-17 8).

There are special rules for monks stricken by mental di-

seases (S: p. 161 a 29-1) 14; Dh: pp. 8231) 16-82411 7; M:

pp. 125 c 7-1261; 5; P. II, 25; Mhs: p. 480 a 15-b 1). If

a monk is guilty of an oflen’ce against the rules, he must

make amends before the Ceremony (5: p. 161 b 15-c 28;

Dh: pp. 8250 23-827b 6; M: pp. 124 0 3-125 a 2 and 125 a

7-22; P: 11, 27; Mhs: — ). Detailed prescriptions are

provided for the Various possibilities arising when other

monks arrive in the course of the ceremony (5: pp. 161 6

29-163 0 16; Dh: pp. 827 1) 6-829 b 7; M: pp. 127 b 9-1281)

5; P: 11, 28-34; Ms: pp. 103,1-114,16; Mhs: pp. 448b

9-21 and 448 c 2-449a 14; cf. 449 0 1729). Also the case

of a change of place on the day of the ceremony is fore-

seen (5: pp. 1630 17-1640 13; Dh: p. 8291) 8-0 2; M:

p. 128 11 6-10; P: II, 35; Ms: pp. 114,19-116,11; Mhs: ~— ).

Lastly there are provisions against interruptions of the

ceremony caused by the presence of laymen or other

unauthorized persons, by the arrival of the king or by

an attack by robbers etc. (S: p. 164 c 14-20; Dh: pp. 829 c I

I) For the monk who is unable to attend the community proceedings, the

prescriptions are quite similar to those for the monk who cannot come to the

confession ceremony. They are, therefore, treated together.

[81}
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20-830 a 4; M: p. 127a 12-26; of. 126 b 16-22; P: H, 36,

1-3; Mhs: pp. 447 c 3-21 and 4481) 21-c 2; cf. 449 b 9-20).

In contrast with the first chapter, the occasions for

the prescriptions issued by the Buddha are related in

some detail only in a very few cases. The only story

that resembles somewhat a legend is that of Mahakap-

pina’s absence from the confession ceremony.

3.—Vars§vastu.

(S: 4. An chit fa, pp. 173 b 1-178a 13; Dh: 3. An chii

chien—tu. pp. 8301) 1-835 6 11; M: 3. An chii fa, pp. 129 (1

2-130 c 18; P: Vassupandyikakkhandhaka, Mahdvagga, III;

Ms: 4. Varsdvastu (An ch12 shih), T 1445, pp. 1041a 22-

1044 c 6; Cilgit Manuscripts, vol. III, part 4, pp. 131-

155; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 clfii fa, pp. 450 c 2-451 41 6).

The 3rd chapter gives the rules for the residence of

the monks during the rainy season. .

The laymen are scandalized because the Buddhlst

monks, in contrast with those of other sects, roam ahout

even during the rainy season, and thus jeopardize animal

life. Upon this the Buddha orders that the monks pass

the rainy season at one and the same place (S: p. 173 11

4-15; Dh: pp. 830 b 5-c 7;M: p. 129 a 6-15; P: III, 1 and 3;

Ms: p. 1041 a 26-h 9; Mhs: p. 450 c 3-8). This retlrement

of the rainy season lasts for three months and can be

entered earlier or later (S: — ; Dh: p. 832a 20-11 9; M:

p. 12‘) I) 21-23; P: III, 2; Ms; of. p. 1042 b 3 seq.; Mhs: H ),

and the entrance takes place through pronouncing a decla-

ration in the presence of the other monks (S: p. 173 11

18-0 10; Dh: p. 830 6 7-1]; M: p. 129 a 15-19; P: —— ; M5:

[821  
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pp. 135,14-136,4; Mhs: p. 4506 8-17). Several prescrip-

tions regulate the choice of the place for the retirement

and decide which places are allowed and which are prohi-

bited (S: —— ; Dh: p. 832 12 9-833 a 2; M: p. 129d 22-1219;

P: III, 12; Ms: — ; Mhs — ); they lay down which prepa-

rations are to be made, how the rooms and the furniture

are to be distributed, and what is to be done if after-

wards more monks arrive (S: _ ; Dh: p. 8310 l—b 17;

M: p. 129 a 22 and B 23-27; P: — ; Ms: p. 10411) 9-1042 a

14; further pp. 133,1-135,13; Mhs: — ).

Very precise regulations deal with the cases in which

abandonment of the fixed residence becomes necessary.

The motive for it is given by the lay devotee Udayana,

who on the occasion of a giftdistribution invites the monks

during the rainy season. As the monks do not dare to

accept the invitation, the Buddha grants permission to

abandon in such case the residence even during the rainy

season, upto a maximum duration of 7 days (5: pp. 173 0

11-17411 7; Dh: p. 833a 2-8; M: p. 1291) 28-4: 6; P: III,

5,1-4; Ms: pp. 136,15-138,3; Mhs: pp. 450 c 18-451 a 6).

At the same time he determines exactly, for what sort of

persons and for which motives this may happen (S: pp. 174 a

8-1766 15; Dh: p. 833111 8-6 14; M: cf. p. 1296 6-11;

P: III, 5, 4-7; Ms: pp. 138,4-143,7; Mhs: —- ). In this

connection he explains in which occasions it is permitted

to leave permanently the residence of the rainy season

(S: pp. 1760 15-1776 11; Dh: pp. 834a 10-835a 6;

M: pp. 1295 20 seq. and 13011 2-115; P: III, 9-11; Ms:

pp. 143,11-147,3 and 153,1-154,7; Mhs: —— ). Lastly

the case is provided for, that a monk has promised a

layman to pass the rainy season at a given place, but

nevertheless quits this place. It is explained in which

[83]
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cases such a monk commits an ofl'ence or does not (S:

pp. 1776 12-178a 12; Dh: p. 835a 14-1: 11; M: p. 130b

5-0 9; P: III, 14; Ms: pp. 147,4—152,18; Mhs: — ).

In this chapter too real legends are lacking.

4.— Pravaranévastu.

(S: 3. T2511 tzri fa. pp. 1650 5-173a 28; Dh: 4. T111

tzli chicn—tu, pp. 835 012-843 I) 10; M: 4. T1512 t:flfa,pp. 130 0

19-1336 20; P: 4. Pairdranakkhandhaka, Mahdvagga, IV;

Ms: 3. Pravfiramirasm (Sui i shih), T 1446, pp. 10440

7-1048 b 23: Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. III, Part 4, pp. 117-

130; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 ch’i‘i fa, pp. 451 (1 6-452 (1 1).

The 4th chapter concerns the Pravfiranfi ceremony,

which concludes the retirement of the rainy season. The

precepts here contained are often similar to those in the

chapter on the confession ceremony, and in some versions

the latter is expressly quoted.

The following incident gives the motive for the intro-

duction of the Pravfiranfi ceremony. Some monks, who

pass the rainy season together have agreed, in order to

avoid disputes, not to speak with each other I). When

the Buddha hears of this, he sharply rebukes them, and

establishes, in order to prevent discord within the com-

munity, the Pravirani ceremony, in which every monk

invites the others to tell him whether they have anything

to reproach him, and declares himself ready, if he reco-

gnizes his mistake, to make amends for it (5: p. 165 a 8-b

1| The purpose of this narrative was no longer understood in D1] and

M. These two versions give therefore another reason for the establishment

of the Pravfirana ceremony. Also Mhs has a noteworthy double.

[84]
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14; Dh: pp. 835 0 13-836 a 17 and 836 b 9-14; M: pp. 130 c

20-131 (1 6 and 13111 29-]; 5; P: IV, 1, 1-13; Ms: pp. 1044 0

11-10450 6; Mhs: p. 451a 7-25; cf. 451a 26-1) 6). At

the same time he gives precise rules for carrying out the

ceremony. It must take place at the end of the rainy

season; the moment is exactly defined, and there is even

some provision for the case that a section of the monks

has entered the retirement of the rainy season earlier and

a section later (S: — ; Dh: p. 83711 25-1) 8; M: p. 1311)

8-11; P: IV, 3, 1; Ms: p. 1045 a 10; Mhs: p. 451 b 9-15).

The ceremony is to be witnessed in a squatting position.

Only he who has already addressed his invitation to the

other monks may sit down; but he is not allowed to

depart (S: — ; Dh: p. 836 a 3-10; M: p. 131 b 14-24; P: IV,

2; Ms: —; Mhs: —). The invitation is as a rule to he

addressed individually, according to a settled rule of

precedence based on the age of the monks 1) (S: — ; D11

p. 836 b 14-19; M: p. 131 1) 24-0 1; P:— ; Ms: — ;Mhs:

p. 451 b 19-22).

Concerning the performance of the ceremony, first one

or more directors of the same are elected; a list is given

of five qualities each, which he must or must not possess

(S: p. 1651) 14-29; Dh: p. 836B 19-0 3; M: p.131 6 1-12;

P: ~— ; Ms: p. 104541 16-1) 6; Mhs: p. 451 b 22-27). The

ceremony itself begins with a solemn announcement.

Then every monk in turn addresses thrice his invitation

to the others (5: 1). 165b 29-6 25; Dh: p. 837a 3-7; cf.

p. 837 a 10-18; M: p. 131 b 5-7; P: 1V, 1, 14; Ms: p. 1045 II

12-26; Mhs: p 451b 27-0 8). '

1) With age the Vinaya means always the monastic seniority. Le. the span

of time after ordination.

[35]
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Four kinds of Pravarana ceremony are distinguished,

according whether the ceremony is carried out according

to the rules or against them and the community is com-

plete or incomplete (S: pp. 165 0 25-16641 1: Dh: p. 837 a

18-25; M: — ; P: IV, 3, 2; Ms: p. 1045:: 13-16; Mhs: -— ).

Particular stress is laid on completeness. Accordingly,

there are detailed instructions for the case that a monk

is hindered by illness to participate in the ceremony. If

he is absolutely in no condition to move, then in case of

necessity the community must betake itself to him. But

in no case the ceremony may be held before an incomplete

assembly. In most cases, however, it is sufficient that the

sick monk sends to the assembly a declaration; detailed

rules regulate the form of this declaration, the manner

of transmission, and when it must be reckoned as valid

or not I). (S: p. 166 b 1-c15; Dh: p. 838 a 7-0 2; M: p. 131 0

19-22: P: IV, 3, 3-5; Ms: pp. 1045016-1046a 16 and

10481) 5-9, further p. 130,11-18; Mhs: p. 451 0 8-14).

Further rules refer to the possibility that a monk be

hindered by open force to participate in the Pravfirana

ceremony (S: p. 166v 15-21; Dh: —— ;M: — ; P: IV, 4;

MS: p. 124,6-14; Mhs: — ).

Particular rules concern the Pravérana ceremony of a

smaller number of monks (S: p. 166 a 1-29; Dh: pp. 8376

17-83811 7; M: — ; P: IV, 5; Ms: p. 1046a 17-b 8; Mhs:

pp. 4519 19-452a 1). In case of danger an abbreviated

form of ceremony is allowed (S: pp. 171 a 4 seq. and 171 a

1) It is remarkable that the Vinaya of the Mahfisfimghika prohibits the

delivering of such a declaration; in my opinion it is possibly a later addition

on the model of the declaration of purity at the confession ceremony. At

the Prnvarana ceremony, where a question must be addressed to the assembly,

the delivery of a declaration is indeed meaningless.

[86]
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14-172 1) 25; Dh: pp. 8336 16-839a 15; M: — ; P: IV,

15:Ms: pp. 10461) 16-10470! 19, further pp. 119,1-123,5;

Mhs: —— ). Then the text discusses in detail what should

be done if other monks arrive during the Pravarana

ceremony (S: pp. 167 1) 3-168 0 24; Dh: pp. 841a 11-842 0

16; M: — ; P: IV, 7-13; Ms: pp. 128,21-129,8; Mhs: — ).

The performance of the ceremony in the presence of

unauthorized persons is forbidden (S: p. 173 a 10-14;

Dh: cf. p. 8430 27-1) 4; M: p. 1311) 11-14; P: IV, 14;

Ms: — ; Mhs: — ).

A Whole set of rules refers to what should be done if

a monk makes himself guilty of an offence immediatelv

before the Pravarana ceremony. The general rule is that

he must make amends before the ceremony and that also

the punishment by the community must take place before

it (S: pp. 166 c-167b 2; 168 0 25-1691) 12 and 173 a 14-24;

Dh: p. 839 a 15-22; M: — ; P: W, 6; Ms: pp. 124,15-125,9;

Mhs: -—). Special rules concern the case that opinion .

on the seriousness of the offence may differ (S: — ; Dh:

p. 839 a 22-1) 3; M: p. 1326 133-1331; 2; P: IV, 16, 19-22;

Ms: — ; Mhs: — ). But in no case a monk may parti-

cipate in the Pravarana ceremony without having made

amends. If he tries to do so, objection should be made

(S: —— ; Dh: — ; M: p. 131 6 23-27; 1’: IV, 16, 1-3; Ms: ——-;

Mhs: —— ); several cases of valid or invalid objection are

distinguished (S: pp. 1700 26-17111 l4; Dh: p. 8391)

24-6 6; M: pp. 131 0 28-132 a 25; P: IV, 16, 4-5; Ms: — ;

Mhs: — ). If an objection is made, first of all the monk,

who makes it, should be considered. If he himself is not

blameless, his objection is to be rejected. In the other

case, his reasons must be examined, and if they are found

valid, action should be taken accordingly (5: pp. 1691)

[37]
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13-1701) 14; D11: pp. 8390 6-8400 19; M: p. 133a 23-b

18; P: IV, 16. 6-18; Ms: pp. 125,10-128,18; Mhs: — ).

A separate treatment is given to the question what should

be done if the doer only. or the deed only, or both are

known or unknown (S: p. 1726 6-15; Dh: p. 840v 9-18;

M: p. 133a 3-7; P: IV, 16, 23-25; Ms: p. 104811 9-22;

Mhs; H ). 1f the monk who makes the objection, or the

one against whom it is directed, is ill, the question should

be adjourned on account of the illness (S: p. 170s 15—26;

Dh: p. 840 a 19-1) 3; M: p. 133a 8-15; P: IV, 17, 7-10;

Ms: — ; Mhs: —— ).

Lastly there are some special cases. In one of them,

monks that have passed the rainy season under particu-

larly favourable conditions, would like to postpone the

Pravfirani ceremony. This is allowed, and special regu-

lations are made for the monks who on account of serious

reasons cannot wait (S: pp. 1720 15-17311 3; Dh: p. 84Gb

3-13; M: p. 1331) 19-6 1; P: IV, 18; Ms: — ; Mhs: —— ).

In another case it is laid down how should monks behave,

when strange monks intend to disturb their Praviranfi

ceremony (S: p. 1701) 15-0 14,; Dh: p. 84Gb 13-c 8; M:

p. 1330 2-19; P: IV, 17, 1-6; Ms: pp. 129,12-130,10;

Mhs: —— ).

In this chapter legends and legend-like stories are

completely lacking.

5. —Carmavastu.

(S: 5. P71: k0 fa, pp. 178a 14-1841) 17; Dh: 5. P’i k0

chien—tu, pp. 8431) 11-849 1) 9; M: 6. Pli k0 fa, pp. 144a

12-14711 25; P: 5. Cammakkhandhaka, Illahdvagga, V; Ms:

[381

W,

5. Carmavasm (P’i k0 shih), T 1447, pp. 10480 1-1057b

19 and T 1450, pp. 134 6 26-187 6 20; GiIgit Manuscripts,

Vol. III, Part 4. pp. 157-210; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 eh’ii fa,

pp. 4806 20-4821) 13; 4156 l7-416a 2].; 484a 22-485a

10 and 4870 29-17 23).

The following four chapters deal with the daily needs

of the monks, with food and clothing. The nature of the

subject implies that the general and obvious is rather

disregarded in favour of rules for special cases. This is

THE EARLIEST VINAYA

above all clear in the chapter on food. It deals also with

the drugs which are permitted to the monks; and since

in the rules on food too there is a strong bias upon due

regard for the sick, the whole chapter has received there-

from its name. .

First comes the chapter on the use of shoes and lea-

ther in general. It contains two legends told at great

length. One is the tale of the monk Srona Kotivirnsa,

which hails from a very rich family and is so spoilt at

home, that the soles of his feet are very soft and bear

fine hair. When he wanders up and down in deep medi-

tation, his feet are hurt and his path is smeared with blood.

The Buddha thereupon allows him the use of simple shoes,

and since Srona Kotivimsa does not want to accept any

special permission, he extends the permission to all the

monks. The narrative is elaborated and further embelli-

shed in most versions (5: p. 183 a 15-11 3; Dh: pp. 84317

12-84511 25; M: pp. 14511 13-1461) 15; P: V, 1; Ms:

T 1447, pp. 1055c 14-1056a 15 and T 1450, pp. 184b

26-1870 20; further pp. 202,10-204A; Mhs: pp. 481a

2-482 a 1).

Then follows a long series of regulations on the shape

and material of the allowed footgear, and when it may

[39]
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he worn 1’. Ornate shoes and shoes of fine leather are

forbidden. Clatteriug wooden sandals may be used only

for special purposes. In the presence of the Buddha or

of a teacher no shoes are allowed, if the former are barefoot.

Sick monks are allowed special facilities; it is the ever

sickly monk Pilindavatsa who gives the occasion for these

regulations. Some cases are even narrated in detail. such

as for instance the story of the monk Upananda7 who

would like to possess the variegated fell of a calf and

therefore instigates the owner to kill it (5: p. 182 b 4-24;

Dh: p. 846 6 6-19; M: p. 144 6 8-20; P: V, 10, 7-10; Ms:

pp. 196,6-197,l4; Mhs: p. 48711 29-b 23). In the same

context also other subjects are treated, such as the em-

ployment of leather for benches and sleeping couches; it

is prohibited to employ high and broad couches. There

are also regulations on the permission for monks to use

vehicles and riding beasts. '

The other large legendary story of this chapter refers

to Srona Kotikarna 2). This is a pupil of Mahakatyfiyana

and his home is in Avanti (Aémfiparfintaka). As there

are still very few monks there at this time, several years

elapse before he can be ordained, because it is not possible

to collect earlier the number of ten monks that is neces-

sary for ordination. When he afterwards travels to Sri-

vasti to see the Buddha. his teacher entrusts him with

the task of begging the Buddha in his name to grant

some relaxations, as are rendered desirable by local usage

1) For these countless unimportant regulations, which assume different

forms in the various versions, I have deemed it useless to give exact quotations.

2) Treated in detail by S. Liavx, Sur la réciuuiun primitive des "£195 bond-

llhiques. in J. AL, l9lS. I. pp. 401-117. Cf. E. “VALDSCHMIDT, Zur Srona-

kngikarna-Legendv. Narhricliten (ler Akademie der W'issenschaften in Gettingcn.

Philologischdlistorischc Klassc, Jahrgang 1952. Nr. 6.
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and by the special conditions in Avanti. The Buddha

grants these relaxations, not only for Avanti, but for all

the countries at the margin of the Buddhist regions. in

so far as the same conditions apply for them. Since the

use of shoes and leather is also affected thereby, in the

greater part of the versions the whole story is included

in this chapter. With the Mahisimghika it stands in

the section on monastic ordination, since one of the rela—

xations prescribes that in the said countries the presence

of five monks is sufficient for carrying out the ordination

(5: pp. 178a 17-18241 21; Dh: pp. 8451) 5-8464; 14; M:

p. 144 a 13-04; P: V. 13; Ms: pp. 10484: 5-1053 c 5; further

pp. 1594-19320; Mhs: pp. 415 I) 17-416a 21).

6. —Bhaisajyavastu 1’.

(S: 6. You fa, pp. 184b 18-19411 3; Dh: 7. Yea chien—tu,

pp. 8660 1-8770 4; M: 7. Yea fa, p. 1471) 1-1470 28

and 8. Shihfa; pp. 147 c 29-153 (1 17; P: 6. thsajjakkhan-

dhaka, Mahdvagga, VI; Ms: 6. Bhaisajyavastu (Yao shih),

T 1448, pp. 1 a 1-971; 24; Gilgit IVIanuscripts, (quoted

here as G) Vol. III. part 1; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 ch’z'i fa,

pp. 457b 3-23; 462v 5-4640 2; 470C 21-4711: 24; 477a

5-478 a 19; 485c 21-487a 28 and 4881) 12-0 6).

The 6th chapter deals with the rules on the food of

the monks and on the drugs permitted to them. Both

items are mingled together in most versions7 only the

1) Cf. J. JAWORSKI. Lu seclinn des erédes dans le Vinuya des D’Iuhi-

ffimka et dans le Vinaya pili. in Rocznik Orjenmlinyczny, V, 1927. pp. 92-101;

19., La section .1.» la Nourrimre dans le Vinaya ales Muhiifisaka. ibid. VII. 1931,

pp. 53—124.
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Vinaya of the Mahisasaka tries to keep them separate.

This chapter contains, beside the dry account of how the

Buddha issues the various regulations, a large number of

stories, elaborated in the shape of legends.

The narrative begins with the Buddha granting to the

monks, who in autumn suffer from several kinds of sick-

ness, at first four (five) medicinal drugs: clarified butter,

oil, honey, molasses (and fresh. butter) (S: p. 1841) 21-0 5;

Dh: p. 8691) 21-6 3; M: p. 1471) 5-8; P: VI, 1, 1-3; Ms:

cf. p. la 3-14; 0.1, 8-11, 5; Mhs: — ). To this he adds

the permission, to partake of these remedies even outside

the usual times for food (S: p. 184 c 5-11; Dh: p. 8690

3-9; M:—; P: VI, 1, 4—5; Ms: —; Mhs: —). Later he distin-

guishes four kinds of drugs, according as they may be

used once, for a short time, for a week or for the whole life

(S: pp. 193 6 19-194 11 16; Dh: — ; M: — ; P: —— ; Ms:

p. In 14-1) 29; G. 11, 6-IV, 6; Mhs: cf. p. 457b 3-23);

it is also foreseen that several such remedies may be

taken together (S: p. 194a 16-26; Dh: p. 87Gb 26-c 3;

M: p. 147 c 21-27; P: VI, 40, 2-3; Ms: 1). 1 b 29-0 11; C. IV,

7—V, 3; Mhs: —~ ).

Then follows along series of stories, which tell us in

a few dry words how some monk suffers of this or that

illness and how the Buddha permits from case to case the

necessary remedies 1) (S: pp. 184: c 12-185 a 15; 185 b

22-c 5; Dh: pp. 866 a 23-867 1) 29; 8690 14-18; 8700 4-

871 a 20; 874 a 25-b 23 and 876 L‘ 28-877 11 10; M: p. 147 b

26-c 15; 1’: VI, 2-14; 16, 3: Ms: 1). 1 0 12-2 0 27; G. V, 4-K, 11;

Mhs: p. 464b 14-c 2). Several outstanding cases occur

1) These minor rules appear disjointed and show strong variants in most

versions.
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in all or most versions; thus the story of a mad monk,

who is healed by eating raw meat and blood (S: p. 185a

7-15; Dh: p. 8681) 5-9; M: ~ ; P: VI, 10, 2; Ms: p. 2c

7-27; G. 1X, 10 —— X, 11; Mhs: cf. p. 486 0 1-16). Some

rules of a special sort are added. Thus the Buddha pro-
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hihits, because too dangerous, surgical operations on the

anus (S: p. 187 a 28-h 5; Dh: p. 87111 13-13; M: p. 1470

10-13; P: VI, 22, 1-3; Ms: cf. pp. 5 0 9-7 a 7; Mhs: p. 4881)

12-25). The monk Pilindavatsa, being permanently ill,

accumulates a great quantity of drugs, and the incon-

veniences that arise therefrom induce the Buddha to forbid

to keep drugs for more than 7 days (S: p. 185 a 16-11 10;

Dh: p. 870 b 3-23; M: — ; P: VI, 15, 9-10; Ms: — ; Mhs: -).

Another time the monk Revata, who has already earned

the name of Doubting Revata (Kfimksa~Revata) because

of his continuous doubts, sees how in a sugar factory flour

is mixed with molasses, and since then he avoids to par-

take of molasses out of the regular feeding time; but the

Buddha dispels his doubts (S: p. 185 I) 11-21; Dh: p. 870a

23-25; M: p. 147 L“ 15-21; P: VI, 16, 1; Ms: p. 3 a. 13-1) 1

and 3 b 1-9; G. X1, 6-XII, 3 and X11, 4-19: Mhs: — ).

The following story introduces the rules on food in

general. The pious lay devotee Mahfisena (Suppiyfi), who

exerts herself to procure for the monks everything neces-

sary, hears from a sick monk that he urgently needs meat

for his recovery; as it is impossible for her to procure

meat, she cuts a piece of flesh from her own thigh. The

Buddha, upon discovering this, heals her by his miracu-

lous powers. Then he rebukes the sick monk and prescri-

bes, in order to avoid the repetition of such an event in

the future, that in accepting meat one should always

inquire about its origin (5: p. 185 0 5-186 1) 1; Dh: pp. 868 c
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5-8691; 18; M: p. 148 b 10-c 11; P: VI, 23, 1-9; Ms: p..3 b

26-4 b 1; G. XIV, 9 seqq.; Mhs: p. 486 a 24-c 1). In this

connection he forbids also the use of the flesh of ele-

phants. horses, dogs, and snakes (etc.) (S: pp. 186 b 2-187 a

3; Dh: p. 86811 9-c 5; M: pp. 148 0 11-14911 3; P: VI, 23,

10-15; Ms: p. 5 a 2-17 12; Mhs: pp. 486 c 16-487a 28).

Regulations on food in general are found only occa-

sionally in the extant versions. They limit themselves to

declaring as licit alms of food of the most difiercnt sorts

(S: p. 193 c 15-19: Dh: p. 866 c 5-20; M: pp. 147 6 24-148 11

11; P: cf. VI. 4-0, 1; Ms: -— ; Mhs: —— ). Also rules on

the acceptance of invitations from laymen are scarce.

Occasionally it is mentioned which invitations may be

accepted, to whom they extend and how regular invitations

should be dealt with (S: — ; Dh: p. 86941 18-1) 5; M:

p. 149 a 3-24; 152 a 25-17 6: P: —; Ms: ~——; Mhs: — ) It

is repeatedly enjoined that one should not, upon receiv-

ing an invitation, eat beforehand elsewhere (S: cf. p. 190 11

25-0 8 1); Dh: — ; M: p. 149 a 25-h 6; P: VI, 25; Ms: —— ;

Mhs: pp. 470s 21-471 (1 24).

For the rest the rules on the food of the monks are .

severe. They must live of the food they get in alms.

They are forbidden to cook it themselves (S: p. 1870

4-14; Dh: p. 871 a 20-24; M: p. 148a 28-1; 9; P: VI, 17,

1-5; Ms: p. 7a 8-26; Mhs: p. 477. 0 20-29). Only the

heating of food already cooked is allowed‘ (S: p. 187a

15-27; Dh: — ; M: —~— ; 1’: VI, 17, 6; Ms: p. 7 a 27-12 27;

Mhs: p. 477 c 27). In case of need, in order to preserve

foodstuffs from decay, a room can be employed as sto-

reroom (kalpikaédlti), and precise instructions are given

1) Given in S as a rule for times of need.
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for its use (S: p. 190a 6-1) 1; D11: pp. 871 b 5-7 and 874C

5-875a 14; M: pp. 149 4: 26-150 [1 25; P: VI, 33; Ms: cf.

G. 234, 17-236, 8; Mhs: p. 477a 19-c 20).

A relaxation of the severe regulations on food is fore-

seen for times of need. Then it is allowed to preserve

foodstufls in the monastery and to cook them personally.‘

In case of invitations, it is permissible to take along for

later consumption food that has been left over or given

afterwardsy Remains of meals of other monks. chiefly of *

the sick, may be eaten. Edible fruits of the forest and

water plants may be gathered7 even if they are not given

in alms 1), etc. But with the end of the emergency all

these relaxations lapse (S: pp. 190 0 8-191 a 25; D11: p. 876 a

10-b 24; cf. pp. 867 0 29-868 b 5; M: p. 148 a 12-11 9; 152 b

11-c 17; P: VI, 17; 7; 18-21; 32; Ms: C. 2337 8-234, 6; 237,

17-239,17; Mhs: —). In this case too some incidents are

narrated in detail. Thus Maudgalyiyana by his mira-

culous powers brings to his friend Sariputra, who is ill,

a great quantity of lotus stalks, and the latter distri-

butes what is left to the other monks. to whom the Bud-

dha permits its consumption 1) (S: pp. 190 c‘ 24-191a 8;

Dh: p. 8671) 29-c 29; M: — ; P: VI, 20; Ms: C. 239,

18 seqq.; Mhs: -— ).

These regulations of a general kind are followed by a

number of legends, narrated more or less in detail, at

the end of which there are always some instructions given

by the Buddha in the said circumstances. They are the

following a).

1) Partly given as a general permission, valid even without an emergency.

3) This tale too is partly referred to a generally valid permission.

3) I think that also the legend of Agnidmta (Verafijo), which in some

versions stands at the beginning of the Vibhuriga, belonged originally to the
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The legend of Vajrattasimha (Belattbo Kaccano). who

treats the monks to an enormous quantity of molasses;

on this occasion the Buddha allows the monks to partake

of molasses even without being ill (S: pp. 189 a 6-190a

6; D11: pp. 8696 19-870a 23; M: p. 1491) 7-26; P: VI,

26; Ms: C. 221. 7-223, 6: Mhs: — ).

The legend of the general Simha (Siho); here the slander

of the adversaries gives to the Buddha the occasion for

issuing instructions concerning the use of meat; a monk

may consume meat if he has not seen. nor heard, nor

supposed that the animal has been killed for his sake

(S: p. 1901) 1-24; Dh: pp. 871 1) 7-872 1) 17; M: p. 149 b

27-0 25; P: VI, 3]: Ms: C. 236, 9-2377 5; Mhs: cf. pp. 485 0

21-48611 24; 4780 2-19). ‘

The legend of the householder Mcndhaka (Mendako),

who along with the members of his family possesses a

wonderful boon: here the Buddha permits anlong other

things to take along provisions for travelling (5: pp. 191 a

26-192!) 9; Dh: pp. 8721) l8-873a 24; M: pp. 15011 25-

1511) 18: P: VI, 34; Ms: C. 241, 1—249, 17: Mhs: ~— ).

The legend of Kaineya (Keniyo), on which occasion

the Buddha allows the use of 8 sorts of drinks (S:

pp. 1920 19-]93a 29; Dh: p. 8730 25-012; M: p. 151 1)

19-0 10; 1’: VI, 35; Ms: G. 255, 14-266. 2; Mhs: p. 4640

28-b 14).

Lastly. the legend of the Malla Roca (Roja); here the

Buddha allows the monks to eat cakes (S: p. 193 b 22-

c 15; Dh: pp. 873v 12-87441 13: M: pp. 1516 18-152a

19; P: VI. 36; Ms: C. 232, 1-284, 20; Mhs: -— ).

Sknndhnkn text (5; pp. 187 b 6.189.. s; Dh: pp. 568 4: 6-569: 27; of. p. 864b

24-0 16; M: pp. 1 a 0-211 12; P: Viblmr'rgn, I, L4 and Mahril'ngga. VI, 24: Ms:

G. 25. 13-45, 9; Mhs: pp. 462 6 25463 a 17 and 477 a 13 seep).
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We may add also the story of the old monk, who

along with his son gathers by begging a large quantity

of food, in order to give a feast to the Buddha and the

community; the Buddha forbids it as unbecoming (S:

p. 193 a 29-1) 22; Dh: p. 874a 13-25; M: p. 1516 10-17;

P: V1, 37; Ms: cf. G. 280, 8-281, 13; Mhs: pp. 463 a 17-b

2 and 477a 15-13).

7. — Civaravastu.

S: 7. Ifa, pp. 1941) 4-206 b 26: Dh: 6. I chien—tu,

pp. 849 b 10-866b 23; M: 5. (fa, pp. 133 c 21-144a 11;‘

P: 8. Civarakkhandaka, Mahdvagga VIII; Ms: 7. Civara-

vastu, Cilgit Manuscripts, Vol. III, Part 2, pp. 1-148; Mhs:

Tsa sung p0 ch’fi fa, pp. 4531) 5-4571) 3; 4-611) 12-19;

4780 25-480a 14 and 5111) 16-512a I).

The 7th chapter includes the various rules on the

clothes of the monks. It is mostly a series of prescrip-

tions, dryly expounded and pieced together without art;

there are strong oscillations in both sequence and contents

in the various versions. Only a few larger stories allow

us'to recognize the fixed frame, in which originally every-

thing was set.

In general the rule is that the monk must employ as

clothes some discarded rags (S: p. 194- b 7 seq.; Dh: p. 849 b

11-16; M: — : P: — ; Ms: — ; Mhs: —). It is laid down

1n detail what can he considered as refuse and picked up

(5: — ; Dh: — ; M: pp. 135 a 7-13 and 143 II 11-17; P: —

Ms: —; Mhs: —), and specially within which limits clothes

from cemeteries may be taken and employed (S: — '7
Dh: pp. 8490 3-850c 24; M: pp. 134b 15-0 27; 136b

[97]
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20-13711 16 and 142 c 16-143b 1; P: VIII, 4; Ms: — ;

Mhs: — ).

The permission to wear robes given by laymen is in-

troduced by the legend of the physician Jivaka, which

in some versions is spread out in great detail. It ends

thus, that Jivaka attends the Buddha during an illness

and on this occasion begs hlm to be allowed to present

him with a valuable robe which he has received. The

Buddha accepts the gift and at the same time permits

the monks to accept robes from laymen (S: p. 1941) 9-0

11; Dh: pp. 8506 25-854c 21; M: pp. 1336 25-134b 11,;

P: VIII, 1, 1-35; MS: 1). 3, 16-48, 15; Mhs: ~— ) There

follows, dispersed in some versions through the whole of

the chapter, a series of rules on robes which may or may

not be worn (S: p. 1970 7-24; Dh: pp. 8491) 16-c 3; 854 0

22-8550 6; 857a 17-27 etc.; M: pp. 137a 17-20; 133a

18-23; 138 1) 9-11 etc.; P: VIII, 1, 35-36; 2-3; 29; Ms: p. 91,

10-24; Mhs: p. 455a 17-20). A general rule prescribes

that such clothes must be given the shape of the mona-

stic robe. This is again introduced by a story. Accord-

ing to some versions the occasion is given by king Bim-

bisfira, who by mistake shows his veneration to an hete-

rodox whom he holds for a Buddhist monk, and thereu-

pon begs the Buddha to distinguish his monks from the

others by the robe. As the Buddha wanders through the

fields of Magadha, he points out to Amanda the many-

colourcd fields and orders him to give to his robe the

same form. Amanda cuts the robe to pieces and then

pieces the single scraps so ably together, that he deser-

ves the applause of the Buddha (5: pp. 194 c 12-195 (1 4-;

Dh: p. 855 a 20-1) 6; M: p. 13711 21-1) 2; P: VIII, 12; Ms:

p. 4-9, 1-51, 7; Mhs: pp. 454-!) 27-4551: 1). Accordingly
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the clothes given by laymen are to be cut and sewn

together into a monk’s robe. If their colour does not

correspond to a monk’s robe, they must be decoloured

(5: cf. p. 19541 18-!) 10: Dh: p. 8631) 19-22; M: pp. 1341»

12-15 and J35 a 2-4; P: — ; Ms: p. 48, 15-20; of. p. 52,

1-12; Mhs: p. 455 a l-17). Occasionally we find also pre-

cise rules on the dyeing of the robes (P VIII, 10-11) or

on their size (Dh: pp. 854 c 28-855 11 2 and 863 a 10-15;

P: cf. VIII, 21). The number of robes is again justified

by a story. During a journey on a cold night the Buddha

is compelled to ask from Ananda a second and then a

third robe as a protection against the cold. But that is

enough. And since he, who in his youth was brought up

in great luxury, finds that three suffice, he prescribes to

the monks, some of whom had gathered large quantities

of clothes. also three robes only (S: p. 195a 4-18; Dh:

pp. 856 c 24-85711 12; M: p. 136a 113—11 2; P: VIII, 13,

1-5; Ms: p. 51, 7-18; Mhs: — ). Single exceptions were

regulated separately, such as clothes for the sick (5:

pp. 196 6 18-197 (1 5; Dh: pp. 862 c 10-25 and 866 a 2-6;

M: pp. 138b 11 seq.; P: VIII, 17; Ms: p. 90, 12-91, 9;

Mhs: — ). It is forbidden to go to the village par-

tially clothed (S: p. 198a 29-1) 25; Dh: p. 863a 17-29;

M: pp. 1371) 11-15; 1381) 12-17 and 135 L‘ 5-12; P: VIII,

23; Ms: p. 96, 10-97, 2; Mhs: pp. 511 1) 16-512 a 1). Above

all, every clothing that is characteristic of the heterodox

is forbidden (S: pp. 197 0 24-19811 29; D11: p. 858 a 6-c

5; M: pp. 136 1) 2-16; 138 a 23-1) 8; P: VIII, 28; Ms: 1.). 91,

18-96, 9; Mhs: p. 454 r? 9-19).

A large space is taken by the rules on the distribution

of clothes and other divisible objects, which are presented

to the community chiefly during the retirement of the
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rainy season. Firstly the acceptation and conservation of

the gifts is regulated (S: — :Dh: p. 8640 6-27; M:

p. 137 c 20-29; P: VIII; 5-8; M: — ; Mhs: — ). Concern-

ing the distribution itself, the most diflcrent cases are

provided for: how the distribution must be made among

monks who are old residents and those who have just

arrived; what should be done if few monks are present

or only one; how the distribution is to be made between

monks and nuns; which part should go to the novices;

what is the procedure in the case of a split in the com-

munity etc. (S: pp. 198]) 26—2021) 4; Dh: pp. 355a 6-17;

8586 6-28; 859a 1-1) 3; 8590 5-13; 860a 29—1) 20; 863b

24—0 4:, p. 804a 27-1) 4; 8641) 20-24 and 8646 16-8650

25:, M: pp. 1376 29-13811 8; 138?) 20-1: 4: 1391) lO-c 15;

140 12 3-13; 141 c 19—21; 142 0 9-16 and 144 a 4-11; P: VIII,

9; 24; 25 and 30; Ms: p. 98, 9-113, 10; Mhs 1’: pp. 4531)

7—4546 7 and 4611: 12-19). Seine tales are inserted,

such as the story of the monk Upananda (or of the group

of the six monks)7 who wanders from a monastery to the

other and takes everywhere an allowance of clothes (5:

p. 199a 6-27; Dh: pp. 864 6 16-865 (1 13; M: p. 1381) 20-0

4; P: VIII, 25; 1-3; Ms: — ; Mhs: p. 4531) 28-c 5). Eight

sorts of gifts are listed (S: p. 2001) Le 26; Dh: pp. 865 6

25-86611 2; M: pp. 1386 20-139 (1 9; P: VIII, 32; Ms:

pp. 108, 16-113, 10; Mhs: — ). There are some special

regulations, such as the permission for the monks to give.

a portion of abundant presents of clothes to their parents

(5: — ; Dh: p. 860 b 20 seq.; M: p. 140C 14-20; P: VIII,

22; Ms: — ; Mhs: — ). To this context belongs also

the legend of the pious lay devotee Visfikhfi; who begs

1) The difference is here very great.
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from the Buddha the permission to make regularly certain

presents to the community (S: pp. 195b 11-1966 8; Dh:— ;

sz. 140 b20-24; PzVIII, 15;Ms: pp. 52, 13-87,18;Mhs:—).

A second subject treated in great detail is the division

of the heritage of the monks. It finds its place here,

because such an heritage consists above all of the robe

and the aims-bowl. It is introduced by the story of a

sick monk, who is abandoned by all and is attended by

the Buddha himself, upon which he lays upon the monks

the obligation to take care of the sick (S: pp. 205a ]8-

2061) 18; Dh: pp. 861 17 21-862 (1 1; M: pp. 139 0 26-14011

20; 1’: VIII, 26; Ms: pp. 128, 1-131, 15; Mhs: p. 455 a 25-6

12 and 455 0 12-457 1) 3). Then it is question of a monk,

who dies in spite of every care, and this introduces the

subject of heritage. This is to be handed over to the

monk who attended the sick; or at least he is to be

thought of in the first instance. Then the text deals

with large heritages, with objects which may and may

not be distributed, and all the questions connected the-

rewith (S: pp. 202b 5-205 a 7; Dh: pp. 8591) 9-c 4; 8590

13-18 and 862a 1-610; M: pp. 139a 11-1) 9; 139 1: 15-25; 1

14011 20-h 2 and 1430 22-25; P: VIII. 27; Ms: pp. 113,

14-127, 18; Mhs: pp. 478 c 25-480 (1 14).

On the side of all these questions of principle, the

chapter deals also with several particular cases, such as

(Lg. when a monk. who is to bring arobe to another, keeps

it for his own use because he needs it urgently and is

convinced that the sender or the addressee agrees with

this (5: cf. 206b 19-25; Dh: p. 866 a 21-17 17; M: p. 142a

9-21; P: VIII, 31; Ms: pp. 147, 10-148, 20; Mhs: — ).
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8. — Kathinavastu.

(S: 8. Chia—ch’ih—na ifa, pp. 2060 1-214 (1 15; Dh:

8. Chia-ch’ih—mz i chien—tu, pp. 877 0 5-879 1) 22; M: 9. Chia-

ch’ih—na i fa, p. 153a 18-6 21; P: 7. Kathinakkhandhako,

Mahdvagga V11; Ms: 8. Kalhinavastu (Chieh—ch’ih—na i

shih), T 1449, pp. 97 b 1-9941 13; Cilgit A'Ianuscripls, vol. 111,

part 2, pp. 149-170; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 ch’fi fa, pp. 452 a

7-453 11 5).

The short 8th chapter deals with the Kathina proce-

dure, the manifacture and distribution of monastic robes

at the end of the rainy season from the gifts received from

the laymen. Its contents are as follows.

Immediately after the end of the retirement during

the rainy season, a group of monks visits the Buddha, and

since their clothes are in bad condition because of the

climate, he introduces the Kathina procedure (5: p. 2061:

4-20; Dh: p. 8776 6-28; M: p. 153a 22-h 2; 1’: VII, 1,

1-3; Ms: pp. 151, 7—152, 17; Mhs cf. p. 452a 7-15). At

the same time he grants to the monks, for the duration

of the procedure, some privileges and relaxations of the

normal rules (S: — ; Dh: pp. 877c 29-878a 5; M: p. 153b

2-4; P: VII, 1., 3; Ms: p. 152, 9-13; Mhs: p. 452a 19-21).

Then the period is indicated during which the Kathina

procedure should be carried out (5: p'. 2060 20-22; Dh:

p. 8786 15-22; M: p. 153011-16;P:——; Msrp. 153,13 seep;

Mhs: p. 452 a 16 sup). The procedure itself is described,

the announcement in front of the community, the nomi-

nation of a monk as director of the procedure, the handing

over to him of the cloths received, the manifacture, di-
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stribution and issue of the robes (5: pp. 2066 22-20711

23; D11: p. 878 b 4-c 14 and c 22-27; M: p. 153 b 4-0 4 and

c 16-20; P: VII, 1, 4; Ms: pp. 153, 1-155, 18 and 156, 3-

157, 11; Mhs: p. 452 b 2-18 and b 27-c 8). It is also partly

prescribed. which words or thoughts should accompany

the manifacture of the Kathina robes (S: p. 207a 24-1)

6; cf. b 7-22; Dh: — ; M: — ; P: — ; Ms: pp. 155, 19-

156, 3; Mhs: p. 4521) 18-27). The text lays down when

the Kathina procedure is to be considered as not carried

out or as rightly carried out (S: 1). 207b 22-c 24; Dh:

p. 878 a 13-29; M: p. 153 c 4-7; P: VII, 1, 5-6; Ms: —; Mhs:

pp. 452 (5 24-453 a 6). At the end eight cases are listed, in

which the claim of a monk for a Kathina robe is to be

considered as extinct (S: p. 207 c 25-29; Dh: pp. 878 c 27-

87941 16; M: p. ]536 7-10; P: VII, 1, 7; Ms: pp. 161, 14-

163, 16; Mhs: 1) p. 453 a 6-b 5). 111 most Versions 3 grand

number of subdivisions of these eight cases are distin-

guished (S: p. 207c 29-214a 11; Dh: p. 8790 17-1) 20;

M: — ; P: VII, 2-12; Ms: pp. 163, 17-170, 19; Mhs: — );

Occasionally two other conditions are mentioned, upon

which depends the existence or lapse of the claim (Dh:

cf. 1). 879b 20 seq.; M: p. 153c 10 scq.; P: VII, 13).

9. —Kosfimbakavastu.

(S: 9. Chiu—shih—mi fa, pp. 214a 16-2170 29; Dh:

Chiu—shan—mi chien—tu, pp. 879b 23-88511 7; M: 11b.

Chieh—mn fa, pp. 1580 1-161a 13; P: 10. Kosambakkhan-

dhaka, Mahdvagga, X; Ms: 9. Kos'dmbakat‘aslu, Cilgit Manu-

1) The Mahisimghika know 10 cases.
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scripts. vol. Ill, part 2, pp. 171-196; Mhs ll: Tsa sung p0

ch’ii fa, pp. 4391) 22-440b 25 and 440b 25-44111 26; cf.

also Pi—ch’iu séng chieh fa, pp. 3340 26-335 b 24).

The following series of chapters deals with the law of

the community, the several sorts of punishment and the

conciliation of disputes between the monks. The series

begins with a short chapter, which describes a special

case in the form of a continuous narrative.

Following the exclusion of a monk. there arises in

Kausimhi between two groups of monks a dispute which

the Buddha tries in vain to settle (S: pp. 214 a 19-215 b

6; Dh: pp. 8791) 24-8801) 15; M: pp. 158v 5-1594; 10; P:

X, 1; Ms: pp. 173, 6-180, 3; Mhs: —— ). After a last vain

attempt at mediation. during which he narrates the story

of Dirghila and his son Dirghz'iyus, the Buddha leaves

Kausimbi and betakes himself to Sravasti (S: p. 2151)

7-0 6; Dh: pp.880 1) 15-882 6 26; M: pp. 159a 10-160 6’ 7

P: X. 2-4; Ms:pp.180,4-186, 7;Mhs:—.-). As the laymen

of Kauéémbi quit ofl‘ering presents to the community, the

quarrelling monks too travel to Srévasti. Before their

arrival the Buddha instructs monks and nuns, male and

female lay devotees, how they should behave in front of

them (S: pp. 215(: 6-2166 17; Dh: 882v 26-883 c 2; M:

p. 160b 7-c 12; P: X. 5, 1-9; Ms: pp. 186, 7-190. 2; Mhs:

cf. pp. 4391) 22-0 24- and 4406 26-6 19). In the mean-

time the excluded monk recognizes his fault and confesses

himself guilty. His exclusion. according to the instruc-

tions of the Buddha, is then withdrawn and the concord

in the community re-estahlished (5: pp. 216 0 18-217 0 28;

Dh: pp. 8836 2-884a 16; M: pp. 1600 12-161a 11; P:

1) Cf. the Appendix.
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X. 5. 10-14; Ms: pp. 190, 3-196, 6; Mhs: cf. pp. 4390 24-

440b 25). In several versions there follow now, upon

a question by Upfili, general instructions on the establish-

ment of concord in the community (Dh: pp. 88411 16-

885a 5; M: p. 161a 11-13; P: X, 6; Mhs: cf. pp. 4400

19-441 a 26).

10.—Karmavastu.

(S. 10. Chan—p0 fa, pp. 218 a 1-221a l2; Dh: 10. Chan—

po chien—tu, pp. 885a 8-889a 12; M: 11 c. Chieh—mo fa,

pp. 161 a 14-163 (1 2; P: 9. Campeyyakkhandhaka. Mahd-

vagga, IX; Ms: 10. Karmavastu, Cilgit Manuscripts, vol. III,

part 27 pp. 197-211; Mhs: Tsa sung pa ch ’1'u fa, pp. 422 a

8-c 28; 4381) 29-4390 5; cf. p. 44211 15-0 17 and 443 b

5-c 4).

The 10th chapter treats the general principles for the

various proceedings of the community. It deals with the

questions, which sorts of assemblies of the community

exist, when they are lawfully composed and for what pro-

ceedings they are competent; moreover, what proceedings

are to be considered as valid or invalid 1).

It begins with the introductory tale of the monk

Senz'unjaya (Kassapagotto), who is expelled without justi-

fication by other monks and therefore appeals to the

Buddha (S: p. 213a 16-0 4; Dh: p. 885a 12-6 10; M:

p. 161 a 14-1) 21; P: IX, 1; Mszpp. 199. 4-202,11;Mhs:——)

But the real motive for the intervention of the Buddha

1) In this chapter several textual strata are carelessly mingled together;

but at the present situation of our researches I do not wish to make any

conjecture on their mutual relations.
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is that in Campa 1’ the monks in any number undertake

community proceedings. Thereupon the Buddha lays

down that 4 (5) kinds of assemblies are entitled to carry

out community proceedings, viz. those consisting of 4, 5,

10 and 20 or more monks. He also explains who counts

as a member in full right of these assemblies and who

does not, and determines for which proceedings they are

competent (5: pp. 21811 2-15 and 2180 4-2190 29; Dh:

pp. 886a 3-1) 8 and 8350 15-88641 3; M: pp. 1610 6-9

and 1626 13-21; P: 1X, 2, 1 and 4, 1-6; Ms: pp. 203,1-

206,3; Mhs: p. 422 a 9-14 and b 3-9). The irregular pro-

ceedings of incompetent assemblies cause him to distin-

guish four kinds of proceedings, according as the com-

munity is complete or incomplete and proceeds according

to the rules or against them (S: p. 220 a 13—0 5; Dh: p. 885 c

11-15; M: p. 161 0 14-17; P: 1X, 2; Ms: pp. 202,12-18 and

206, 12-210, 10; Mhs: pp. 422 a 18-20 and 438-0 2-439 (1 2).

In several versions there follows a further list of 6 (5)

kinds of proceedings, as the above mentioned kinds receive

the addition of the apparently regular proceedings of a

complete or incomplete community (S: —— ; Dh: pp. 88Gb

8-8881) 10; M: pp. 1616 18-162a 5; P: IX, 3; Ms: —— ;

Mhs: — ). Then the text explains how these various

proceedings are to be employed against monks who are

quarrelsome or foolish, whose life is bad, who insult lay-

men or are guilty of offences which they do not want to

recognize and regret (S: — ; Dh: p. 888 6 4-19; M: p. 162 a

17-6 13; P: IX, 7, 1-1/1; Ms: — ; Mhs: —— ), and discusses

whether these proceedings are to be deemed valid or in-

valid (S: — ; Dh: p. 8886 20-29; M: p. 162a 5-16; P:

1) Hence the name of the chapter in many versions.
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IX, 7, 15-20; Ms: — ; Mhs: — ). At the end it determines

who is entitled to object against a proceeding of the com-

munity and who is not (S: p. 2206 6-21; Dh: p. 8881)

10-21; M: p. 162 c 21-25; P: IX, 4, 7-8; Ms: p. 210,11-16;

Mhs: — ), and when the exclusion or the readmission of

a monk is lawful or not (S: pp. 2200 21-2211: 1]; Dh:

pp. 888 6 29-88911 12; M: pp. 162 0 26-16311 2; P: IX, 4,

9-11; Ms: pp. 210, l6-211,3; Mhs: cf. p. 442a 15-6 17).

11. — Pandulohitakavastu”.

(S: 11. Pan—(:IL’u—lu—chia fa, pp. 221a 13-228b 10:

Dh: 11. Ho chih chien—lu, pp. 889a 13-8961) 24; M: 11d.

Chick—mo fa, pp. 163a 2-164a 11; P: 11. Kammakkhan-

dhaka, Cullavagga, I; Ms: 1]. Pdndulohitakavastu, Gilgit

Manuscripts, vol. III, part 3, pp. 332,122); Mhs 3’: Tsa

sung,7 p0 ch’ii fa, pp. 422 5 28-4281) 10 and 4390 6-1) 20).

The next three chapters deal with the disciplinary pro-

ceedings of the community; five important special cases

are treated first.

The first one concerns the two monks Pinduka and

Lohitaka, who are a nuisance to the community because

of their quarrelsome behaviour and because they incite

other monks to quarrelling, They are sentenced to the

1) Cf. S. Lizvr and En. CHAVANNES, Quelques titre e'nigmatiques dams la

hierarchie ecclésiaslique dd Bauddhisme indie", in J. 115., 1915, I, pp. 193-223; _

and S. Liavr, Note sur des manuscripts .mnscrits provenant dz Bnmiyan e: Gilgil.

in .1. As.. 1932. I, pp. 4—3.

2) In the Gilgit Manuscripts a portion of the Pudgulavastu is by mistake

joined with the Pdudulohimkavusm.

3’ The Vinnyn of the Mahfisémghika shOWS considerable differences. Its

conception of the first two disciplinary proceedings is quite another. Besides.

in most of the cases it quotes several examples.
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tarjaniya karma (tnjjaniyakamma) (S. pp. 221 (1 17—22211
13; Dh: pp. 889a 14-890b 21; M: p. 163a 2-11 9; P: L 1-8;

Ms: pp. 5, 6-11, 13; Mhs: cf. pp. 4220 28-4240 9 and

439 a 8-12).

In the second case it is the monk Sreyaka (Seyyasako)
which gives offence to the community by his foolishness
and by his continuous rendering himself guilty of mis-
demeanour. He is sentenced to the nigarhaniya karma
(nissayakamma) (S: pp. 222 b 14-223 a 25; Dh: pp. 8911)

21-89241 29; M: — ; P: 1,9-12; Ms: pp. 11, 14-15, 19;

Mhs: cf. pp. 424 6 9-425 11 5 and 439 a 12-22).

The third case concerns the monks Asvaka and Punar-
vasuka (Assaji and Punabbasuka), who are compromising
the community by their scandalous life. They are puni-
shed by the pravdsaniya karma (pabbrijaniya kamma)

(S: pp. 223a 26-224a 29, of. p. 2900 1-c 15; Dh: pp. 890 b

21-891b 21; M: — ; P: 1.,13-17; Ms: pp. 15,20-19,8; Mhs:

p. 42511 5-10 and 4391: 22-25).

The fourth case is that ofthe monk Uttara (Sudhammo) ,

who insults a lay devotee and is compelled by the prati-

samharaniya karma (patisfimniyaliammn) to make amends

to him (5: pp. 224b 1-225b 4; Dh: pp. 892 a 29-893 0 25;

M: pp. 1631) 10-164a 11; P: 1,‘18-24; Ms: pp. 19,9—28,6;

Mhs: cf. pp. 425a 10-426b 9 and 439 a 25-11 1).

The fifth punishment, the uzksepaniya karma (ukkhepa-

niyakamma) is inflicted in three cases. In the first two

it is the monk Chanda (Channo), who first does not want

to recognize an offence and then refuses to make amends

(5: pp. 225 b 5-226b 7 and 226 1) 8-227 b 10; Dh: pp. 894 a

5-0 2 and 8940 2-895 b 2; M: —- ; P: 1, 25-30 and 31;

Ms: pp. 28,7-29,4 and 295-302; Mhs: pp. 426 b 3-0 28 and

426C 28-42701 14). The third case concerns the monk
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Arista (Arittho), who in spite of all exhortations does not

give up his heretical opinions (S: pp. 2271) 11-2281) 8;

Dh: pp. 895 b 2-896b 24; M: — ; P: I, 32-35; Ms: pp. 30,3-

32,12; Mhs: cf. pp. 427a 20-428b 10 and 439b 1-20).

In all these disciplinary proceedings the cases concer-

ned give the motive for general rules; in each case it is

laid down in detail how the proceedings are to be held,

in which cases they are valid or invalid, how the punished

monk should behave and how the punishment may be

condoned.

This section does not contain inserted tales. but the

cases which give occasion to the sentences to punishment

are mostly narrated in such detail, that they can be con-

sidered as real stories.

12. — Pudgalavastu.

(S: 12 a. $6113 ts’an hui fa, K’u ch’ieh chieh~m0, pp. 2281)

11-236 0 9; Dh: 12. Jén chien—tu, pp. 896b 25-9036 20;

M: 11 a. Chich—mofa. pp. 1561) 19-158 b 25; P: 13. Samue-

cayakkhandbaka, Cullavagga, III; Ms: 12. Pudgalavastu,

Cilgit Manuscripts, vol. III, part 3,pp. 32,13-88 lX; Mhs 2):

Tsa sung p0 ch’fi fa, p. 4281) 11-29: pp. 4310 26-4326

20; 433 b 6-16; 433C 2-4381) 29 and 439 b 20-22).

Then follows the discussion of the ordinary proceedings

for simple olfences. The motive for the issue of the cor-

responding regulations is given by the monk Udfiyi. who

becomes guilty of a Samghfivascsa offence. For such an

1) Cf. supra, p. 107, n. 2.

3) 0n the rendering of this and of the following chapters in the Vinaya

of the Mtlhfisimghika see the appendix.
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ofl'cnce a mdndpya (mdnatta) punishment of six days should

be inflicted. After the lapse of six days. the dz’arhana

(abbhdna), i.e. the cancellation of punishment, takes place.

If the guilty monk has concealed the offence, he must

serve a probation period (parivdsa) before the mlindpya,

the duration of which is in relation with the duration of

the concealment. The text takes into account also the

possibility that the culprit may again commit an offence

during the probation period or during the mdmipya, that

he may commit several offences at the same time, that

he conceals them for difl'erent periods etc. The case that

he may quit the order during the period of punishment

is also considered. Then in case of readmission the pu-

nishment too is again enforced.

This section contains no inserted stories, nor anything

that may be compared to them.

l3.—P5rivasikavastu.

(S: 12 b. Séng ts’an hui fa, Shun hsing fa, pp. 236 0

10-23917 5; Dh: l3. Fu ts’ang chienfitu, pp. 904 (1 1-906 (1

3; M: 17. Pink chu fa, pp. 1811) 5-1821; 4-; P: 12. Pdri-

vdsikakkhanrlhaka. Cullavagga. II; Ms: 13. Pdrivdsikavastu,

Cilgit Manuscripts, vol. III, part 3, pp. 91-103; Mhs:

Tsa sung p0 ch’iifa. pp. 432 0 20-433 b 6 and 433 b 16-c 2).

This chapter concerns the behaviour during the pro-

bation period and the mdndpya. The motive for these

regulations is given by the group of the six monks, who

during the period of punishment behave not differently

from the blameless monks. By the rules issued by the

Buddha these monks are excluded from several actions
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of the community and are in every manner postponed to

the blameless ones. They have always to notify to the

other monks that they stand in a probation period. In

case the observation of the probation period meets with

difficulties, a postponement is provided for. The regula-

tions for the monks standing under mdndpya differ from

those for the monks on probation only in minor particu-

lars. Among other things they have to notify dayly that

they stand under mdndpya, how many days they have

served and how many still remain.

THE EARLIEST VINAYA

This section too contains no inserted stories.

14.— Posadhasthapanavastu.

(S: 13. Chih fa, pp. 239b 6-242a 14; Dh: 14. Chili

chien—lu, pp. 906 (1 9-909 17 6; M: 16. Chihpo—safa, pp. 180 0

18-181 b 4; P: 19. Pdtimokkhathapanakkhandhaka, Culla-

vagga, IX; Ms: 14. Pasadhasthdpanavustu, Gilgit Manu-

scripts, vol. III, part 3, pp. 105—117; Mhs: Tsa sung p0

ch’ii fa, pp. 447b 11-0 2).

Immediately after the description of the disciplinary

proceedings. the text deals with the objection against

the participation of a monk in the Pnsadha ceremony.

The subject is introduced by the following story. The

community is assembled for the Posadha ceremony, but

the Buddha does not recite the Pratimoksa inspite of

repeated entreaties by Ananda. Eventually he declares

that in the assembly there is an unworthy monk. Maud-

galyéyana recognizes through his supernatural powers who

is the monk intended. and causes him to be removed.

Now the Buddha delivers a sermon on the eight mar-
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vellous qualities of the sea and the eight marvellous qua-

lities of his teaching. Then he declares that henceforward

he will not preside the Posadha ceremony nor recite the

Prfitimoksa, but that the community must do it itsclf

(5: pp. 23917 7-2401: l9; Dh: pp. 824a 7-825a 11; M:

pp. 180c 22-181a 28; P: 1X, 1-2; Ms: pp. 107,4 seep;

Mhs: p. 447 b 11-0 2).

Then he prescribes that a monk, who is guilty of an

offence. is not to he allowed to participate in the Posadha

ceremony. If he tries to do so, objection should be taken

(sthdpuna). This general rule is completed by more de-

tailed bye-laws (S: p. 240a 19-b 10; Dh: — ; M: p. 181 a

28-!) 4; P: IX, 2; Ms: p. 107,9-20; Mhs: — ).

The action of the group of six monks. who without

justification object against the participation of other

monks, causes the intervention of the Buddha. He lists

from one to ten cases each, in which an objection is lawful

or unlawful, and adds many elucidations (S: pp. 240b

ll-242a 12; Dh: pp. 906a 25—9071) 6; M: — ; P: IX, 3;

Ms: pp. 108,11-116,l7; Mhs: — ). At the end he lays down

that an objection should not he at once raised in public,

but that the monk concerned is first to he admonished

(codand); he enumerates the 5 qualities with which must

be endowed a monk who intends to admonish another, etc. ‘)

(S: ~ ; Dh: p. 906a IO-25; 907 b 6-0 6 ctc.; M: — ; P:

IX, 5; Ms: pp. J07,21-108.10; Mhs: — )

1) In this chapter it is dillicult to find out the original core. Firstly the

tradition in later charm-rs of tln- Skumlhnlru work is gem-rally spanking inferior.

Besides, Ihis chuplcr stands in the closest possililc Ponncctinu with the 2nd

chapter, thc Pnsmlhm'nslu. The separation of the rules on the objection

against participation in the l’oqudlia from the other regulations on its perfor-

mance is quite arbitrary. And indeed the corresponding regulations on objec<

tions against participation in the Pravarana ceremony are duly included in
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15. — Samathavastu”.

(S: 15. Chéng fa, pp. 251a 16-2561) 23; cf. pp. 1411)

12-1471) 15; Dh: 16. [Which chéng chicn~tu, pp. 9130 12-

922c 5; M: 10. Mich ché‘ng fa, pp. 1530 22-15617 18; cf.

1). 771) 6-19; P: 14. Samathakkhandhaka, Cullavagga, IV;

the Pramirandvaslu. In such circumstanrcsamutnnl influence was possible.

With the Dharmaguptaka and Mahasémghika. we find accordingly the in-

troductory tale not here. but in the Pasadhauastu. On the other side. with

the Dharmaguptaka the rules in this chapter show a clear relationship with

the rules on the objection against participation in the Pravarana ceremony

in the Pravfirunrivaslu. And the Maliisasaka text after a few short sentences

simply refers the reader back to this. The picture of the tradition is thus

troubled in the most different ways.

1) The tradition of this chapter is specially had; above all in the Vinaya

of the Snrvistivadin and of the Mahisasaka the first part on the introduction

by the Buddha of the various conciliation procedures is missing. In the Vinaya

of the Mahasimghika any corresponding section is lacking. The situation

is probably as follows. The Pritimoksa contains since early times n men-

tion of the 7 adhikunrzms‘amalha (S: T 1436, pp. 472”? 2 sexy}; Dh: T H29.

pp. 10224 22 seqq. and T 1431. pp. 1040!! 29 seqq.‘. M: T 1422, pp. 199:
s seqq. and pp. 205c 19 seqq.; Ms: T 1454, pp. 507 b 4 seqq.; Mm: T [126,
pp. 555a 25 seqq.). The explanations given by the Vilnlmiign are as a rule.
quite short (Dh: T I428, pp. 7l3 c 21 scq‘I-; P: Vinaya vol. IV. p. 207; M5:

T 1442, pp. 904i) 5 seqq.). W'ith the Sarvfistivédin the discussion of the

conciliation procedure is missing in the Skandhaku. but a large corresponding

section is to be found in this part of the Vibhariga. But in the Skandhaka

the discussion of the conciliation procedure could not have been originally

missing. since also the section on the four motives of dispute, preserved

with the Sarvistiva‘idin, implies it as well knowu. We have therefore to

conclude that the discussion of the conciliation procedure in the Vinaya

of the Sarvistivfidin was later on transposed from the Shandlmka into the

Vibhm’rga. It is therefore one of the redactional modifications that are

often to he found in this Vinaya. In the Vinaya of the Mahis'asaka a cor-

responding: scction is completely looking. but the discussion of the conci-

liation procedure in the Vibhutiga (T 1421, p. 77 b 6—19) contains a short notice

on the place and the persons who gave the motive for the introduction of

the several procedures. These narratives must therefore have been known

at first also to the tradition of this school. The Vinaya of the Mahisarp-

ghika has gone its own ways. It contains a section, corresponding to this
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Ms: 16. samathavnslu; Mhs: Pi ch‘iu séng chiehfa, pp. 327 a

25-335 b 27 and Tsa sung p0 ch‘iu fa, pp. 441 1: 7-442 (1 11).

The 15th chapter contains the description of the various

procedures to he followed in order to coneiliate disputes

between the monks. It is divided in two parts. The ,

first speaks of the introduction of those procedures by

the Buddha, which took place about in the following way.

The action of the group of the sin monks against absen-

tees gives the occasion for initiating the procedure in the

presence (of the accused) (sammukhdvinayo) (S: p. 142 a

31-h 25; Dh: pp. 913 6 16-91441 4; M: cf. p. 77b 7 seep;

P: IV, 1-3; Mhs: pp. 327b 17-3280 11) 1’.

The unjust accusation against the monk Dabbo Malla-

putto of having sinned with the nun Mettiya, causes the

Buddha to introduce the procedure on the base of the

conscience (of the own innocence) (sativinayo), by which

the accused purges himself of suspicion (5: pp. 142 b

26-14311 26; Dh: p. 914a 4-1115; M: of. p. 77 1) 8-10; P:

1V, 4; Mhs: pp. 328 c 14-329 11 20).

In order to protect a monk, who was mentally deranged

and has recovered, against further reproaches for the offen-

ces committed during insanity, the Buddha introduces the

procedure for the no-longer-insanc (amfidhavinayo) (S:

p. 143a 27-c 15; Dh: p. 914b 15-6 29; M: of. p. 771)

11 seq.; P: IV, 5-6; Mhs: p. 332a 10-0 10).

chapter of the Skamlhaka. in the Vibhzuiga. 4th I’atayantikn offence (T 14-25,

pp. 327 a 25-335 1) 27). The description of the sevenfold procedure for the

conciliation of disputes is inserted into the doctrine of the four motives of

dispute.

1) The narratives show great dilierr-nres in the several versions. Accord-

ing to the Dharrnagnptaka. the accusation of having unlawfully appropriated

a robe gives the first motive for the issue of the regulation. while according

to the Sarvastivadiu the .mine am‘usatiun causes the institution of the proce-

dure based on the culprit’s own declaration (pafifififimkurnn'z).
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The unjust proceedings against a monk, who had con-

fessed an offence, causes the Buddha to introduce the

procedure on the ground of the own admission (ptttififid-

takarana) (5: pp. 141 b 13-14241 2; Dh: pp. 914b 29-91541

27; M: cf. p. 77 b 12-14; P: IV7 7-8; Mhs: pp. 332C 18-

333 b 6) ”.

Against a monk who on being questioned gives con-

tradictory answers and consciously lies, the Buddha intro-

duces the procedure against obstinacy (tassapa'piyyasikd) 2’

(S: pp. 143 c 16-144 (1 22; Dh: p. 915 b 2-6 10; M: cf. p. 77 b

18 seq.; P: 1V, 11-12; Mhs: pp. 333b 6-6 24 and 4410

7-442 (1 11). '

When among the monks a dispute breaks out, which

it is not possible to appease. the Buddha orders that the

majority should decide (yebhuyyasikri). Voting takes place

through voting tablets and a suitable monk is to be

appointed to collect the tablets (S: pp. 144 a 23-147 (1 15 31;

'Dh: p. 915a 27-1) 2; M; cf. p. 77 b 15 seq.; P: 1V, 9-10;

Mhs: pp. 3330 25-3340 26).

When during a dispute the quarrelling monks them-

selves fear that it might degenerate and therefore address

themselves to the Buddha, he institutes the procedure of

the covering with grass (tinavatthrirako). In this every

group of the quarrelling monks purges its own offences,

1) The disagreement between the single narratives is here most serious.

I suppose that the Vinuya of the Dharmaguptaka employed the story whose

original plane was here, in order to justify the sammukhivinaya: in its place

it inserted here a stopgup drawn from the Pagadhmrasm (p. 824m 7 setup);

cf. the prcceeding foot nnte.

‘3) The expression is no! clear. I have followed the interpretation of

H. Oldenherg.

3) The disproportionately long description in the Vinaya of the Sarvésti-

vadin is taken from the second part (p. 252 b 10 SN]![.). because only there

the discussion on the various procedures of conciliation finds its right place.
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and the question is thus considered as settled (S: p. 147 a

16-1; 15; Dh: p. 9150 11-20; M: cf. p. 771) 14-18; P: IV,

13; Mhs: pp. 3340 26-335b 24) 1’.

The following second part speaks of the motives for

the Various procedures of coneiliations. Four such mo-

tives are distinguished; those deriving from discussions

(vivddddhikarana), from reproaches addressed to somebody

(anuvddddhikaranu). from offences (dpattddhikaranu) and

from community life (kiccddhikarana). All four are discus-

sed in detail; and investigation is made as to what is

their root, when they are beneficial, non beneficial or

indifl'crent, which discussions, reproaehes7 offences and

happenings of community life give occasion to conciliation

procedures and which do not, and above all which proce-

dure is to be employed for the several occasions and how

it is to be carried out. In connection with the decision

by majority (yebhuyyasikd) the text explains in minute

detail which attempts at conciliation must be made before-

proceeding to the vote (S: pp. 251 a 19-256 b 22; Dh:

pp. 9150 21-9220 5; M: pp. 153 0 26-156 b 18; P: IV, 14).

No legends or long stories are contained in this chapter.

16. —Samghabhedavastu.

(S: 16. T’iamta shih, pp. 257 (1 1-267 a 21, cf. pp. 24 6

22-25 c 15; Dh: 15. P’o séng chien~tu, pp. 909 b 7-913 6 11,

cf. pp. 590b 13-5956 1; M: 12. P”o séng fa, pp. 164a

13-1661) 7, cf. pp. 160 21-21a 1; P: 17. Sarnghabheda-

kkhandhaka. Cullavagga, V1.1, cf. Suttavibha riga, Samghddi-

1) The description of thr- Mnhflsimghiko makes use of the Kos‘imbalmmslu.
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sesa 10; Ms: 17. Samghabhedavastu (P’o séng shih.) T 1450,

pp. 99a 14-2061; 15, cf. T .1442, pp. 700 1: 29-704 11 26;

Gilgit Manuscripts. Vol. III, Part 47 p. 211-255; Mhs:

Tsa sung p0 eh’ii fa, pp. 442 6 28-443 a 26, 440 c 19-441a

26 and 489 0 9-25, ef. Pi—ch’iu séng chieh fa, pp. 281 c 12-

283 b 14) ‘1.

The 16th chapter concerns splits in the community.

It is introduced by the legend of Devadatta, which in

some versions is narrated in great detail. This enlarged

form of the legend does not belong in my opinion to the

body of the old Skandhaka work; nevertheless on account

of its importance I shall mention it in a few sentences 2).

The influent Sakya Aniruddha and Bhadrika along

with some other young Sfikya, among whom Devadatta,

1) I quote here. besides the Samghabhedavasm, also the sections ofthe

Vibhayign containing the legend of Devadattn.

2) This is not the place for enlarging upon the origin and development

of the legend of Dcvadatta. I limit therefore myself to givingr a short account

of what is, in my opinion, its nature.

The legend of Devadattn plays a role above all in two passages of the

Vinaya, in the Vibhnriga concerning the tenth Samghavaécsa offence, and in

the Samghahhetlavasm of the Slmnrlhaku. The fuller form of the legend appears

partly in the Vibhariga. In this case the Samghabhedamstu contains merely

a short account (thus Dh and M). Or it stands in the Samghabhmlamsm,

and then the Vibhariga is content with a short narrative (thus S and 1‘; Ms

has conformed. The Mahasamghika give the fuller form in the Ekauarikfigama). 5"

M.
This situation must have arisen in the following manner. The earliest

Vinaya tradition spoke of Devavlatta in connection with the 10th Samghi-

vasrsn offence of the Pratimnksa. According to it Devndatta was said to

have attempted, along with four companions, to split the community on the

basis of a reform of’the monastic rules in five points, destined to make them

more stringent. As he did not forego his attempt in spite of repeated admo-

nishmcnt. the Buddha issued the following rule: If a monk tries to split the

community, he must he admonished thrice to renounce his intentions; if never-

theless he cannot be dissuaded, then he renders himself guilty of a Samghi-

vaéega offence.

The author of the Shandhaka rounded this oil to a connected story.

According to him Devadaua had at first success among the younger monks;
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hetake themselves, followed by the barber Up-Zdi, to the

Buddha and enter the monastic order (S: — ; Dh: pp. 590 b

13-5910 16; M: pp. 16 0 21-17 c 14; P: VII, 1; Ms: pp. 144 b

9-1471) 22). Devadatta obtains miraculous powers and

thereby gains the favour of the crown prince Ajfitasatru,

who covers him with presents (S: p. 2570 4-6 16; Dh:

p. 592a 9-20: M: pp. 170 15-18(1 2; P: VII, 2, 1: Ms:

pp. 167 0 26-168 0 23). The IIIOIlkS tell this to the Buddha,

who explains to them that Devadatta harms only himself

by his actions (S: pp. 257 0 17-258 a 9; D11: p. 592 a 20-1) 1;

M: 1). 18a 23-17 10; P: VII, 2, 5; Ms: pp. 168 0 23-169 a 11).

In the meantime the son of the gods Kakudha informs

Maudgalyfiyana of the schemes of Devadatta, and he in

his turn tells the Buddha (S: p. 258 a 9-27; Dh: pp. 591 0

25-59211 8; M: p. 18a 2-13; P: VII, 2, 2; Ms: p. 169a

he succeeded in gaining: 500 followers, with whom he founded a community

of his own. But Sariputra and Maudgalyéyana convinced these monks to

return to the Buddha. win-rcupnn Devadatta died of blood vomiting.

Alongside tltesc Vinaya storics, a detailed legend of Devadalta arose,

the, outlines of which are as follows. Dcvadatta, who through assiduous

exertions had gained miraculous powers, gained through them the, favour

of the crown prince Ajatas'atru, who showered presents upon him. Misled by

this success, he invited the Buddha to hand over to him the direction of the

community. Upon the lutter’s refusal he tried to act independently. but

had littlc «um-cu, almvc all Inn-anew the Buddha was always consistently

supported by king; Bimliisara. 'Then he instigated Ajataéntru to kill his own

father, while he himself enginccred the most various schemes against the

Buddha. As all these attempts failed and even Ajfitas'atru was gained over

by the Buddha, he made personally a last tle<perate attempt to poison the

Buddha; but- the earth swallowed him up and he was precipitated in hell.

At an early time, prohahly even before Asoka, this legend was included

in the Viuaya, by some scllonls in the Vilrhrnigu and by others in the Skun-

dhakn. and was mixed up with thc older stories. Also other material from the

Vilyhnflgu was elliployed (Sarnghavascsa ll and l’fitayantika 36 [32]). But

the composite character of the account, which came into being in this way,

still appears in several contradictions and inequalities, as e.g. the doubling

of the attempt to split the, community, the different accounts of Devadatta‘s

and etc.
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12-11 18). Shortly afterwards Devadatta calls upon the

Buddha to leave to him the direction of the community,

but gets a refusal (S: p. 25811 28-b 14; D11: p. 592 1) 5-17;

M: p. 18 b 11-23; P: VII, 3, 1; Ms: p. 16911 19-29). In

this connection the. Buddha delivers the sermon on the

five kinds of teachers (5: pp. 258 11 14-25911 8: Dh: p. 593a

10-29; M: p. 1811 13-22; P: VII, 2, 3-4; Ms: pp. 1690

5-170 b 24). Now Devadatta tries to act independently

and to found a community of his own (S: cf. p. 259a

9-614;Dh2—; M: p. 18 b 23 seq.; P: —— :Ms: ef. pp. 170 b

24-172b 19). Thereupon the Buddha causes to be pro-

claimed that he and the community have nothing to do

with the action of Devadatta (S: p. 260 c 2-11; Dh: p. 593 a

29-0 1; M: p. 19 a 5-23; P: VII, 3, 2-3; Ms: p. 173 0 9-21).

Devadatta meets with but little success, and above all the

king Bimbisara continues to support the Buddha (cf. Dh:

p. 592 b 1-5). Because of this Devadatta tries to induce

the crown prince Ajétaéatru to dethrone his father Bim-

bisz'lra and to help him to eliminate the Buddha. Aja-

tasatru follows these suggestions and makes himself king

in the place of his father (5: pp. 2600 11-2620 10; Dh:

pp. 592 I) 17-23 and 593 c 1-5941; 1; M: p. 19a 23-b 23;

P: VII, 3, 4-5; Ms: pp. 1876 20-1880 2 and 189a 15-

19017 22). Now Devadatta sends murderers to kill the

Buddha, but the latter converts them (S: p. 2601) 9-25;

Dh: p. 592b 23-6 23; M: pp. 19 c 27-20a 14; P: VII, 3,

6-8; Ms: — ). Then he attempts to kill the Buddha with

a rock, but merely wounds his foot (5: p. 260a 13-b 8;

Dh: p. 592c 23-29; M: p. 20a 22-1) 2; P: VII, 3, 9; Ms:

pp. 192a 14-193a 29). When the monks grow excited

because of this attempt, the Buddha calms them down

(S: p. 260b 25-0 2; D11: pp. 592 c 29-593a 10; M: p. 20a
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15-21; P: VII, 3, 10; Ms: cf. 1). 201 b 25-c 5). Then Deva-

datta incites a mad elephant against the Buddha but the

latter tames it (S: p. 26211 11-0 19; Dh: — ; M: p. 1917

24-c 26; P: VII, 3, 11-12; Ms: pp. 1971) 28-199a 4). In

the meantime the behaviour of the followers of Devadatta

causes the Buddha to forbid that more than three monks

' should beg their food together (S: pp. 259 0 14-2601; 12;

Dh: p. 594 a 1-19; M: — ; P: VII7 3, 13; Ms: ). Now

Devadatta, in order to split the community, proposes to

 

render the rules more stringent in five points. The Buddha

rejects them (S: p. 2641) 20-6 16; Dh: ~ ; M: — ; P:

VII, 3, 14-16; Ms: ~ ). Thereupon Devadatta organizes

a voting upon these five points. 500 young monks follow

him, and he founds with them a separate community

(S: p. 265a 12-17 9; Dh: p. 90911 8-18; M: p. 1641) 5-14;

P: VII, 4, 1; Ms: p. 2026 5-28; Mhs: cf. pp. 4426 29-

44-30! 26). But Siriputra and Maudgalyiyana lead the

500 monks back to the Buddha, and when ‘Devadatta

hears of this, he spits blood and dies (S: pp. 265 1) 9-266 a

12; Dh: pp. 909C 13-910a 11; M: p. 16417 15-c 15; P: VII,

4, 1-3; Ms: pp. 202 0 28-203 b 14). Sariputra and Maud-

galyiyana in the meantime reach with the 500 monks

the Buddha. The latter tells them a Jitaka of a large

and a little elephant (S: — ; Dh: p. 910b 17-6 17; M:

pp. 164 0 15-165 (1 2; P: VII, 4, 4-5; Ms: cf. p. 2031) l4-c 5).

Then he ‘speaks to the monks about the bud qualities of

Devadutta and the sad end they led him to (S: — ; Dh:

p. 9091; 18-c 13; M: p. 1660 8-14; P: VII, 4, 7-8; Ms:

cf. pp. 15041 28-151a 20 and pp. 236,4-240,3). The

legend of Devadatta is thus at an end. The numerous

Jataka inserted in the various versions have been left

out of account.
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The legend of Devadatta is followed by a general trea-

tise on splits in the community, under the form of an

instruction to Upfili. It discusses the difference between

diflerence of opinion (samghurdji) and split of the com-

munity (samghabhedo), and determinates who can cause a

split of the community, what is the basis of a split or

of the concord of the community, which is the retribution

of the man who splits the community or who reunites a

split community (S: pp. 2661) 15-26711 21; Dh: p. 913b

2-010; M: p. 166 a 14-1) 7; P: VII, 5; Ms: pp. 1531) 4-155 1) 9

and pp. 248,12-255,6; Mhs: pp. 440 6 19-441 a 26 and 489 c

9-25).

17. — Sayanésanavastu.

(S: 14. W0 chfifa, pp. 242 a 15-251 a 15; D11: 19. Fang

shih chien—tu, pp. 9361) 18-945 11 19; M: 13. W0 ch12 fa,

pp. 166 b 8-1690 23: P: 16. Sena'sanakkhandhaka, Culla-

vagga, VI; M5: 15. Sayandsanavasm, Gilgit JVIanuscripts,

vol. 1117 part 3, pp. 119-144 2; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 ch’fi fa,

pp. 443 0 4-446 c 3 and 415 a 29-6 8).

The last chapters of the Skandhuka assume more and

more the character of addenda. The 17th chapter, con-

cerning the dwelling huts for the community and their

furniture, still represents a unity. The reason why it is

not included in the first part of the work among the chap-

ters regulating the general life of the monks, is perhaps

that life in monasteries gained greater importance only in

the course of time 2).

U The text is incomplete and stops abruptly in the middle of the

legend of Anithapinqlada.

2) The Mahasarpghika in their Vinaya have. characteristically enough,

shifted forward this section.
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The introductory story tells of a householder in R5-

jagrha, who sees how the monks come from the forest, in

which they dwell. to the town on their alms-begging tour.

and thereupon offers to have buildings erected for their

use (S: p. 24311 21-h 5; Dh: pp. 93617 22-93711 21; M:

p. 1661; 9-6 9; P: VI, l; Ms: pp. 1323-1335; Mhs: ).

On this occasion shape and furnishing of the buildings are

discussed (S: p. 243 b 5-c l9; Dh: pp. 937a 21-9381) 20;

cf. pp. 940 6 15-941 b 8 and 941 0 4-943 (1 18; M: cf. pp. 1671)

19-168 1) 7 l); P: Vl. 2-3; Ms: pp. 133,6-13; Mhs: ~ ). Then

follows the legend of Anathapindada. a rich merchant

from Sravasti. who presents to the community the magni-

ficent Jetavana. Anfithapindada is staying at Rijagrha,

and there he sees how the friend who gives him hospitality

is making great preparations in order to feed the Buddha

and the community. He grows interested, visits the Bud-

dha before daybreak and is converted by him. Then the

texts tell the well known story of the donation of the

Jetavana at Srfivasti and of the institution of the mona-

stery there (5: pp. 2430 20-24511 3; Dh: pp. 9381) 20-

939 c 15 and 941 b 8-0 4; M: pp. 166 0 10-167 1) 19; P: VI. 4

and 9; Ms: pp. l33,13-l44; Mhs: p. 415a 29-0 8). During

the journey of the community to Srfivasti. the behaviour

of the group of six monks, who take for themselves the

best rooms available, gives to the Buddha motive to

enjoin due regard to seniority. On this occasion he tells

the story of the pheasant, the monkey and the elephant 2’.

Then it is question of the misuse of seniority and how the

 

1) Here. as many limes in this Vinayn, the most different regulations

are thrown together.

2) Cf. ET. LAMor’rE, La conduit» re‘ligieuse du faisan dans les lextes baud-l

dhiques, in Muséon, 59, 1946. pp. 641-653; and 11)., Traile‘, II, p. 718 n.
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Buddha puts a remedy to it (S: pp. 242 a 18-243 (1 21 and

245a 3-b 3; Dh: pp. 939C 15-9406 4; M: p. 121 a 2-25;

P: VI, 6-7 and 10; Ms: pp. 121,5-132,8; Mhs: pp. 445 c 22-

446 c 3). Other abuses by the group of six monks induce

the Buddha to prescribe the nomination of a monk in

charge of the assignment of dwelling rooms and objects

of furniture. His duties and several questions connected

with the allotment of community property are treated in

detail in some versions (5: pp. 245 (7 33-2460 8 and 247a

2-0 23; D11: p. 9431) 26-c 29; M: p. 1670 20-27 and 1680

8-1690. 4-; P: VI. 11-12 and 15-16; Mhs: p. 4451) 5-0 22).

In the same way as the allocator of the dwelling rooms,

other monks can be entrusted with different kinds of

oflices. An important ofliee is that of the superintendent

of building (navakunnika). His duty is to superintend on

behalf of the community the execution of buildings, which

lay devotees cause to be erected for the community.

Already upon the construction of the Jetavana monastery

this charge was entrusted to Siriputra. Later the tasks

and duties of the superintendent of building were regu-

lated in a precise manner (5: pp. 244 b 22 seqq. and 247 0

24-24841 13; Dh: pp. 944a 6-b 19 and 9446 4—9451; 2;

M: pp. 167a 13 seqq. and 169a 7-22; P: VI, 5 and 17;

Ms: pp. 143,22 seqq.; Mhs: pp. 415C 3 scqq. and 4-450

4-1) 5). In some cases laymen erected buildings for a spe-

cified monk. This too could lead to difficulties. So we

are told how a devotee builds a house for the monk Rahula,

and later, when the latter absents himself for a long time.

hands it over to another monk. The case is settled by

the intervention of the Buddha (S: — ; Dh: p. 943 a 18-17

26; M: p. 168B 8-!) 7; P: — ; Mhs: pp. 44-40 18-44511 3).

In order to avoid long periods of non-occupation and the
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consequent decay of monastic buildings, it is permissibleto choose a monk. who has to take his permanent resi-dence there. This is put in the form of a tale,
wandering monks come to a monastery which standsabandoned, although the laymen of the neighbourhoodwould be willing enough to take care of
reupon the Buddha decides accordingly (S: pp. 249613-25011 5; Dh: p. 940a 4-15; M: p. 1671: 27-29; P: — ;Mhs: ~ ). In several versions there is mention of manyother offices that can be entrusted to the monks. Thus
we hear of monks whose duty is to distribute clothes,
food or drugs. Others have the care of assigning sleepingplaces to newcomers. Others again must allot the works
and duties in the monastery etc. 1’ (S: pp. 248a 14-2496
4 and 250 a 21-251 11 14-:th p. 945 a 5-18; M: — ; P: VI,21; Mhs: ~ ).

18. —Acfiravastu.

(S: 17 c. Tsafa, pp. 298 a 26-302 0 8; Dh: 18. Fa chien—lu,
pp. 9306 6-936]; 17; M: 15. Wei ifa, pp. 177 0 1-180 0 17;
P: 18. Valtakkhnndhaka, Cullamgga, VIII; Ms: 18. K_su-
drakavustu (Tm shill), T 1451, pp. 374 0 29-382 b 28; Mhs:
Wei ifa, pp. 499a 18-514a 18)”.

The 18th chapter contains rules on the behaviour of
the monks, as far as it was not yet provided for in the
preceding portions of the work. This includes behaviour

ns fluctuate considerably. Apparently
jetted to deep-reaching modifications in the course

2) In this and the following chapter I forage to list the isolated cases ofagreement of this Vinnya.
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on the alms-begging tour (S: pp. 29811 27-299a 6:, Dh.

pp. 932 b 29-933 6 6; M: pp. 177 c 22-178 0 5; P: VII, 0,

Ms: p. 375a 3-28:). at meals in the homes of laymgen

(S: p. 299a 7-1; 7; Dh: pp. 934C 24-936a 2; M: p. 17 a

27-c 16; P: VIII, 4; Ms: pp. 375 (1 29-3760 26), towards

monks freshly arrived (S: p. 300a II-b 15 and 0533,

Dh: pp. 930 6 7-931 0 23; M: pp. 178 c 5-179 11 26; P: n -,

1-3; Ms: p. 381a 18-c 24), towards monks who dwe 341n

the forest (S: pp. 300 4: 20-30111 27; Dh: pp. 933 0 6-277 6

24; M: pp. 1790 17-180a 24; P: VIII. 6; Ms: pp. 0

- etc.

9 37Ergl‘tllielf:)everal sections are often introduced by short

tales. Thus we are told how a monk on his begging tour

enters imprudently a house and thereby falls under suspi-

eion to have sinned with a woman; and this gives'oceasmn

for the regulations on the behaviour on the begging tour.

Or it is related how monks dwelling in the forest meet

with robbers and behave so clumsily, that the robbers

take them for false monks and ill-treat them, whereuppln

the Buddha issues rules for the monks who dwell 1n t e

' ' ' a ter.forest. True legends are lacking in thls ch p

19. — Ksudrakavastu.

(S: 17 a. Tsa fa, pp. 267a 22—2900 20; Dh: 20.16251;

chien~tu, pp. 945 a 20-966 11 11; M: 14. Tsa fa. pp. ,,

1-176c 23; P: 15. Khuddakavatthukkhandhaka, Cullavagga,

V' Ms: 18 a. Ksudrakavastu (Tsa shih), T 1451, pp. ?P7a

16,-297 b 24 and 324 c 15-328 c 25; Mhs: Tsa sung [)0 ch ufa,

- 17 .

Cf. If; b1913h42liaiter)is defined as addendum already by

its title. It gathers together a large number of rules,
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who could not be placed anywhere else and which mostly

concern subjects of minor importance. Thus there is

question of the nature of the begging bowls7 of the use

of toothpicks, of the furniture and use of washrooms etc.

Here too we find inserted some longer tales, above all the

legend of Pindola Bharadvfija. who through the use of

supernatural powers puts himself in possession of a pre-

cious begging bowl (S: pp. 268 6 12-2691) 4; Dh: p. 946 11

13-0 25; M: p. 170a 3-0 24; P: V, 8; Ms: p. 213 11 27-0 22;

Mhs: cf. p. 46211 14-b 15) 1’, the story of how king Bim-

bisfira permits the monks to pick mango fruits from his

garden, and how they misuse the permission so shamelessly,

that no single fruit is left for the king himself (S: p. 268 a

22-1) 28; Dh: p. 903 b 11-21; M: pp. 170 6 24-171 a 6; P: V,

5. 1; Ms: pp. 2090 18-2101: 28; Mhs: p. 4780 20-17 S), the

story of the layman who falsely accuses the monk Dabbo

Mallaputto of a serious offence7 whereupon the community

“ turns the begging bowl ” before him7 i.e. breaks off rela-

tions and accepts no more alms from him (5: pp. 270 c

15-27113 5; Dh: pp. 9580 15-960a 7; M: pp. 174- 0 5-175 11

23; P: V, 20; Ms: p. 220 a 5-1: 17; Mhs: cf. pp. 483 0 9-484 b

20)7 then the story of the monk who is bitten by a snake,

whereupon the Buddha teaches the monks a spell for

appeasing the various families of serpents (S: — ; Dh:

pp. 870C 22-871a 8; M: p. 171 a 16-28; P: V, 6; Ms: Gilgit

Manuscripts, vol. III, part 1, pp. 285,8-28820; Mhs: — ) 2

etc.

1) Cf. S. LEVI, LPS Seize Arhuts preteen-Ins de la Loi, in J. .43., 1916,

II, pp. 232 scqq.

2) In the Vinaya of the Dharmnguptaka and of the lIfilasarvastivadin

this tale stands in the Bhaisajyavnxm. I quote it her-nose later it was taken

over into the well known and diffused Mnhfimtiyfiri—vidyfirfijr'ti, and because

iu~ inclusion in several] Viuayn is a witness to its early age (cf. S. LEVI, LI:
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Of course this chapter was more exposed than any

other to amplifications and additions. And accordingly

these are found in large quantities. Above all some ver-

sions have included bulky legends 1’ and with the Mfila-

sarvastivadin this chapter together with the Samghabhe—

davastu has served as basis for the biography of the Bud-

dha. which in that school forms the ending portion of the

Skandhaka 2).

THE EARLIEST VINAYA

20.—Bhiksunivastu.

(S: 17 b. Tsa fa (Pi—ch’iu—ni fa), pp. 290 6 21-2984; 25;

Dh: 17. Pi—ch’iu—ni chien—tu, pp. 922 0 6-930 0 5; M: 19. Pi—

ch’iu—ni fa, pp. 18511 1-1901) 9; P: 20. Bhikkhunikkhan-

dhalta, Cullavagga X; MS: 18]). I{sudrakavastu (Tsa shih).

T 1451, pp. 350 17 7-374 0 28; Mhs: Tsa sung p0 ch’fi fa,

pp. 471 a 25-476 1) 11).

With the chapter of addenda of the Ksudrakavastu the

description of the Buddhist monastic rules is at an end,

as far as the monks are concerned. There follows now

as conclusion a chapter dealing with the nuns and contain-

ing the rules meant specially for them.

This chapter is introduced by the story, how the

Buddha allows himself to be convinced by the prayers of

his foster-mother Mahfiprajipati and by the intercession

of his favourite disciple Ananda to establish the order of

nuns. At the same time he issues the eight severe rules

Catalogue géngnzphique des Yuksa (hm: la Mahtirmiyt'uri, in J. As" 1915, I,

pp. 194038; further literature quoted there).

1) Hg. M: p. 172 a 3-r 23 (The 11 dreams of king Chin-moi). Dh: pp. 961 12

11-9621: 22 (king Udayana and Mahékityfiyanu); Ms: pp. 2971) 7-324c ll

(Mahfikatyayana and king Candapradyota).

3’ CI. the Appendix.
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by which the female order is subordinated to the male

order (5: — ; Dh: pp. 922 0 7-923 0 12; M: pp. 185 a 5-186 a

27; P: X, 1; Ms: pg. 350]) 10-351 [1 25; Mhs; p. 471 a 25-28).

Then follow the rules for the admission to the nun order,

for the confession ceremony and the Pravfiranfi ceremony,

which correspond with few modifications and additions to

the rules for the male order. In all this cases the beha-

viour towards the male order is always specially regulated.

Care is taken also of the sermons to the nuns. for which

suitable monks should be sent. The rest of the chapter

is occupied by lesser regulations.

With the exception of the introductory narrative, no

considerable legends are included in this chapter.

Conclusion.

(S: Shun sung p’i—ni hsz'i [Wu pei pi—ch’iu chieh chi

san tsang fa pin and Ch’i pei pi—ch’iu chi mieh o fa p’in], '

pp. 445 c 8—456b 8; Dh: Chi fa pi-ch’iu wu pei jén and

Ch’i pei chi fa p’i—ni, pp. 9660 12-9710 3; M: Wu pei

chi fa and Ch”i pei chi fa. pp. 1901) 10-1941! 21; P: Par":-

casatikakkhandhaka and Sattasatikakkhandhaka, Cullavagga

XI-XII; Ms: 18. Ksudrakavastu (Tsa shih). T 1451, pp. 382 11

29-414 1) 19; Mhs: Tsa sungpo ch’iifa, pp. 489 6 26-493 0 11).

1. The death of the Buddha (Mahziparinirvdnasfitra)

(S: pp. 445 0 10-4471: 11; Dh: p. 966a 15-c 1]; M: —;

P: A— ; Ms: pp. 382 b 29-4026 4; Mhs: pp. 4890 26-

490 b 21) ‘l.

1) Cf, E. \VALoschmT, Die Urbrrliv/‘r-rung vom LrbI-nsrndv (It-x Buddha,

cine vergleichmde Analyse ties Muhépnrinirvinasfitra um! seiner TexlvutSPre-

Chungpn (Abhandlungen der Akadpmie der Wissenschaften in Géltiugen, phi].-

hist. Klasse. Dritte Folge, Nr. 29-30), Giittingen 1944-48.
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2. The council of Rajagrha (S: pp. 447 a 12-450 (1 26;

Dh: pp. 966 0 11-968 6 17; M: pp. 190 [1 13-192 11 25; P: XI;

Ms: pp. 4020 5-4081) 25; Mhs: pp. 490b 21-492c 17) l).

3. History of the patriarchs (series of teachers) (5: —;

Dh: —— ; M: — ; P: — ; Ms: pp. 408b 26-4110 3; Mhs:

pp. 492 c 17-493 a 19).

4. The council of Vais’fili (S: pp. 450a 27-4566 8;

D11: pp. 9681‘ 13-9716 2; M: pp. 1920 26-1941) 20; P:

XII; Ms: pp. 4-11 0 3-414 17 11; Mhs p. 493a 25-0 11) 2’.

1) Cf. J. PRZYLusxr. Conciln.

2) Cf. M. Hermann, Etude sur 1! candle dc Vais‘fili (Bibliothéque du

Musfion. vol. 20), Louvuin 1946.
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5. ~ THE SOURCES or THE OLD SKANDHAKA TEXT AND THE

EARLIEST BUDDHIST TRADITION.

The above analysis may give in its essentials a correct

picture of the contents and structure of the old Skandhaka

text and of the achievements of its author. The enor-

mous material is clearly divided and arranged according

to a well conceived plan, in which connected chapters are

knit together into a higher unity. The work begins with

the fundamental institutions of the Buddhist monastic

life, the admission to the order7 the confession ceremony,

the retirement during the rainy seasons and the Pravz'l-

ranfi ceremony. There follows a discussion of the most

important conditions of life, of clothing, food and drugs

for the sick. Then the law of the community is treated

in detail7 above all' the punishment proceedings of the

community. The conclusion is formed by addenda and

by a chapter containing the special regulations for the

order of the nuns. The subdivisions are marked out by

the stories which introduce the several chapters. Also

within the single chapters the larger sections are mostly

separated by introductory narratives. The personality of

the author stands out prominently in the plan of the

work. llc has not, as the character of the materials

would lead us to expect7 a systematic legal mind. His

manner of exposition does not issue logically from hard

and fast general principles 1). It is rather an artistic gift.

This is shown already by the idea of clothing the whole

1) A comparison with the quite different structure of the Vinaya of the

Mahésamghika is very instructive (cf. the Appendix).
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material in the form of a biography of the Buddha. It

comes most clearly to light in the manner. in which he

cleverly arranges by a tale the passage from a subject

to another7 even if the second one is not in his proper

place in the context according to the principles of a rigid

systematism. I recall e.g. the rules on the care of the

sick and the distribution of the property of the deceased,

which are introduced by the story of the SiCk monk who

is nursed by the Buddha himself (see above p. 101).

As already stated, the proved existence of such a first-

class work of the first half of the 4th century B. C. is of

the greatest importance and is apt to throw new light

on the most different aspects of the earliest Buddhism.

We do not need to waste words on its importance {or the

history of the Vinaya. But it is also of the highest value

as a source for the history of Buddhism in general. We may

recall e.g. the special regulations issued by the Buddha

in the legend of Srona Kotikarna (see above, p. 90) for

the marginal zones of the Buddhist region; they allow us

to infer the range of the spread of Buddhism at the time

of the composition of the work 1). The text is an inex-

haustible mine for the history of Indian culture, and gives

us information on a vast quantity of things out of the

current life of that times. We may also mention in passing

the value of this work for Indian linguistic history. It

has been known for a long time that the earliest Buddhist

canon was composed in an archaic language of its own,

the traces of which are still recognizable in the extant

versions. The researches of S. Lévi were decisive in this

U Cf. P. l‘rILLIo'i', Drux ilint‘ruirl’s (In Chine on [rule it In [in (In VIII‘

siepli- (in BEFEO, Iv, I904, pp. Lil-Hit), pp. 379—331.
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connection 1). Now, the exalnples quoted by S. Lévi are

mostly drawn from the Vinaya. So the old Skandhaka text

was composed in this dialect. But in this way scho-

larship is confronted no more with a fluid mass of a tra-

dition, but with a clearly individualized work, the origin

and date of which can be determined within narrow limits;

and this enables us to employ other methods and to

reach much more exact results.

We are not going to discuss here all that. There is,

however, a question which I intend to study in some

detail: is it possible to find out something about the sources

utilized by the author of the Sknndhaku work? Could we

in this way get some information on the nature of the

Buddhist tradition in his times?

It would seem obvious, in order to answer the

second part of the question, to turn in the first place

to the direct evidence offered a hove all by the accounts

of the councils at the end of the Skandhaka text. I prefer,

however, to take the other way and to try first of all to

draw some inferences from the nature of the text itself.

In this way it is possible to reach more precise results; and

besides we gain thereby a scale of comparison for mea-

suring the reliability of the data in the account of the

councils.

If we now proceed to investigate the composition of

the Skandhaka work, there is a preliminary remark which

we must keep clear in our mind. Just with the Vinaya

rules. which form the bulk of the work, things are parti-

cularly unfavourable for finding an answer to our que-

1) S. Litvl, Obsvnvllions sur um: lung"? préctxnonique du Boudrlhixmn, in

J. A5,, 1912, II. pp. 195—514.
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) THE EARLIEST VINAYA

stion. The old Skandhaka work7 being a fundamental and

comprehensive creation. a novelty in its field, has replaced

everything earlier and thus has deprived us of the possi-

‘bility of direct comparison. Relevant material is only

occasionally preserved in the canon, as e.g. the very difl'used

Pravdraudsfitra 1), which describes an archaic Pravz'lrani

ceremony of the Buddha and his disciples. Nevertheless

some elements can be obtained even from the Skamlhaka

work itself; and in the first place I should like to draw

attention to the following remark.

In the Bhaisajyavastu of the Vinaya of the Dharma-

guptaka (pp. 866 c 5-20) and of the Mahisfisaka (pp. 147 6

29-14311 11) we are told how five monks address them-

selves to the Buddha with the question. what should serve

them as food; he explains to them that they should eat

only food obtained as alms in their begging bowl. There

follows a list of foodstuffs which they have obtained on

their begging trip and of which the Buddha allows them

to partake.

in the same way in the Bhaisajyavastu of the Vinaya

of the Dharmaguptaka (p. 866 a 20-23) the five monks

ask which drug they should employ, whereupon the Buddha

mentions to them rotten urine (of oxen).

In the Civaravastu of the Vinaya of the Sarvastivadin

(p. 194 b 7 seq.) and of the Dharmaguptaka (p. 849 I) 11-16)

the five monks ask what clothes they should use, where-

upon the Buddha mentions to them picked-up rags. The

1) Samymranikfiya, 3,7 (I, pp. 190 59.1.): Madhyamfiguma. 121 (r 25'

p. 610a fl-c 21; Samyuktfigama, 1212 (T 99, p. 330 a 4-c 19); Samyuknigama.

228 (T 100, p. 157" 29-: 28); Ekanariluigama 32.5 (T 125, pp, 676 1; 28-6771)

27); Show hsin sui thing. T 61; [Bin sui thing, T ()2; Chieh hsia thing, T 63;

A. F. R. Honours, Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature found in

Easlrrn Turkcsum, vol. I, pp. 36-4-0.
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Vinaya of the Dharinaguptaka lists on this occasion ten

kinds of clothes, which it is allowed to accept.

Lastly in the Sayandsanavastu of the Sarvastivz'idin

(p. 24341 2l-25) and of the Dharmaguptaka (1). 936b

22-0 2) the five monks ask where they should live, and

the Buddha mentions to them as dwelling places forests.

caves, the foot of trees etc.

Who are these five monks, who appear nowhere else

in the S/candhaka work and play nowhere a great role?

The answer is not dillicult. The Buddhist tradition knows

such a group of five monks; they are the five monks

whom the Buddha wins as disciples on his first standincr

forth as teacher in Bcnares, and who form his first comb-

munity. The discourses quoted above take place (with

a Single exception) I) all of them in Benares, which citv

is otherwise very seldom mentioned in the Skamlhakiz

work. In every case these are precepts of the most gene-

ral kind, such as the Buddha would naturally give to his

very first disciples. We are justified therefore in seeing

in them the five monks of the earliest community.

But the appearence of these five monks in the said

passages has something peculiar. They turn up quite

isolated and abruptly, nowhere are they introduced, and

they disappear with equal suddenness. The questions,

which they address to the Buddha, do not fit in their envi-

ronment. In the frame of the all-covering activity of

the Buddha as it is usually described by the Skandhaka

work, in front of the mass of meetings of the most diffe-

rent sorts and of a community organization developped

ll The Vinaya of the S;IrVfi~liVa‘|rlirI, p. I‘M b 7 mentions Rfijagrhu, but

”I the parallel version in the Vinuya of !hc Dliurmllzuplakn we have here

(no n1‘llilrl‘~.
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3 THE EARLIEST VINAYA

down to the smallest details. these sparse simple instruc-

tions to his earliest disciples are really out of their place.

And indeed, they appear as remnants only in some of

the versions. More advanced times were no longer inte-

rested in them. On the other side their preservation in

several versions is in favour of their belonging to the old

Skandhaka work. But they cannot have been invented

by its author, because they are not consistent with the spirit

of his work, in which they look as foreign intrusions.

Moreover, general instructions of the Buddha to his first

disciples should stand together at the heginninglof his

career, and not dispersed in the account of his later activity.

All this leads to the following conclusion. The passages

quoted come from an old account, in which the Buddha

gave to his first disciples in Benarcs the fundamental

instructions for the life of a Buddhist monk. This account

was known to the author of the Skandhaka work and was

utilized by him. He inserted the single rules in the

chapters of his work in the places where they belonged

according to their contents, without regard to the fact

that these first instructions to the first disciples did not

fit into the account of the later activity of the Buddha.

Thus we come to the result that the author of the.

Shandhaka employed older materials for the composition

of his work. The materials used had already some shape.

Also the idea of presenting the several rules as words

spoken by the Buddha is not his own. Of course the

instructions of the Buddha to his first disciples, the

remnants of which we have found, were but a modest

beginning in front of his grandiose attempt to expound

the whole Vinaya in the frame of a biography of the

Buddha.
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In this way we have gained a first starting point, which

makes it possible for us to get a peep into the sources

and the working methods of the author of the Shandhaka.

Now we shall go one step further.

The sections of the Slmndhaka work dealing with the

disciplinary procedure of the community have by their

Very nature many points in common with the collection

of punishable offences in the confession formulae of the

Prfitimoksa and with its commentary, the Vibhaflga 1).

Chiefly some legends and legend-llke tales show striking

similarities with stories in the Vibhafigtt; they are above

all the stories of Asvaka and Punarvasuka and of Arista

in the Pdndulohitakavaslu (see above pp. 107 and 110), of

Dabbo Mallaputto in the Samaflwvastu (p. 113) and of

Devadatta in the Samghabhedavastu (pp. 116 seqq.). In

the case of the stories of Dabbo Mallaputto and Devadatta

the situation is troubled through the fault of the tradition,

but the essentials are clear.

The Pritimoksa says of the 8th Samghavaéesa offence:

If a monk out of hatred accuses another monk to have

committed a Parajika offence, and later confesses that his

accusation was baseless, he renders himself guilty of a

Samghavasesa offence.

On this the Vibha inga tells the following story, which

appears with the same essential features in all the ver-

sions 2’. The monk Dabbo Mallaputto, who had reached

arhatship already in his young years, undertakes with the

1) See the relevant quotations in the translation of T. W. RHYS DAVIDS

and H. OLDENBERC. Sacred Books of the Earl, volI. XIII, XVII and XX.

Oxford 1881-1835.

2) Cr. 5; pp. 22 a 8-23.. 25; D11: pp. 5871: 25-588 b 20; M: pp. 1511 3-16 b
3; P; Samghfidisesu. Vlll, I; Ms: T M42, pp. 69] b 8-6970 5; Mhs: p. 280 a

19»: 6; only in Mhs the nu“ is missing and the two monks are themselves
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Buddha’s approval the task of allotting to the monks

living rooms and sleeping couches and of issuing the invi-

tations to meals. The monks Mettiyo and Bhummajako,

who believe themselves to be unfairly treated, instigate

the nun Mettiyfi to spread out that Dabbo Mallaputto

has sinned with her. The question comes before the

Buddha, who calls upon Dabbo Mallaputto to justily

himself; when the latter asserts his innocence, the Master

causes the nun Mettiyfi to be expelled from the order.

The monks Mettiyo and Bhummajako confess themselves

as the instigators, and this moves the Buddha to include

their offence as the 8th Samghavasesa offence in the Pri-

timoksa. ’

The same tale occurs in the Samathavastu in the Skun-

(Ihalra (see above, p. 116) U, and in the Vinaya of the

Pali school it even corresponds word for word with the

narrative of the Vibhaitga. But this coincidence is illusory

and does not allow us to draw further conclusions. We meet

here for the first time with a phenomenon which is fami-

liar to everybody who has worked upon the scriptures of

the Buddhist canon, and with which we shall meet often

later; this is the tendency to mutually complete and adapt

the difierent collections of the holy scriptures. Portions

that seemed to be missing in one collection7 were taken

from another, and connected portions were reduced to

the same shape; it is a procedure which of course oblite-

rates the original conditions and renders our researches

very difficult. In our case, however, the other versions

the accusators. In M5 the antecedents of Dahba Math-pinto are narrated in

much greater detail.

1) The same theme serves in the Kgudrahamxlu as the base for another

story; see above, p. 125.
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have preserved the original situation in the Skandhaka,

or in portions corresponding to the Shandhaka ”. They

tell us that the nun Mettiyfi accuses the monk Dabbo

Mallaputto, that the latter purges himself from suspicion

through a solemn declaration, and that the Buddha the-

reupon causes the nun Mettiyfi to be expelled and insti-

tutes for similar cases the procedure based on conscience

(of the own innocence) (sativinaya), according to which

the accused solemnly declares his own innocence in front

of the assembled community.

The story is here told in another manner. Only the

barest necessary is given for explaining the institution of

the procedure based on the conscience (of the own inno-

cence). All the rest is left out. Nevertheless the connec-

tion of this account with the one in the Vibhar‘rga is not

to be mistaken. It is the same incident which is told here

and there, and we are justified to suppose a dependence

of the two accounts from each other. The question on

which side lies the dependence must be left out of account

for the moment.

The element of uncertainty in the Devadatta legend

is larger, because of the development which it has under-

gone. We have already discussed briefly in the foregoing

chapter how is the position here. If We assume that the

shorter accounts represent the original traditions, we ob-

tain the following picture.

In the Prfitimoksa it is said, concerning the 10th Sarn-

ghfivasesa offence, that a monk who is trying to split the

community and inspite of a threefold admonishment is

1) Cf. on this the remarks made. above (p. 113, n. i). In the Viuaya of

the Dharnmguptakn the nu" is not mentioned; it is only said that the monks

charge Duhho Mullapuuo with that offence.

[138]
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not deterred from doing it, becomes guilty of a Samgha—

vaéesa offence.

To this the Vibha figa has to say: Devadatta deliherates

with his four most trustworthy followers, how he might

split the community; he suggests to ask for a reform of

the monastic rules in the sense of greater stringency, be-

cause severity impresses on people’s mind. The Buddha

rejects his proposal, and now he begins agitating in favour

of his idea. As after a threefold admonishment he does

not give it up, the Buddha declares his action to he a

Samghfivaéesa oil'ence.

The Skandhaka on the other side say: Dcvadatta orga-

nizes at a meeting of the monks a voting on his five points

and sets up with 500 young and inexpert monks, who

take his side, a community of his own. Sariputra and

Maudgalyiyana succeed, however, in leading the monks

hack to the Buddha, and Devadatta dies of blood vomit-

ing.

It seems obvious to assume a connection between the

two accounts; that of the Skandhaka would represent an

amplification, which wants to deny the success of Devadatta

and represents his enterprise as a failure 1). But in the

case of a legend so difl‘used as that of Devadatta a direct

dependence is questionable. At least we can say that the

amplified form of the Devadatta legend shows peculiari-

ties which go back to the Vibhafrga, like the common

begging trip of the disciples of Devadatta, which gives to

the Buddha the motive for a prohibition 2). There exists

1} In far-t. the sect of Devadatta still twisted in much later times; see

the evidence of Filil’lsien (Kim 55ng Fa hsien than, T 2085. p. 861 a 12 3011.).

3) See almve p. 119; to this corresponds S: Pitayantika offence No. 36:

D11: No. 33; M: No. 32; 1’: N0. 32; M5: N0. 36; Mhs: No. 40.
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thus a certain likelihood that the author of the Skandhaka

drew from the tradition of the Vibhafiga.

With the legends of the Pdudulohitakamstu we reach

more solid ground. In the Priitimoksa the following is

said about the 12th Sarnghavasesa offence”. If a monk

leads in some place a scandalous life, which damages the

reputation of the community7 the monks should expel

him from that place. If he does not obey, and if he

does not listen to a thrice repeated admonishment, he

becomes guilty of a Sainghavasesa offence.

On this the Vibhaviga says 2). ln Kitagiri dwell the

two monks Aévaka and Punarvasuka, who lead a licen-

tious life. Some monks happen to pass through that

place, hear of it and tell the Buddda. He sends [\nanda

(Sariputra and Maudgalyfiyana) and causes the Pravfi-

saniya (Pahbz'ljaniya) proceedings to be carried out against

them7 in consequence of which they are bound to leave

the place. As they do not comply, he declares it to he

a Samghavasesa offence”.

The account of the Skandhaka too begins with a descrip-

tion of the bad life of the two monks. Some versions

mention also the mission of Ananda (Sariputra and Maud-

galyiyana). This is followed by particulars about the

performance of the Pravfisaniya procedure and its possible

annulment.

I) S: No. 12; Dh: No. l2; VI: No. 13; P: No. 13; Ms: N0. 12; Mhs: No. 13.

2) 5: pp. 26 b 9.271: 6; Din: pp. 596 5 17-598]; 3; M: pp. 21 c 11-22c 2;

P: Samghfidisrsn. Kill. l; “s: T H42, pp. 70511 5-7071: 1; Mhs: p. 28617 16-

289a 23.

3) In some versions the narrative and the account of the proceedings against

the two monks are enlarged upon. The differences in the Vinaya of the

)[ahasarnghikx II'P even larger. In them it is the group of six monks whose

Jifc causes scandal. and the laymen ur Kitngiri eonlplain of it in the Buddha.
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The kinship of these two tales is not to he denied.

In most versions the Skandhaka faithfully reproduce the

beginning of the narrative of the Vibhafiga. The Vinaya

of the Mahasimghika simply refers the reader to it. Only

the account in the Vinaya 0f the Sarvistivfidin shows

greater independence. But here too a parallel account in

the Ksudrakavastu (p. 290 a l - c 15) contains the parti-

culars that are missing in the Pdndulohizakavastu. This

agreement of the texts belongs to the several versions

and therefore is due, as we have it, to a later process of

unification. But the fact remains that both accounts

concern the same facts and that these are told mostly in

the same manner.

This connection becomes even clearer if we compare

the As‘vakasfitra of the lVIadhyamdguma 1), in which too

the monks Asvaka and Punarvasuka are on the scene.

This text tells us that the two monks do not observe the

meal times settled by the Buddha. Other monks inform

the Buddha and he summons them7 reproaehes them and

gives them instruction. We have here the same persons,

and they equally trespass against the Buddhist rules of

life. But the resemblance is merely a superficial one.

And the kinship between the two Vinaya accounts ap-

pears even the more striking in comparison.

Similar is the ease of the second tale of the Pdndu-

lohitakavastu, concerning the monk Arista. About the

55th Pitayantika offence 2) the Prfitimoksa has to say:

If a monk upholds the opinion, that the so-ealled hinder-

ing elements (antardyikd dharmdh) do not form an obstacle

for those who abandon themselves to them, he should be

1) Chung a—han, 195 : Kifigirisununta. Majjhimunikfiyu. 70.

2i S: No. 55; Dh: No. 63; M: No. 48:1): No. Mi; Ms: No. 55; Mhs: No. 4-5.
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instructed and corrected by the other monks. If inspite

of a thrice repeated admonishment he does not give up

his opinion, he becomes guilty of a Pfitayantika ofl'ence.

On this the Vibhanga has to say I): The monk Arista

holds the opinion that the hindering elements do not imply

any obstacle on the path of Release for the man who

abandons himself to them. Other monks try to instruct

him, and since he does not listen to them they inform

the Buddha. The latter speaks personally with Arista and

also causes him to be thrice admonished by the commu-

nity. As everything is useless, he declares him guilty of

a Pitayantika oflence and causes a regulation to this

effect to be inserted in the Prfitimoksa 2).

According to the account of the Skandhaka Arista

holds also the erroneous opinion that the hindering ele-

ments do not represent an obstacle on the path of Release.

The other monks, who vainly try to convince him, turn to

the Buddha. The latter speaks with him, causes him to

be thrice admonished by the community, and since all this

remains fruitless, has the Utksepaniya procedure performed

against him, excluding him thus from the community.

These two accounts show the closest mutual connection

and in this case too the beginning of the narrative in the

Skanrllmka in most versions agrees word for word with the

Vibhafiga. Only the Vinaya of the Sarvfistivadin and of

the Mulasarvfistivfidin give short independent accounts.

Here too we find a parallel in a Sntra, viz. the Ari-

1) S: p. 106 a 3-b 8; Dh: p. 6821: 9-6 16; M: pp. 560 12-57b 1; P: Pfi-

cittiya LXVI"; his: T 14-42. pp. 840i) 20-8410 18:, libs: p. 367 a 3-l) 21.

2) The various versions show the usual oscillations in describing the

proceedings against Aristu. Some mention also the Utlsepaniya procedure.

which really is in its right place in the S/mmllmlm only. The Vinny-1 of the

  
:‘ualm speaks even of an attempt. at rucdiflliou by Siripntrn.
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stasfitra of the Madhyamfigama‘). According to this text

Arista upholds the same wrong doctrine, is advised in

vain by the monks and is eventually summoned before

the Buddha, who admonishes him and adds to this a

general instruction. The agreement here is rather far-

reaching. But the close relationship of the two accounts

in the Vinaya is not affected thereby.

Thus we see that in several cases a story in the Skun-

dhaka agrees with a story in the Vibhanga, and this in such

a way, that there is no doubt about a dependence. There

remains the question, on which side is the dependence.

A reply to this question is made more difficult by the '

secondary levelling tendency, which is again and again

observed in these texts. Even the greater or smaller

length of a story is no proof, since an abridgement of

the original is as well admissible as an amplification. But

the following remark may help us. It is arecognized

fact that the Pratimoksa belongs to the oldest compo-

nents of the sacred canon of Buddhism. A far-reaching

agreement of the Various versions shows that its text was

fixed at an early date, and already the Vibhanga contains

remnants of most ancient explanations. Now, it is cha-

racteristic of the Pritimoksa that its regulations extend

down to particulars. This is not so much due to a desire

for precision. but shows on the contrary an incapacity to

grasp the general principles beyond the particular case.

A good instance is the Prfitimoksa precept treated in the

last place above. This rule of course does not imply that

only the opinion that the hindering elements do not form

an obstacle on the path of Release is an offence. Naturally

1) Chung "Flinn, 200 ,7 .llugadzlfipnmrtsnlla, Mnjjhimnnikdyu. 22.
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the same goes for all other heretical opinions. But the

text sticks to the heresy which by chance gave origin to

the rule, and mentions it alone. Hereby we find a possi-

bility to answer the question put above. The story of

the monk Arista, who upholds the opinion that the hin-

dering elements do not represent an obstacle on the path to

Release, belongs to the Pratimoksa and is intended to

illustrate the relevant Pratimoksa rule. On the other

side it is wholly improbable that the author of the Skun-

dhaka, when he had to mention an heretic opinion as

motive for the Utksepaniya procedure, should hit, without

a model and out of hundred possibilities, just upon this

opinion. He has therefore taken the story of Arista from

the commentary to the Pritimoksa. And what is valid

for one story, is of course valid for the others too.

We come thus to the result, that the author of the

Shandhaka knew, if not already the Vibhariga, at least

similar explanations to the Prfitimoksa, and that he drew

some of his stories from them. With this we have secured

another source of the old Skandlwka work. But once

again we can go beyond this.

For most of the legends in the Skandhaka work we are

lacking other old sources, and thus we have no possibility

to ascertain their origin and to decide whether they are

inventions of the author or come from an earlier tradition.

But some legends contain also stltra-like sections, and the

case with them is different, because they often find corre-

spondences in the Sfitrapitaka. I choose as an example

for this the legend of Srona Kotivimsa in the Carma-

vastu (see above, p. 89). In this legend, after the ante-

cedents and the admission of Srona to the order we find

the following report.
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In spite of every efl‘ort, Srona cannot succeed in ob-

taining Arhatship; eventually he loses courage and thinks

of quitting the order and returning to worldly life. The

Buddha hears of this and instructs him. He asks Srona,

who as layman had been a good lute player, whether he

could play when the strings were too tightly strung. Srona

replies in the negative. In the same way he negativates

the question whether he could play when the strings were

too lax. They must have just the right moderate tension.

And now the Buddha teaches him. The monk too should

not stretch his mental powers too much or too little, but

must keep to the right middle path; then he will reach

his goal. Srona, takes to heart this advice and reaches

in a short time Arhatship (S: — ; Dh: p. 8441; 7-6 7; M:

p. 146a 23-h 8; P: V, 1., 12-18; Ms: T 1450, p. 186a 21-0

3; Mhs: p. 4810 9-25). .

In several versions the following narrative is added.

The disciples, who have obtained Arhatship, are accustomed

to go to the Buddha and to communicate to him the know-

ledge they have obtained, in order to get his confirmation

and thus to be certain of their success. Srona too does

so and speaks of the six things, to which an Arhat should

wholly dedicate himself. The Buddha approves his words

and praises him before the assembled disciples (S: — ;

Dh: pp. 8440 7-845a 15; M: — ; P: V, 1, 19-28; Ms:

pp. 1860 3-187 b 4; Mhs: — ).

These sections contain both of them instructions like

those we usually find in the Siltra; and indeed they can

be found also in the Sutrapitaka. In Jl/Tadltyamdgama, 123,

Samyuktdgama, 254 and Afiguttaranikdya, VI, 55 both

sections are united into a Sutra. In Ekottarikdgama, 23, 3

we find the first section alone as an independent Sutra.

[145]
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From all this the question derives, how this double tradi-

tion is to be explained. Are the texts of the Sfitrapitaka

drawn from the Vinaya7 or has the latter taken them

from the Sutrapitaka?

Happily we find here too some cases, which make it

possible for us to reach a decision. The Posadhasthdpa-

navastu (see above p. lll) begins with a story, in which

it is told how the Buddha at a Posadha ceremony refuses

to recite the Prétimoksa because an unworthy monk is

present, how Maudgalyiyana discovers this monk and

removes him from the assembly, and how the Buddha

thereupon delivers a sermon in which he compares 8

marvellous qualities of the sea with 8 marvellous qualities

of his doctrine. This section is found in all versions and

belongs therefore to the old Skandhaka work 1’. The ser-

mon on the 8 qualities of the sea and of the doctrine shows

a marked sfitra-character; and indeed it is found in the

Sutrapitaka, in rMadhyumdgama, 37 and in Ariguttaranikdya,

VIII, 20. If we ask from which side the borrowing took

place, we are led in this case to suppose that the text

originally belonged to the Vinaya, because also the Sutra

texts quoted above contain the same introductory narra-

tive, which has a meaning and a purpose in the Vinaya

only. The tendency towards adaptation and completion,

of which we have already spoken, has apparently contri-

buted to have it taken over into the Sutrapitaka. But

there is one peculiarity. Immediately near the said two

Sutra there is a second text, which also contains the ser-

1) The Vinayn of the Mulasarvastivadin is content with a simple reference

to the Madhyamfigama. The Vinaya of the )Inhaséqaghika too has only the

beginning of the story, and then gives merely the reference. Both the pro-

ceedings are tantamount to a complete reproduction of the text in this place,
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mon of the 8 marvellous qualities of the sea and of the

doctrine and shows merely a different padding: the Asu-

rasfitm (IWadhyamdgama, 35 and Anguttaranikdya, VIII,

19; also Ekottarikégama,’ 42, 4). It narrates how the

prince of the Asmas Pahirado comes to the Buddha and

is interrogated by him on the 8 marvellous qualities of

the sea7 whereupon the Buddha in his turn speaks about

8 marvellous qualities of his doctrine. Notwithstanding

the difi'erence of the surroundings, the agreement with the

text of the Posadhasthdpanavastu is so great, that a con-

nection cannot be rejected. How are we to conceive the

relationship in this case?

Here the possibility of a decision is given by the fact

that this is not simply a borrowing, but a recasting of the

text. This speaks in favour of a borrowing by the author

of the Shandhaka. A recasting would be superfluous in

the case of a borrowing from the Vinaya into the Sutra-

pitaka. And indeed7 as we have seen above, a borrowing

of the Vinaya text without change has taken place, and

it is wholly impossible that the same text should be recast

also into the Asumsfitra. Things would have been difl‘e-

rent if the author of the Shandhaka had wished to employ

for his work the sermon of the 8 marvellous qualities of

the sea and of the teaching. He could not utilize the

story of the Asura prince Paharado, but had to create

a frame-story corresponding to the plan of his work. And

therefore it was he who borrowed and recast the text.

This is again corroborated by a particular, which he over-

looked while rc-creating the text. In the Asurasfitra the

Buddha inquires about the 3 qualities, because of which

Asuras like the sea. This passage, which has a meaning

only in a conversation with the prince of the Asuras, has
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remained unchanged in the Vinaya. Of {our versions

containing this portion cf the text, three have preserved

it ". This clinches the argument. Things stand as follows.

The oldest text is the Asurasfitra. This was known to

the author of the Skandhaka and he utilized it for his

work, by enclosing it in another frame work. Later, as

a result of the above mentioned tendency to levelling and

completing, its recast was taken once more into the Sfitra-

pitaka, where it came to rest side to side with the original

Sntra. Thus we arrive to the furtherconsequence, that

the author of the Skandhaka work employed also Sfitra,

which he, when necessary, modified for his own purposes.

Our researches on the Skandhaka work itself lead to the

following results, if we sum up all that we have said above.

The author had a rich and varied material available for

his work. Firstly, collections of the monastic rules were

already extant. This is no wonder, because a gigantic

work like this is not created suddenly out of nothing.

This material was already shaped into form and was, at

least partly, enclosed into the frame of an instruction by

the Buddha to his earliest disciples. He had also available

narratives elucidating the Prfitimoksa, like those in the

extant Vibhaiiga. Moreover, he could also draw from a

rich Sfitra tradition; he utilized Sntra which can be found

in the extant canonical collections.

Now _we can proceed to collect the direct evidence,

contained in the Skandhaka work, about the Buddhist

tradition of that period. In the first place we must men-

tion the legend of Srona Kotikarna, which stands in the

Carmavastu (see above p. 90) and contains a most impor-

1) Dh: pp. 8211b IO setup; M: p. 13141 15 sap; P: IX, 1, 3.
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tant piece of information I). We are told that the Buddha

causes a couch to be prepared for Srona Kotikarna in his

own cell, when the latter comes to visit him at Srivastl.

In the course of the night he invites him to recite the

Teaching. Srona obeys and recites a sacred text; the

Buddha is satisfied and praises his recitation. This passage

is included in all the versions, and belongs therefore to

the old core of the Skandhaka work. Besides, all versions

give also the name of the text recited by Srona Kotikarna,

and all of them, with only one exception, call it the Arthu-

vargiydni Slitrdni of the Ksudraka (T 198 : Suttanipdta

Atflmkavagga) 2).

This piece of evidence means, that at the time of the

composition of the Skandhaku the Arthavargiydni Slitrdtli

already existed and were a popular sacred text. This is

quite credible after the results hitherto obtained. But we

can infer something more from it. We notice that in that

period a learned monk was supposed by everybody to

know sacred texts handed down in a fixed tradition and

was required to be able to recite them in the proper way.

In other words, there must have existed a well regulated

system of transmission, in which the sacred texts were

taught and learnt. The mention here and in other old

works chiefly of metrical texts 3) is to he explained by

1) Discussed in a brilliant essay by S. LEVI, Sur la re'citalion primitive

des tones bouddhiques, in J. 145., 1915, I, pp. 401-447.

2’ Dh: p. 845 c 22 Ski}: lu chii i; M: p. 144- lv 17 shih lu i p’in thing; P: Malia"-

ragga, V. 13. 9 sabluin’ eua arghakauaggikfini; Ms: Divyfivuddna, p.20. 24, unha-

vargiyfipi sfilrfini; Mhs: p. 416 a 3 [m po—ch’i ching. The Salvastivadin men-

tion on p. “31 b 24f. po—ln—ycn sn—chih—t’n~shih su—m—lu (Parayana and Satyr!-

dars’a Sfitra). The Mfilasarvistivadin mention besides the Arthauargiyfipi

Sendai a quantity of other texts (cf. S. Lizvr, op. cit, pp. 412 seqq.).

3‘) On other texts attested at an early period cf. 5. LEVI, op. cit.,

pp. 417 seqq.
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the fact that metrical texts were the first to be handed

down in a fixed form, while for the texts in prose a more

free form of transmission was allowed for a longer pe-

riod ".

Now we shall turn to the accounts of the councils and

see what we can glean from them. The account of the

first council in Rijagrha is preserved in all versions; it

belongs to the old core of the Skandhaka work and in our

opinion is an invention of the author of the Skandhaka.

It relates the compilation of the canon of the sacred scrip-

tures immediately after the death of the Buddha. This

implies the existence of such a canon, because even if it

is an invention, such an invention is possible only if at

the time of its rise a canon was extant, of which it was

desired to explain the formation. Another important fact

is that this account gives sufficiently exact informations

on the contents of the canon. But here the difficulties

begin. These informations are different in each version, and-

correspond each time to the canon of the school concerned.

This means that every school has inserted in the old account

data which agreed with its own canon. This can be easily

understood. It was an attempt to make it clear that the

own canon was the same as that compiled on the first

council. But it derives hence that these data are late

and useless for our purpose. The only thing which inte-

rests us is to know what istood in the old Skundhaka work.

But there is practically no chance of ascertaining it, because

of the manipulations which the tradition has undergone in

all the versions. We can only ascertain with a sullicient

degree of ccrtitude which of the canonical collections were

1) On this see the Appendix.
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mentioned in the old account. And with this we must

be content.

In the first place we can Say that the Ahhidharma was

missing. It is not mentioned in the accounts of the Mahi-

V sasaka and of the Pali school. Even with the Mahasam-

ghika it is missing in the account proper and is merely

mentioned in passing at the end, before the list of

teachers n. It cannot be assumed that it was omitted

from the account at a later date, since the Pfili school

and the Mahisfirnghika and probably also the Mahisasaka

possessed an Abhidharma. Its omission in the account

of the council is therefore a remnant of the old tradition.

Besides, in the various versions of the Skandhaka work

we find again and again passages, which speak only of

Dharma and Vinaya 2). This too is apparently a Sign of

the old situation. We may therefore conclude that the

author of the Shandhuka work did not know the Abhi-

dharma. This is not surprising, on account of the late

character of that collection. In fact, the Abhidharma

works of the various schools, as far as they are extant,

are so widely different from each other, that they cannot

go back to a common origin, and thus must have come into

being only after the split of the schools.

How are things with the much more important Sutrapi-

taka? Was it mentioned in the old account of the council?

This is not at all obvious. The Skandhaka is a pure Vinaya

work and it is therefore possible that it treated only of

1) T 1425, p. 492 c 18.

2) Cf. H. OLDENnEnc, The Vinaya Pigaku. vol. I. pp. x seqq.; cf. also M.

HDFINGER, Elude sur le contile do Vuis‘dli (Bibliothéque du Muséon, vol. 20).

Louvaiu 1946. pp. 229 scqq.: and the criticism of P. DEMIEVILLE, A propos

du concile (12 Vais'tili. in T’oung PM. XL. 1951, p. 253, n. 5.
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the compilation of the Vinaya 1). In this case, however,

the unanimity of the tradition seems to he in favour of

the mention of the Sutrapitaka. But above any other

element, the role played by Ananda in the account of the

council seems to me decisive. His rejection in a first

moment, his obtaining arhatship and the accusations

levelled against him by Mahfikfiéyapa occupy a large

portion of the account. But this elaborate introduction

of his person implies that a particular task was assigned

to him at the council. One does not occupy himself in

great detail with a secondary person, which has nothing

to do and soon disappears again. Now the task of Amanda

at the council is the recitation of the Sutrapitaka. It is

an unanimous tradition that Upfili recited the Vinaya,

Ananda the Sfitra. And thus the person of Amanda proves

the presence of the Sutrapitaka in the old account of the

council.
I

So we come to the result that according to the nar-

rative in the old Skandhaka work, at the first council

under Mahakasyapa a canon was compiled, which in-

cluded Vinayapitaka and Sutrapitaka, and thus we may

conclude that at the time of the composition of this work

such a canon was extant. It may be that it was not

yet well settled, that it was later subjected to various

revisions and amplifications 2). But its existence cannot

be doubted.

1) In fact. in the case of the second council the tradition of the Pali

school speaks only of a Vinayusamgiti (Cullavlzggu, XII, 2, 9); the same (Ines,

only in more detail, the Vinaya of the Muhasimghika (T 1425, p. 493 b 22 seqq.).

'3) An interesting: piece of evidence is found in Mahdvagga, III. 5, 9;

The monks are permitted to leave temporarily the retirement of the rainy

season. when a householder calls them in order to communicate a Sfitra,

which otherwise would threaten to be lost. This rule apparently applies to
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This is what we can glean from the accounts of the

councils. It is Very little, but it happily completes the

results hitherto obtained. It entitles us to the conclusion

that the various texts, the use of which by the author of

the Skandhalm we have ascertained, belonged to fixed

canonical collections. And this in its turn makes it pos-

sible to gain a general picture of the contents of these

collections.

Thus we can consider the question put at the beginn-

ing of this chapter as answered; we shall now try to give

a short final summary of all our results. They give the

following picture.

At the time of the compilation of the old Skandhaka

work about 100 years after the Nirvana the Buddhist

tradition had already reached an advanced stage of deve-

lopment. A collection of the sacred scriptures, including

Dharma and Vinaya, was already in existence. The

Vinaya included the Prfitimoksa, narratives of the type

of the Vibha iiga and much material on the monastic rules,

which the Buddha was said to have communicated to his

disciples. The collection of the Sutra, which existed on

its side, was handed down by a regular machinery of trans-

mission7 and we can ascertain a number of texts which

belonged to it already in that period.

On this basis the author of the Skandhaka created his

work. In doing so he was inspired by the model of the.

Vedic collections, which he wished to confront with some-

thing of equal standing. He gathered the whole material

on the Buddhist monastic rules into a great well-planned

unity. Above all, he gave it a solid cohesion, by fitting

a period in which the collection of the Sfitra was not yet concluded. At the

same time it shows how the most different circles contributed to the collection.
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i it into the frame of a biography of the Buddha. He began

with the life of the Buddha till his illumination and the

gaining of the first disciples. Then he told step by step

how the Buddha was induced to give to the monks the i

precepts which form the monastic rules. The bulkiness

of the material limited him in many long passages to dry

enumerations. In the intervals he tried again and again

to subdivide and to enliven the whole through lengthy

tales and inserted legends. At the end he narrated the

death of the Buddha and the compilation of the sacred

texts on a first council. A list of teachers was intended

to witness the validity of the tradition and the credibility

of the text. In his work he utilized everything out of

the ancient tradition that appeared to him serviceable.

He employed stories from the commentaries to the Pra-

timoksa and included some Sntra texts, which he modi:

fied according to his needs. Above everything there

stands his own accomplishment and his great, almost

artistic power of formation. And thus he created a work

which looks imposing, if wc imagine it in its original

shape, and which hardly found a match in his times: the

first great literary work of Buddhism.

With this our main research is at an end. We have

reached the goal set at the beginning by ascertaining the

original form of the Skandhaka and by gaining an insight

into the sources and the compilation of the work. In

the way of conclusion I would like to discuss briefly two

items to which a particular interest is attached, i.e. the

biography of the Buddha included in the Skandhaka work

and the beginnings of the Buddhist church history, which

are also connected herewith.
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6. — THE BIOGRAPHY or THE BUDDHA AND THE BEGINNINGS

or THE BUDDIIIST CHURCH HISTORY.

‘ The biography of the Buddha, which forms the frame

of the old Skandhaka work, elicits a particular interest.

The greater part of what we believe to know of the life

of the Buddha, goes back to it. As we have seen above,

not only the most famous later biographies, like the Niddna-

kathd or the Lalitavistara, are derived from it, but also

early texts like the Catusparisatsfltra or the, .Mahdpari-

nirvdnasfitra originally belonged to it. The more impor-

tant becomes thus the question, how we are to consider

it, whether it is to be looked upon as ancient tradition

or as creation of the author of the Skandhaka. Of

course this question cannot be fully dealt with within

the limits of the present essay. I shall limit myself, the-

refore, to show by an example the direction in which a

solution is to be looked for. For this purpose I choose

a section of the Mahdparinirvdnasfitm 0, on which de-

tailed studies are now available, viz. the events that took

place at the Capala-Caitya near Vais'fili during the last

I) In my study I shall take into account only the texts of the canonical

collections, because the use of texts whose origin and value we cannot ascer-

tain is only a source of confusion. of these canonical texts, the Sanskrit

version edited by E. Waldschmidt (Abhandlungen der Deutsehen Akademie

der Wissensehal'teu zu Berlin, Klasse fiir Sprachen. Literatur und Kunst,

1950, No. 2-3) reproduces the tradition of the Sarvastividin and Mfilasarva-

stivadin, which seem to have difl‘erred only in minor details. We possess.

beside. the text of the Dharmaguptaka in the Chinese Ch‘ung a—hun (T I)

and the text of the Pali school (Dighaniktiya, XVI).
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journey of the Buddha 1). Its contents are about as

follows :)_

During his stay at the Capfila shrine the Buddha talks

with Anauda of the beauty of Vaisali and remarks that

the man who is master of the 4 parts of the miraculous

power (Iddhipcida) can prolong his life till the end of a

world age. ‘In spite of a threefold repetition, [\nanda

does not understand the hint and remains silent. Mara,

the tempter, approaches the Buddha and invites him to

enter Nirvana. He had done so already immediately after

the illumination, but at that time the Buddha had decla-

red that he would not enter Nirvana before he had pro-

claimed the Teaching and assured its continuation by

founding a community. Mara reminds him of that'word

and points out that the condition is now fulfilled. The-

reupon the Buddha declares that in three months7 time he

would enter Nirvana. and he gives up his living force

(jivitasamskrim). A terrible earthquake accompanies this

event. Ananda7 who feels the earthquake with great

wondering, aecosts the Buddha and inquires about the

reason. The Buddha enumerates in detail the eight motives

of an earthquake. Now Ananda recognizes his mistake

and begs the Buddha to prolong his life till the end of

1) This text has been treated in detail by E. Wmmsca in his essay Mira

and Buddha(Abhamlllmgen der philologisrh»historischen Classe der koniglieh

s'échsisrhen Gcsellsrhnft rler \Vissenschnften. XV/4, Leipzig 1895}; the difl'e-

rent versions of the th‘tmicilasmm have been thoroughly discussed by

J. I‘nzYLUsm. Le Parim‘nvrina at [PS funerailles :Iu Buddha (Extrait Lin J. AL,

19l8~l920. Paris 1920): it has also been touched upon by E. Waldschmidt in

his analysis of the Mahfipariuirmigmsfitra (Die Uebnrlivfemng vom Lebensende

dos Buddha. Abhandlungen drr Akademie der \Vissenschaflen in Gettingen,

phil.-hist. Kinsse, Urine Folgc, No. 29-30. Giittingen 1944-19414).

2) S and )Is: in \Valdschmidl 15,1-18,9; Dh: T I, pp. 151) 16'17 b 17;

P: Diglumiktiya. XVI, 3, 1-48.
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and he cannot take back his given word 1).

In this text a particular attention is deserved by the

sermon of the Buddha on the causes of earthquake, because

it has been handed down also elsewhere. Besides the above

quoted passage of the Mahdparinirvdnasfitra, we find it

also in the Afiguttaranikdya, VIII. 70 (vol. IV, pp. 308-

313) and in the Ekottarikdgama, 42, 5 (T 125. pp. 7530

ll-754-a 11). In these texts eight causes of an earth-

quake are everywhere listed. There is, besides. also another

sermon of the Buddha. in which he speaks of three causes

of an earthquake. This is found in the Mahdparinirvd-

nasfitra of the Mulasarvastivadin 22.1-23.8 and in the

Madhyamdgama, 36 (T 26, PP-, 47717 21-4781) 12). And

thus we stand before the question, how these numerous

parallel texts are to be explained.

The parallel existence of similar texts is not difficult

to explain. At the side of the sermon on the eight causes

of an earthquake in the Mahdparinircdnasfltra, we have a

similar sermon in the Sfitrapitaka 2). And in the same

way at the side of the sermon on the three causes of an

earthquake in the Mahdparinirvdnasfltm we find a similar

sermon in the Sfitrapitaka. This is due, however, to the

often mentioned levelling and completing tendency. The

texts, which seemed to be missing in the one Pitaka. were

transferred from the other Pitaka. In this case it is easy

to ascertain in which direction the transfer took place.

‘) I do not go into further details. chiefly into the additions in the Pali

version. which are without importance for our purpose.

1) Its presence in the Angullamnikfiya and the Ekntmrikfigamu does not

imply a parallel existence, because it is inc ”1 i" the same collection of

different schools.
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incident represents an unitary event and foots on a unitary

conception, behind which stands a wise and far—seeing

shape-giver. Mara upon coming on the scene reminds the

Buddha of an earlier talk which he had had with him shortly

after his illumination l). This reminder has been intro-

duced by somebody who mastered the legend of the Bud-

dha in its entirety and aimed at bringing it into an unitary

form. This is the ease of the author of the Skandhaku

work. Besides, we find such references in passages which

certainly go back to him. They are therefore characte-

ristic of his method of working. Such a reference stands

in the Pravrojyduustu. In the Catusparisatsfitra the Bud-

dha had sent out his disciples and had empowered them

to accept monks in the order through the formula of the

triple refuge. In the Pravrajydvastu this passage is quo-

ted, whereupon this sort of ordination is abolished and

the final regulation is introduced (see above. pp. 73 seq.).

The account of the first council is due to the author of

the Skandhnlm, and there too we come across such refe-

rences. The unseemly expressions of a monk upon hear-

ing the news of the death of the Buddha, related in the

[Wehfiparinirvdnnsfltra 1') are taken up in the account of the

council; they give to Mahfikfiéyapa the occasion {or the

convocation of the council”. In the Mahdparinirvdna-

sfitra the Buddha inflicts the Brahmadanda upon the

1) Emm‘ in the Calusparisalsfilm of the [\[nlasarvastivadin (in E.Wa1d-

Schmidt event 4); but the reference in the. Illnhr‘ipnrinirwinnsfllrn of the Ulmr-

maguptaka and of the Pfili school HIIDWS that their tradition too must have

Contained this episode.

2) s; T 1135. pp, Hams—146a 3; Dh: T1, p. 28c 13-16; T 14211. p. 9661)

17-21; PIDighunikriya. XVI, 6, 20; Mhs: Maltfiparinirufinarfilm, 48.9-llgT. 1451,

p. 40l a 17-211; Nflls: T 14-25, p 49011 14-29.

3) S: T. 1435. p. 447a 28-b 3; D1]: T I438. 11. 9660 13-18; M: T 1421,

p. 190 12 20-24; 1’: Cullurngga, x1. 1, 1; Ms: _; Mhs: T 1425, 1). 490a 21 seq.
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monk Chanda ”. The account of the council narrates

the execution of the punishment 2). We may he. therefore,

justified in seeing the hand of the author of the Skandhaka

work in the reference to the earlier talk of Mara with the

Buddha, which creates a link between the Mahiiparinir-

vdnasfitra and the Catusparisatsdlra.

There is another element. One of the essential changes

in the sermon on the causes of an earthquake concerns

the position of Ananda 3). While in the Bhfimicdlasfitra

no fault attaches to him, in the Mahdparinirvdnasfitra he

is blamed because his foolish behaviour causes the Buddha

not to prolong his life till the end of the cosmic age.

But this lowering of Ananda’s position is rooted above

all in the account of the council and is closely connected

with the position occupied there by Mahakas'yapa. In

the account of the council Mahfikaéyapa plays an out-

standing role. He is represented as the recognized head

of the community and everything is done according to

his instructions. On the contrary Ananda, whom we

would rather expect to be the testamentary executor of

the deceased Buddha, is much lowered in status and is

deeply humbled by Mahakisyapa. Both facts are remarka-

ble and both stand in contrast with the rest of the early

tradition. In the tradition of the Sutrapitaka Mahaka-

s'yapa is a prominent disciple, but does not specially stand

out and is not often mentioned, with the exception of the

de’yapasamyukm of the Samyuktdgama 0. 0n the con-

1) Dh: T I, p. 26 a 17-21; 1’: Dig/mnikdya. XVI. 6. 4; Ms: Maha'parinir-

winnslilra. 29. 13-15: T 14-5], [1. 391 C 20-25.

2) M: T 142]. p. 192" 5-19; 1‘: Culluvnggu, XI, 1, l2 and 15.

3) Cf. J. PnvaUsKI, op. eit., pp. 78 seqq.

4) Snniyukln‘gama, T 99, No. 1136-1144; T 100, No. 111-119: Samyutta-

nikfiyu, XVI.
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trary Ananda is the closest attendant of the Buddha and

in the Mahdparinirvdrmsfitra he still is his nearest confi-

dent 1). The author of the account of the council, i.e.

the author of the Skandhaka, has proceeded to a deep

reaching modification and revaluation of the tradition

concerning the position of Ananda and Mahakasyapa. It

is thus likely that the lowering of the status of Ananda

connected with the re-creation of the Bhfimicdlasfltra is

also to be attributed to him.

Besides, we have the following to take into account.

In the account of the council Mahakiéyapa heaps upon

Ananda a series of reproaches, among which also that

through his fault the Buddha has not prolonged his life

till the end of the cosmic age”). But since this fault of

Ananda, as we have seen, is not an old tradition but was

attributed to him only upon the transformation of the

Bhflmicdlasfitra, we are justified in supposing that it is an

invention of the same man, who put it on his charge

in the account of the council. At the same time this

taking up again the fault of Ananda, already narrated

once, represents one of those brackets employed by the

author of the Skandhaka for knitting into a unity the

events related; it is characteristic of his working method.

Everything invites to the conclusion that this transfor-

mation of the Bhfimicdlasitm into an episode of the JVIahd-

parinirvfinasfitra is the work of the author of the Skandhaka.

We comeithus to the result that this section of the

Illahdparinirvdnasfitra, as we have it now, is not to be

1) Aptly pointed out by E. WALDSCHMIDT. Die Ueberlipferung vam Lebens-

ende lies Buddha. p. 348 seq.

2) S: T 14-35. 1). 4491) 21-28; Dh: T 1428. p. 967 c 11-17; M: T 1421.

1). 191b 19-25; P: Cullavagga, XI, II 10; Ms: T 1451, p. 405a 16.19; Mhs:

T 1425, p. 492a 24-29.
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considered as an old tradition, but as the creation of the

author of the Skandhaka, who of course employed for it

older traditional materials. His working method is clearly

recognizable. He deals quite freely with the tradition,

gives it another meaning and completes it through inven-

tions of his own. And everything is subordinated to a

unitary plan. He inserts the single incidents in the frame-

work of a great narrative, he carefully places them in agree-

ment and joins them the one to the other through quota-

tions. Also the employ of the various persons is well

thought of, and the role attributed to them is kept inva-

riable according to a fixed plan.

What we have shown here at the hand of one example,

is however valid for the whole Mahdparinirvéuasfitra, nay,

for the whole life of the Buddha in the Skandhaka. Already

the threads issuing from the said episode and running in

all directions are sufficient evidence. Wherever else we

may start investigating, we come always to the same

result. The biography of the Buddha, which forms the

framework of the old Skandhaka text, is not authentic

old tradition, but a legendary tale, the work of the author

of the Skandhaka. I

This gives rise to important inferences. As seen above,

this biography is the basis of the most famous later bio-

graphies of the Buddha, and authoritative texts such as

the Mahdparinirvrirnasfitm and the Camsparisalsfitra are

drawn from it. But these are the most important sources,

upon which we have hitherto based our knowledge of the

life of the Buddha. Once we have recognized that they

all go back to a legendary tale, which was created only in

the 4th century B. C. about one hundred years after

the Nirvana, they cease to represent primary sources.
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They may in future be utilized only in as far as we can

E . FRAUWALLNER

recognize in them borrowings from earlier tradition. What

we know and are able to know about the person and

the life of the Buddha, is therefore even less than we have

hitherto believed; we must prepare ourselves to relegate

in the realm of fable many things which were believed

to be trustworthy tradition. And yet even this conclusion

represents a progress. Above all, the way is open for a

scrutiny of the tradition much more detailed and exact

than was hitherto possible. Upto now it was the custom

to weigh and value the traditional information about the

life of the Buddha chiefly according to its credibility. Now

we get the possibility of examining and classifying it on

the ground of exact research of the sources. The future

tasks of scholarly research are about as follows. Firstly

we must determine how far the extant information on the.

life of the Buddha depends on the biography in the old

Skandhaka work, and how far independent traditions have

maintained themselves at its side. Then we must gain a

picture as clear as possible of the biography in the Shan-

dhaka. This cannot be any more judged on criteria of

credibility, which fail in front of a legendary cycle, because

even inventions may look quite credible. On the contrary,

we must ascertain by careful analyse which part of old

tradition has been worked into it by the author. This

will be little in comparison to what was hitherto accepted

as credible. But what has been ascertained in this way,

will be much more exactly determined for age and origin

than the information with which we were wont to work

hitherto; it will therefore permit a much more exact jud-

gement and valuation. And this is in the last place the

only decisive thing in science.
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Now some words on the earliest church history of

Buddhism. In the most countries in which Buddhism

obtained greater importance and developped a rich lite-

rature, it produced also historical works of a peculiar

character, half religious and half laic. We find examples

in Ceylon and South-Eastern Asia as well as in Tibet and

Mongolia. The point of departure is as a rule a church

history originating from the home country and treating

the oldest period. To this the church history of the

country concerned is added. In the same way secular histo-

rical sources of various kinds are mixed together. These

works are highly interesting, because they represent histo-

rical sources of the greatest importance inspite of the

diversities in their composition and of the unequal value

of their component parts.

In the course of our researches we have touched upon

two church histories of the home country (see above,

pp. 56 seqq.) of the sort that served as starting point for

these historical works. We have seen that they are con-

nected with and issued from the framework narrative of

the old Skandhaka text. The question arises, whether this

result gives us the possibility of gaining a more precise

idea of the value of these works as historical sources.

This question will be briefly answered here 1).

The two works mentioned above are the church history

of the Sarvfistividin, which was included in the As’oka-

rdjasfltra, and the church history of the Pali school, which

is contained in the Singhalese chronicles. Both show,

as already explained, approximately the following struc-

1) On Ihe earliest history of the patriarch: see M. Hormone, Etude sur

la concilr dc Vnis’zili (Bibliotthue du Muséon, vol. 20), Lonvain 1946, pp. 197

seqq. and the literature there quoted.
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ture. At the beginning stands the demise of the Buddha

and the account of the council of Rajagrha. The history

of the earliest patriarchs comes next. It is followed by

the legend of the own school heads, Upagupta and Tissa,

after whom come more patriarehs.

E. FRAUWALLNER

In order to form an opinion about these accounts, we

must keep in View the fact, that their starting point is

the account of the death of the Buddha and of the first

council. This comes from the framework narrative of the V

Skandhaka, since the account of the council is an invention

of its author. It follows that the beginnings of these

church histories must have come into being later than the .

old Skandhaka work, at a time when its framing narra-

tive was already generally accepted. But this is the

middle of the 2nd century after the Nirvana at the earliest.

People have begun only very late to fix the tradition on

the earliest history of the Buddhist church. This is not

surprising. We often exert ourselves to fix a tradition

only when it threatens to go lost or is already lost for

a great part. And indeed the said works are already

attached to legends.

The second point upon which we must turn our atten-

tion is the uncommonly long duration of the lives of the

earliest patriarchs according to these accounts. The heads

of the own schools are attached immediately or through

but fewiintermediaries to the personal disciples of the

Buddha. This looks suspicious. And in fact this suspicion

turns out to be justified. Let us consider firstly the church

history of the Sarvfistividin. It knows two heads of the

school, Madhyfmtika for Kasmir and Upagupta for Ma-

thuri. Of these, Madhyfintika is immediately connected

as pupil with Ananda, Upagupta is so through Sanavisa.
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In the case of Madhyantika this cannot possibly be true.

We have about him another tradition in the church history

of the PAH school, and there he appears among the mis-

sionaries who were sent out under Asoka 1). Thus in the

case of Madhyiintika, the apostle and the head of the

Sarvistivfidin school of Kasmir, there are two opposite

traditions, which contradict and exclude each other. The

one makes him a pupil of Ananda and shifts the mission

to Kaémir to the earliest times of the Buddhist church;

the other knows him as one of the missionaries of the

times of Asoka. Of course there is no doubt that the

second tradition alone deserves credence. The conse—

quence is that the church history of the Sarvastivadin is

in this case unhistorical. It has arbitrarily shifted the

legend of Madhyfintika and of the conversion of Kasmir

to the earliest period of the Buddhist church, either because

its author lacked precise information about the origin of

Madhyz‘intika7 or because he intentionally suppressed it

and made him a pupil of Amanda, in order to secure for

him the precedence above the local saint of Mathura.

How is the situation with Upagupta and Sanavfisa?

The church history makes of Sinavasa too a pupil of

Amanda. Can we give it credence? Happily here another

source comes to our help, the account of the council of

Vaiszili in the Skandhaka. Here among the leading elders

of the community of that time we meet one Sambhuto

Sanavasi, who dwells on the mount Ahoganga 2) and whose

identity with the patriarch of Mathuri cannot be doubted.

When we hear that a personal pupil of Ananda takes part

1) See above, 1). 13 seqq.

2) Dh: p. 970 b 4; M: p. 193 a 20:1): XII. 1. 8; in S: p. 451 a 6 Mathurfi

is mentioned as dwalling place.
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in the council of Vaisali 100 or 110 years after the Nirvana,

this implies an age of at least one hundred years, which

is not very credible. It is a pity that the account of the

council does not give us any trustworthy data on this

subject. With the aim of bestowing the greatest possible

authority upon the elders of the council, in several versions

all sort of monks are made into pupils of Ananda, of

Aniruddha and of Upali. Of course we cannot work with

this material. Still, the account contains some data in

which a trustworthy tradition seems to have been preser-

ved, and among these I reckon the following. Among the

elders, whom the convokcr of the council Yaso Kalanda—

kaputto tries to win over because of their great influence,

three stand out and are esteemed above the others: Sam-

bhnto Sanavasi, Revato and Sabbakami. The account

of how Yaso approaches them in order to win them over,

lays great stress on their holiness and great knowledge.

And here we find a peculiar fact. Just here7 where it

would be so obvious to stress pupilhood with a personal

disciple of the Buddha. the tradition is halting. In the

case of Sambhfito Sanavasi and of Revalo the majority

of the versions (Dh. M, P) ‘) knows nothing of this pupil-

hood, only for Sabbakfimi it is attested in nearly all ver-

sions (S, M. P) 2). This agrees also with what follows.

Yasn turns to Sambhuto Sauavasi and Revato because of

their influence; and he turns to them first of all. Then

we are told that at that time there lived in Vaiéfili an old

monk, the oldest in the whole community, viz. Sabba-

kami, and that Yaso and his helpers deemed it expedient

1) Dh: pp. 970 I: 4—6 and 969 c 2-4; M: p. 193a 20 and 22 seq.; I’. XII,

l, B and 9; M5 and Min: are irrelevant for this account.

2) s: p. 45.: 12-14; M: p. 19312 25.27; P: X11, 2, 4,
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to approach him too. The esteem with which Sabbakimi

is surrounded reposes upon his grand age and his rank

as the oldest monk in the community. There is therefore

a chance that he might still have been a personal pupil

of Ananda. And thus we gain a quite credible picture

of the situation. It is possible that at the time of the

council of Vaisali there still lived a very old monk7 who

in his young age had been a disciple of Ananda. But

this was a particular case and an exception. The others,

Sambhuto Sanavasi and Revato7 were energetic and active

heads of schools7 no decrepit old men. It is impossible

to believe that they were disciples of Ananda. We reach

thus the conclusion that Sinavasa in all likelihood was

no pupil of Ananda, but was arbitrarily placed in relation

with him by the author of the church history.

In this way we obtain the following result for the church

history of the Sarvéstivfidin. It came into being at a

relatively late period. Its author had no trustworthy

information for the earliest times. Therefore he utilized

as starting point for his narrative the legends forming the

final portion of the framing narrative of the Skandhaka,

and added to it what he knew about the patriarchs of his

school, the oldest of whom he arbitrarily made into a

pupil of Ananda. His account is thus for this part devoid

of any historical value.

And ‘now we want to examine the parallel section in

the church history of the Pfili school. Here the list of

patriarchs is as follows: Upali, Disako, Sonako, Siggavo

and Moggaliputto. This means that two other names are

inserted between the disciple of the Buddha, Upfili, and

the head of the Pali school, Tisso Moggaliputto and his

teacher Siggavo. This causes at first a good impression.
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But the period of time that must be filled is much

longer, because Tisso Moggaliputto as a contemporary of

Asoka is later than Sanavasa by much more than one

hundred years. And indeed a close examination shows

that this list is by no means better than that of the Sar-

Vi-iStiVé-Idin. We have no mean to ascertain the origin of

the names Disako and Sonako 1). But the following

arouses our suspicions. In Dipavamsa, IV, VV. 27416

and V, W. 76—107 the list of patriarchs is treated at great

length, with exact details as to when the several patriarchs

were ordained, for how long they were bearers of the tra-

dition, i.e. patriarchs (vinayapdmokkhamkatvd), and when

they entered Nirvana. If we place together the ages of

the five above mentioned patriarchs, we obtain the numbers

74, 64, 66. 76 and 80 (86) 2). These indicate the monastic

age, i.e. the years after ordination, as it is always the case

in the Vinaya and as we are expressly told here 3). Since

ordination can take place at the age of twenty at the

earliest, this would give for each patriarch an age of at

least 94, 84. 86, 96 and 100 (106) years. All of them ought

to have reached an extraordinarily old age. This is im-

probable, but not yet impossible. But completely incre-

dible is the following. According to the same text, when

Dasako assumed the rank of patriarch after the death of

his teacher, he counted 14 years after ordination, Sonako 22,

Siggavo 21 and Moggaliputto 12. They were at this time

young monks according to Buddhist ideas 4l; and Dasako

1) I prefer to abstain from equations based merely on superficial similarity

of names.

2) There is no need to concern ourselves with small dilTercnees In the tradition.

3) See Dipammsa, V, v. 95.

4) The contrast is very sharp if we compare the old age which all of

them are said te have reached.
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and Moggaliputto could not even be reckoned among the

elders, the Sthavira. We are thus expected to believe

that the patriarchs on point of death handed over the

task of maintaining the Teaching not to one of the oldest

monks, but to junior monks; and this in front of the great

stress laid by Buddhism on seniority. Such things may

have happened now and then, in the case of exceptionally

able and gifted monks, but as a rule it is impossible. It

would be banking too much on our credulity. For this

peculiarity of the tradition there is but one explanation.

It is an attempt to cover a large period of time with few

traditional names. With this aim in View it was neces-

sary to make the single persons to patriarchs as early

as possible and to attribute to them the longest possible

duration of life, as it has happened in the Dipavamsa. But

from this we can infer that here too we are not confronted

with an authentic early tradition. Here too the patriarchs

of the own school are attached to the legendary patriarchs

of the earliest times, with two more names added on account

of the greater interval of time. The list thus formed has

as little historical value as the series of patriarchs in the

church history of the Sarvastividin.

There is one question that remains to be answered.

The Dipavamsa gives precise dates and supports them by

synchronisms with the contemporary kings of Magadha

and Ceylon. Is this more invention? But we cannot

discuss this question, because we would quit the ground

of the Vinaya, with which alone we are concerned here.

All the rest must be reserved for separate research, at

the centre of which will stand the Singhalese chronicles.
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APPENDIX

TRADITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE EXTANT VINAYA WORKS.

According to unimpcachable information, the sacred

scriptures 0f the Buddhists were for a long time handed

down orally and were put into writing only later 1).

Bu—ston in his C‘osibyufl speaks of such a written redac-

tion after the third council 2). According to the Dipa-

vamsa a redaction was effected in Ceylon under king Vatta-

gfimani Abhaya in the Ist century B. C. 3’ The compi-

lation of the old Skandhaka work belongs thus to the

period of oral tradition and this has deeply influenced

the nature of the extant versions.

What oral tradition was able to accomplish in India,

is shown by the instance of the Vedic collections, whose

bulky texts were faithfully handed down through the

l] The attempt of F. Weller in Asia Major. V. 1930. pp. 160-164. to prove

the information in the Dipnrumsa to he untrustworthy. rcposes upon the wrong

use of a correct principle. When a piece of information appears in different

places in two Versions of the same Work. We are justified in considering it

a later interpolation. But the i’llnhfivnmsa is not simply another version of

the Dipttmtmsn. but a complete rc-creation. the author of which sometimes

behaves very freely in arranging the materials taken over from the parent

work. When it plnl‘t‘s an item in another plm'e than the Dipavamsa does,

this proves nothing. Besides, oral trausmissinn was very largely used even

after the written redaction of the scriptures had taken place; this is shown

by the useful materials gathered by l’. DEMIEVILLE, 2i prop»: ilu cancile do

Vuis’tili, in Tuning 1’00, XL. 1951, p. 245. n. 1.

1') History of Buddhism (Chas rbbyun) by Brksmn, transl. by E. Obermiller,

2nd part (Materialien zur Kunde (It-s Buddhisrnus. l9. Ilrft). Heidelberg 1932,

p. 101.

3) Dipavarnxa. 20, v. 20 seq. : J'Tnhfiuamsa, 33, vv, 100 seq.
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centuries. But that was a special case. Something of

the sort was possible only where the transmission of the

texts was assured by a standing well-regulated tradition

system. In most cases conditions were not so favourable.

Above all, only in the rarest cases a work may have been

taken over as sacred text in a standing tradition chain

immediately after its compilation. And before this hap-

pened. it was subjected to most serious deformations in

an uncertain tradition 1).

Generally speaking we may envisage things as follows.

At the beginning there is a time of free transmission,

during which the text is rendered in free words from me-

mory. Memorial sentences, mostly couched in the form

of Verses, probably came early to the help of the memory.

This sort of transmission has always been employed with

less important texts. I recall. e.g. how the Jainas fixed

down by means of memorial sentences the contents of the

legends which they inserted in their sermons, but left

the execution in detail to the reciter 2’. The passage to

an established tradition is marked by the appearance of

fixed formulae. These are known to everybody from the

Buddhist and Jaina tradition. Wherever a subject of

common recurrence is treated, it is couched in the same

1) That texts should be subjected to strongest distortions in their earliest

period, is an occurrence which repeats itself under the most different circum-

stances. The texts of the old Creek poets were fixed. when true editions began

to appear in the regular book trade. The most serious and often irreparable

corruptions took place before that time.

7) L. Alstlorf calls such texts a collection of key—words as basis for

the sermon and characterizes them as “an fixation of the skeleton of the

oral tradition, which the reciter then had to cover with flesh " (Der Kumfi-

rapfilnpmtibodhn. Alt-und Neu-Indische Studien herausgegeben vain Seminar

fiir Kultur und Gesehichte Indians an der Hamburgisehen Universitilt. 2,

Hamburg 1923, p. 27).
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words. Also the descriptions regularly repeated in the

Jaina canon belong to this class. This gradually leads

to an established tradition, which fixes the text in a

certain version. But even such an established tradition

is never rigid as with the Vedic texts. Chicfly with the

Buddhists we remark even later frequent modifications of

redactional nature. To these belong the above discussed

levelling tendencies, which led to the uniformng of the

verbal expression of similar texts in the various canonical

collection, or to the transfer of missing texts from one

collection into another. Also the inclusion of later texts,

as e.g. the Asoka legend in the Samyuktdgama, belongs

to the same class. These modifications, however, were

hardly left to the arbitrary care of single individuals. In

my opinion they were carried out on synods of the com-

munities and thus rendered obligatory for further trans-

mission. The information of the recitation of the sacred

scriptures on the later councils may go back to such

proceedings ".

All these forms of oral tradition, the free as well as the

half-free and the established ones, carried with themselves

alterations and distortions of the most different sorts.

This was the case above all with the free transmission.

Texts which were handed down in this way and which

are preserved in several versions, agree only as far as e.g.

the accounts of the same event by diHerent persons. If

the free transmission lasted for a longer period, then often

a remote resemblance only was left. Another fact, which

occurs again and again and has a psychological ground,

is the following. Sections, which dealt with important

1) See my paper on the Buddhist councils in ZDJIC, 102, 1952, p. 241.
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subjects in a clear sequence (I shall call them main sec-

tions), remained well preserved. Other sections, which

gathered unimportant subjects in a jumbled order (I call

them bye-sections), were considerably distorted or disap-

peared completely from memory I). As for the redactional

alterations, they cause above all uncertainty on the ori-

ginal composition of the works and are a serious obstacle

to research. To all this we may add numerous distor—

tions of the texts, caused by the carelessness of the trans-

mitters. The Buddhist monks who handed down the

texts were not always men of outstanding intelligence,

whose recital was made after due reflection and recol-

lection. Too often the texts were mechanically memorized

and chanted out. This is shown already by the mecha-

nical repetition of the rigid formulae, which are inserted

in every occasion as wellcome halting points, whether they

fit in the context or not. And thus through the careless-

ness of the transmitters the meaning of the texts is often

wrongly caught and distorted. In the worst cases this can

go so far, that we are hardly any more in the condition

to recognize the original meaning of a text from the

widely diverging traditions of the various versions 2).

There was however one element acting against the

numerous distortions, a sort of piety which was chary of

I) Since. this fart has a psychological basis, it occurs in very diilerent

fields. We can observe it even with metrical texts which are badly transmit-

ted. A good instance is the triple tradition of the Sanikhya text in the Mo-

ksadlmrmu, which I call the epic basic text of the Simkhya. Connected series

of verses, which reproduce a complete trend of thought, are well preserved.

The insignificant connecting Verses are distorted beyond all recovery. Cf. my

Untersuchungen :um Moksmlharma; die sdmkhyistischen Term. in WZKM, 32.

1925. pp. 179 seqq.

3) We may compare eg. the following sections in the Pravmjylivastu: S:

p. 152 a 18-h 8; Db: p. 81041 22-]; 11; I‘: I. 48; M15: pp. 4880 7-4-89b 28.
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arbitrary modifications of the tradition. It could happen

that single passages, which still clung to memory, were

handed down although their original meaning and connec-

tion was lost. People were shy of consciously giving up

traditional lore. And thus in some texts we are some-

times confronted with dispersed pieces, which disturb

and interrupt the context and cannot be understood in

its frame, and yet represent authentic and valuable tra-

dition”. This piety in the front of tradition has parti-

cularly beneficial effects in the case of redactional mani-

pulations. Even if these were most radical, if old texts

were cut up and fitted into new surroundings, the portions

of the old text were left in a large measure unchanged;

and they often give to scientific research most valuable

hints for reconstructing the original situation.

Let us now examine the Vinaya works, which we have

taken as the basis of our researches, from the point of

View of the nature of their tradition. They show unmistaka-

ble signs of a long free transmission, which impressed its

characteristic marks upon the variants of the several

versions. We find the same subjects couched in quite

different words, and even the content is often widely

difl‘erent, so that sometimes only a vague similarity is

left. We can further observe the typical preservation of

the main sections and the distortion and omission of the

bye-sections. ‘The differences which can be led back to

redactional alterations, play only a secondary role.

1) In its most extreme form [hie fact was best observed and described by

W. Scnunnmc, .‘icérfiriga—Sfitm, Erswr Srumskundhu, Abhondlllngen fiir dle

Kunde des Morgenlandes. XII, No. 4. Leipzig 1910, pp. 44 seqq., .and Wane

filahfiriras. Quellen der Religionsgesehirhte. vol, 14, Gettingen-Lelpzlg 1927,

pp. 15 scqq.

[ 1m ]
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In spite of these considerable divergences in the several

versions, caused by the free transmission, the relationship

of the said Vinaya works is unmistakable and their common

origin can be recognized at every step. The main sections

and inserted legends, preserved in all or most versions,

form by far the greater portion of the works. This agree-

ment cannot simply be due to the fact that all the texts

deal with the same subject, because it includes also inven-

tions which cannot be based upon anything real 1). Still

less it can be explained by borrowing, because it extends to

the very structure of the works, even in cases in which

the order of the subjects adopted is not at all self-expla-

natory”. And thus, notwithstanding the great differen-

ces caused by the form of the tradition, an origin from a

common basic work cannot be denied.

Now we shall proceed to discuss the structure of these

works and the nature of their tradition in the seve-

ral schools.

THE EARLIEST VINAYA

The Vinaya of the Sarvfistivfidin.

The Vinaya of the Sarvistivadin (Shih sung,r lii, T 1435)

was translated into Chinese in the years 404-405 by Kumfi’

1) Such are erg. the legend of Mcudhnka (above p. 96), or the story of

the Naga who becomes a monk (pp. 77).

2) I recall c. r. the legend of Sronu Kotiknrna (p. 90) which stands eve-

rywhere in the Curmamslu, although it could be included as “ell in the

l'mvrujyfivusru. as shown by the example of the Mahésamghikn; or the story

of the sick monk, who is cured by the Buddha himself (p. 102). a story which

one would rather expect in the Bhuisajyamsm, and not in the Civamvastu

where it is actually included. In the same {my the objection against parti-

cipation of a monk in the confession ceremony is not treated in the Posadha-
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rajiva, Punyatrita(?) and Dharmaruei. Later this trans-

lation was completed by Vimalfiksa 1’. It consists of:

1. Bhiksuvibhariga (pp. 1-147)

2. Skamlhaka (pp. 148-302)

3. Bhiksunivibhanga (pp. 302-346)

41. A certain number of Appendixes (pp. 346-470).

This Vinaya is the only one, with the exception of the

Vinaya of the Mahe'lsz'lrnghika, which has inserted the

Skamlhaka between the Bhflrsiwibhan‘ga and the Bhiksu-

niuibhafiga. In this process the accounts of the councils

were detached from the Skandhaka and confined among

the Appendixes (cf. above p. 46) I). The Skandhaka show

the following structure:

 

C h ’ i f a

1. Short chii chii chirh fit pp. 148 (1 1-157 c 28 = 1. Pravrajyzivnstu

2. Pu 5a fir pp. 158 1: 1-165 (1 4- : 2. Pomdhavuslu

3. 73.2 m: fa pp. I65 (1 5-173 1: 28 1.. l’rlwfinrgtfinaslu

4. An rhii fa pp. 17:51, 1-173 (1 13 7 3. Vargdunsm

5. Pi kn fa pp. 178a 14-1341» 17 = 5. Carmauuslu

6. I ytm fa pp. 184 b Ill-194 b 3 2 (7. Bhaigajyuvasnt

7. I fa pp. 1941: 4-206 b 20: 7. Civaramslu

rasm. hut in a special chapter, while the objection against participation in

the Pravéranfi ceremony has its place in the l‘ramimzuivasm etc.

1) Interesting partirnlars in 1’. DEMIEVILLE, fi propns «In concil d9 Vais'dli,

in T’oung Pan, XL, 1951. pp. 212 11'.

2) This could happen the more easily. since with the ’Sarvastivadin even

that portion of the biography of the Buddha, which introduced the Sknndhaka,

had been completely detached. As the .Mahfiparinirz'firmsfitru too had been

included in the Dirghfiguma. the accounts of the councils were the only remnant

of the ancient frame. At this point; it could be no more understood what was

their purpose in that place. and thus they were no longer considered as

belonging to the Skandhaha. but were included among the Appendixes.
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P a f a

R. Chiaa‘hihfina ifa pp. 206 C 1-21-11; 15 = 8. Kaglzinamsm

9. Chiisshih—mi fir pp. 214 a 16-217: 29 = 9. Kos‘zimbakavuslu

10. Chanipo fa pp. 218 a 1~221a 12 z 10. Karmuvaxlu

11, Pan—rh’ailuwthia fa pp. 221. (1 13-2281) 10 2 11. l’fizldulohitakavasm

12. Séng ts’an huifn

n. K’u ch’ivh Chick—mo pp. 228 b 11-236 r 9 : 12. Pullgfllnt/axlu

   

 

b. Shun hsing fa pp. 236 (— 10-23% 5 = 13. Pfirivfisihumslu
13. (Ju'h fa pp. 239 b 6—242a 14 = 14. Pagadhaslhdpanavaxm
H. We rhii fa pp. 51-12 a l5»251u 1. ' anisnnuvuxln

15. Citing shih fa pp. 251 rt 16-256b 2 . §amathavastu

T s a s u n g

16. T’inrHa shill pp. 257 a 1»267a 21 = 16. Sumghabhulnvastu

17. Tsrz fa

a. T511 fa pp. 267 1! 22-2906 20 = 19. Ksurlraknvustu

b. Pi—ch’iumi fa pp. 290 c 21-298 a 25 :: 20. Bhikgunivaslu

r. — pp, 298 a 26-302 0 s 2 13. Acaramm

As to the tradition of this Vinaya7 its peculiarity is

that the bye-sections are for the greater part lost. The

state of conservation of the main sections and of the

legends is, however, good; in any case not worse than in

the other versions. It is also noteworthy that in several

instances, and above all in the reproduction of the legends,

it shows points of contact with the Vinaya of the Mfila-

sarvfistivfidin. In my‘ opinion it is a case of secondary

adaptation. But the mutual influence of the literature of

both schools deserves an accurate investigation ina wider

context 1’.

l) Generally speaking. an attempt to write the history of the Buddhist

literature had better to begin with these two schools.
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The Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka

The Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka (Ssr‘i fen Iii, T 1428)

was translated into Chinese in thc year 408 by the Kasmiri

Buddhayasas and by Chu Fo—nien. It consists of:

1. Bhiksuvibhrtn‘ga (pp. 563-713)

2. Bhiksunir;ibllui:ga (pp. 714-778)

3. Skandhaka (pp. 779-971)

4. Two Appendixes (pp. 971-1014)

In this Vinuya the Skamlhaku show the following

structure:

   

l. Shim chich chic" flu pp. 77‘) n 1-816 L' 1 l. Prmwnjyfivnxm

2. Slum chic]: civil-71411 pp. 816 0 5-830 2 211: 2. Pnsndhnraslu

3. 4n chii [him-tn pp. 831) b 1-1335 c 11 : 3. Varsfiuasm

4. Tu“; 1:12 chirnilu. pp. 835 c 12-1143 1; 7 4. Pram-ramiunstu

3. Pi ho chimrtu pp. 843 1) 11-819 b 5. Cnrmavusm

6. I fillil'flil'l‘ pp. 8491) 104166 b . 7. Civuruvasm

7. Ya!) chicnim pp. 866 e 1—1177 C ,1 7 6. Bhaisajytwaslu

fl. Chin—rh’ihAnu i Mien—m pp. 877 l.‘ 5-879 b 22 7:. 8. Kathinavastu

9. Chiieshanemi thien~m pp. 879 L 23-835 (1 7 "= 9. Kos'rimbakavasm

10. Chan—pa chienim. pp. 88511 8438911 1 10. Karmavasm.

11. III: chih nhimHu pp. 8894; 111-896 I) 2 11. Prindulohimkavastu

12. J?” chieru pp. 896 1) 25-903 r 20 = 12. I’udgalavaslu

l3. Fu [sang china—m pp. 904 11 1-906 1' 1'1 2 13. Pfirivfisikmmslu

11. CIn'h chm—m pp. 906 u 9-9091. 6 M. Pnsndhuxlhfipauarnslu

15. P‘o séng chimitu pp. 909b 7—913 c 1] : 16. 1 nghabhedamxslu   

m. Mirh chéng chm-mm pp. 913. 12.922 6 s 2 15. s’amathsm

17. Pi—rh'iIkni rhicn—Iu pp. 922 0 6-930 1: 5 : 20. lihiksltuivnslrt

18. Fa rhierrlu pp. 930 c 6-936 b 17 : 18. Afthavllslu

19. Fan: shih (him—m» pp. 936 1) 18-945 (1 19 = 17. Snyanfisnmwasm

20. Txll chienilu pp. 91-511 20-966a 11 = 19. Ksmlmkm'aslu

and the accounts of the councils, pp. 966 a 12-971e 3.

The Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka is one of the most

complete, since the bye-sections too are well preserved.
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For the rest it shows the typical alterations and distortions,
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which are the consequences of free oral transmission. Its

major characteristic is its circumstantial manner of expo-

sition. The latter is partly based on a certain verbosity

of style. On the other part. whenever the coincidence of

several conditions allows several combinations in the rules,

this Vinaya goes in all detail into these possibilities. In

respect of these external peculiarities it resembles most

of all the Vinaya of the Pali school. For the rest there

is no close relationship. rather there are some remarkable

elements of agreement with the Vinaya of the Mahisa-

saka. 1 shall give some instances. Only in thc Vinaya

of the Dharmaguptaka and of the Mahis'fisaka the story

of the visit of the Buddha to the courtesan Amrapali,

which anticipates the account of the illahdparinirvdna-

sfltra. appears in the Civaruvastu (Dh: pp. 8556 13-856c

24; M: pp. 135a 21-1361; 18). while usually it is found

in the Bhaisajyavasm (P: VI, 28-30; Ms: pp. 21 0 14-29 c 17).

The Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka and Mahisfisaka alone

include in the Civaravastu the account of the destruction

of the Sfikya by Virfidhaka (Dh: pp. 8601) 21-861 u 18;

M: pp. 140 L‘ 26-141 0 16). Only with the Dharniaguptaka

and Mahiéasaka the detailed form of the Devadatta legend

is included in the Vibhafnga, while with the Sarvz'xstivfidin,

the Mfilasarvastivfidin and the Pili school it is found in

the Skandhaka (see above pp. 116 seqq.) etc. A very

characteristic case is the following. In the basic work at

the beginning of the vadrartdvastu the introduction of

the Pravdrarnti ceremony was justified by the behaviour of

a number of monks, who had agreed not to speak with

each other during the retirement of the rainy season, in

order to avoid disputes. This purpose of the narrative
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does not appear to have been expressed very clearly,

since both the Dharmaguptaka and the MuhisAsaka school

have preserved the story, but have detached it from the

introduction of the Pravfirunz‘x ceremony. In its stead

they have invented another justification. that of the

unseemly behaviour by the group of the six monks. And

this new justification is found in both Vinaya in the

same form (Dh: pp. 835 6 13-836 (1 17 and pp. 830 a 17-1)

14; M: pp. 130 0 20-131 0 6 and p. 13141 7-b 7). Such a

common innovation cannot have been introduced indepen-

dently; it bespeaks a close relationship of the two schools U.

The Vinaya of the Mahisasaka

The Vinaya of the Mahisisaka (Wu fé‘n Iii, T 1421)

is based on a manuscript, which the pilgrim Fa-hsien

brought back from Ceylon, and which was translated into

Chinese in the years 423-424 by the Kasmiri Buddhajiva.

It consists of:

1. .Bhiksuvibhnfiga (pp. 1-77)

2. Bhiksunivibhafiga (pp. 77-101)

3. Skandhaka (pp. 101-194)

Appendixes are outwardly lacking, but a short chapter

of addenda is included in the Skandhaka 2). The struc-

ture of the Skmullmka in this Vinaya is as follows.

1. Show rhiphfii pp. 101 :7 6-131 ll 26 = 1. l’mvmjyzizmsm

2. PM" fn pp. 121 b 1-129 (1 1 2. Pnsmllmvusru

1) Also the Vinayn of 1114: \[zihfisfimgliikn has proceeded to modifications.

but in ([Iliit‘ another way (1111.; p. 451,. 7-25 and p. 451a 26-17 6).

31 18. T’iao fn fl: (pp. [82 1! 5-185" 28). This chapter corresponds to

the appendix with the battle title in the Vinaya of the Dhnrmaguptuka, which
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3. All chii fa pp. 129a 2-130 1: 18 = 3. Vang-31:17:!"

’1. Tzli 1:11 fa pp. 130 c 19-133 c 20 2 4-. Pravdmpfivaslu

5. [fix pp. 133 a 21-144.. 11 : 7. Civanwaslu

6. P‘i k0 fa pp. 1440 12-147 a 25 2 5. Cnrmavusm

7. Yrm fa pp. 1471 1-147c 213 . .

x. Shihfa pp. 147 c 29-153 11 17 = 6’ m‘""~‘"’y“""m‘

9. Chia—ch’ih—ua ifa pp. 153 a 18-153 (7 21: 3. Kathinavusm

10. Mich chéng fa pp. 153 6 22-156 b 18 = 15. Shmatlmvastu

11. Chieh-mo fu

(1. pp. 156 1) 19-158 b 25 : 12. Pudgalnmslu

12 pp. 158 c 1-16111 13 : 9. Kns'fimbakavaslu

0. pp. 161 a 14—103 (1 2 :10. Karmauastu

d. pp. 163 (1 2-164 a 12 r l . Pfindulohilakavasm

12. 1”!) séng fa pp. 164 a 13-166 1) 7 : 16. Samghnbhedavusm

13. We chit fa pp. 166 b 3469:; 23 : 17. s’aynnamnuasm

l4. Tsu fa pp. 169 b l-l76 c 23 : 1‘), Kgudralmvuxtu

15. um ifa pp. 177 (1 1-1110 C 17 ._ 13. johns-(ism

16. Chill po—sa fa pp. 180 c 18-181 1) 4 ': l4. Pogadlmsthfipunnvastu

17. Pieh chu fa pp. 181 b 5-182 a 4 : 13. Parivasikuuasm

18. Tim) fu fa pp. 182 11 5-185 (1 28 .. Chapter of addenda

19. Pi—ch’iu-ni fa pp. 185 b 1.190 b 9 : 20, Bhikgunimsm

and the accounts of the councils pp. 190 b 10-1941; 21.

Of all the Vinaya works we have studied, the Vinaya

of the Mahisfisaka has the worst tradition. In some pas-

sages the extant text is apparently lacunous. I refer for

instance to the Pdndulohitakavastu. in which only the

tarjaniya and the ypralisamharaniya karma are treated,

while the nigurhuniya, pravdsaniya and ulkscpaniya karma

are missing. It is utterly impossible that a normal distor-

tion of tradition should be responsible for the omission

of these three important procedures of punishment, whose

exposition plainly belongs to the main sections and which

in the rest of the text are implied as well known. Here

however is much larger (Dh: T'iau pu. pp. 971 4‘ '1-990 11 7). On this occa-

sion I should like to point out that in these addenda too we find enclosed

valuable material, which deserves a thorough investigation. I quote as an

instance the following tale: D11: [1. 9801; 6-27; M: p. 183b 14-: 17; Ml“:

p. 470 I; 6-: 20.
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we are clearly confronted with a gap in the manuscript

on which our text is based". But even without this,

the tradition of the text is bad and neglected. The bye-

sections are preserved to a great extent. but the wording

is short and jerky7 the single pieces are put together loosely

and without order, and the contents too are often distorted.

Nevertheless the work has preserved much that is good

and early, and it is to he considered as valuable evidence

for the basic work. On its close relationship with the

Vinaya of the Dharmagnptaka we have already spoken.

The Vinaya of the Pfili school

The Vinaya of the Pfili school was brought by the

Buddhist missionaries to Ceylon and has been preserved

there. It consists of:

1. Alahdvibha figa (r Bhiksuvibhm‘zga)

. 2. Bhiksuniribhmiga

3. Skmulhaka

4. A collection of addenda. the Parimira.

The Skandhaka show the following structure:

Mahivagga

. Mnhfikkhamlhukn W

1 Upmalhnklrhumlhnku

l I’mnrujyrizmslu

2

3. Vassupmiliyikakklmmllmka :

1-

ll

2. Pnsmlhurasiu

3. Varyrimslu

4.. . ['11 minirmkkhnndhukn Pravfimwivaslu

1) We remark that the corresponding parallels in the Vibhm'lga are still

extant. lloth the tale of the monks Aévaka and Punarvasuka, upon which the

prnrrimniya karma is iniposell (\I: pp. 210 11-220 2), and the tale of the

Innnk Arista, on which full: the iiIL-srpnufyu knrmn (M: pp. 56!: 12-57 It I).
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5. Cammakkhandhakn = 5, Carmavastu

6. thsajjukkhamlhaka : 6. Bhaisnjyavaslu

7. Kalhimlkkhumllmka :— 8. Kurhinavuslu

8. Civarakkhmulhnka = 7. Cizramvuslu

9. Campfi'yakkhandhaku = 10. Karmauaslu

10. Kosambnkkhandhnlm : 9. Kos’fimbakavusm

Cnllavagga

11. Kammaklchamlhaka : 11. Pfindulnhimknvasm

l2. 1’firivtisilmkkhtmdhaka :13. J’tlrimisikmmsm

13. Sumuccnyakkhumllmka

l4. Sumnlhnkkhanrflmka

: l2, .l’utlgnluvuslu

.; 15. Snmazhuvusm

15. Jazmhlukavatlhul-rkhundlmka :19. Ifsurlrak/umstu

16. Semixanakkhandhakn = 17. Snyumisnnmmsm

17. Samghnbhodukkhaudhaha = 16. Sumghabhedavastu

18. Vauakklmmlhaka = 18. Acrinwastu

19. Pr?!imokklmflmpmmkkhamlhaka 2 14-. Pasadhaslhfipanavaslu

20, Rhikkhurfikkhandhuka : 20. Bhikgmfivuslu

and the accounts of the councils.

The Vinaya of the Pfili school belongs to the most

complete Vinaya works and is similar in this respect to

the Vinaya 0f the Dharmaguptaka. Here too the bye-

sectious are preserved to a great extent. It shows a

similar verbosity of the exposition, and the development

of the most various possibilities, wherever there is occasion

for it, is carried to extremes. But it shows also numerous

alterations and distortions and is in this respect not better

than the other works. An example which sharply charac-

terizes its nature is given by the ICaphimwastu (see above

p. 102 seq.). The cases in which the claim of a monk on

a Kathina robe is considered extinct, are listed with tire-

some verbosity. On the other side the description of the

Kathina procedure itself is so mutilated, that without

comparing the other Vinaya it is impossible to get a clear

idea of it.
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The old controversy of the superiority of the southern

tradition above the northern has in the main lost its mean-

ing, since we have gained a better knowledge of the hi-

story of the Buddhist schools. Nevertheless some words

will not be amiss at this point. In this connection it is

advisable to begin with some general remarks on the

Buddhist literature of Ceylon 1‘.

Concerning the subdivisions of the Buddhist literature

of Ceylon, the essential distinction is not that between

canonical and non-canonical scriptures, but between local

literature and literature of the home country. Both distinc-

tions cover themselves up to a certain point, because the

tendence in Ceylon was to include into the canon all the

works of the home country, even if originally they did

not belong to it. But the distinction between canonical

and non-canonical literature does not give expression to

the real problem.

The literature of the home country of course was not

brought to Ceylon in its entirety by Mahinda and his

companions. The first missionaries probably brought along

only what represented the barest necessary. The great

canonical collections and other literature followed gradually

at a later time. How this proceeded, we can see in the

case of China. In the first place out of the Vinaya the

Prdtimoksa and the Karmamimnd were translated for the

still small communities of China. Then other parts of

the Vinaya were translated, and only later there followed

the translation of the whole work. In the case of the

Sfitrapitaka too the Chinese communities were content at

1) In doing this, I keep in View only the outlines of the development.

as they are necessary for an understanding of the Péli Buddhism. All the

rest has been left out of account.
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first with selections and single Sfitras, till eventually the

translation of the whole great canonical collections was

undertaken. In a like manner we must imagine things

in Ceylon. As has been shown by S. Levi 1’, the connec-

tion of Ceylon with the home country over the ports of

Bharukaccha and Sfirpz‘iraka remained very lively until

the first centuries of our era. And thus we must reckon

with a lively intercourse of the Buddhists of Ceylon with

those of the parent community during this period. In

this way gradually the whole of the canonical scriptures

reached Ceylon, along with later works. Such are e.g.

the .Milindapaiiha, the old portions of which were certainly

translated into Pfili in the mother country, and the NM-

desa, which in its extant form belongs to a period after

our era.

This connection with the mother country went to an

end after the 2nd century A. D. The intercourse with

the western ports languished. This is connected with the

decay of Bharukaccha, caused by the opening of new

sea communications 2’. Also political changes may have

played a role, above all the rise of Saka rule in Milava.

On the other side the communications with Orissa and

the ports at the mouth of the Ganges gained greater im-

portance, above all with Tfimralipti, which in earlier times

had renlained quite in the background. But thereby the

Buddhists of Ceylon gained an easy connection with the

country of origin and the holy places of Buddhism, and

we may safely assume that communications were very

1) Ci. 5. Lf-IVI, Plolémil', lo Nidllcsu at In Bg'lmtknlhfi, in Etudes Asiuliquos,

vol. II (Publications dc l‘fiCOle Francaise d’ExtrEme Orient, vol. XX), Paris

1025. pp. 1-55.

2) er. s. LEVI, Karriska e! savanna“, in J. .45.. 1936, pp. 63 seq.
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lively. This is supported with great weight by the foun-

dation of a monastery for Singhalese monks in Bodh Gaya

by king Sri Meghavarna (352-379 A. D.) 1). the Maha-

bodhivihz'rra7 in which at the time of Hsiian-tsang there

lived about one thousand monks 2). But in Magadha,

according to the witness of I-ching, all Buddhist schools

were represented, and strongest of all the Mfilasarvfisti-

vz‘idin”. Now it has been remarked longr ago that the

Buddhist literature of Ceylon, and above all the commen-

taries, show a strong northern influence 4’. It is met

with at every step when one scans the pages of the Dham-

mapmluglhalmthd. And some legends show unmistakably

the form which they have received in the school of the

Mfilasarvfistivfidin. This finds its natural cxPlanation

through the above discussed connection with the home

country of Buddhism. We have thus to suppose, after

the extinction of the influence of the parent community,

a period of close relations of Singhalesc Buddhism with

Magadha and an influence by the schools of that country.

Of course this influence was not marked by the borrowing

of whole works, as was earlier the case with the parent

community. This was rendered impossible by the diffe-

rence of the schools and also by the greater independence

which in the meantime the Singhalcse communities had

obtained. There was rather a borrowing of themes, above

1) Wang HSli:|n-lfi.6 in TA!) Sm". Fl! yiirm this lin, T 2122, oh. 2‘),

p. 502v 13-2]; “s” i-tsnng. Ilsi i rhi. T 2087. ch. 8; p. 918 b lS-c 13;

(‘L S. LiNl, Les mix om (Iv lT'nng Iliuenflx’e 11mm l’IruIe. in J. Arts” 1900,

I. pp. 316 seq.

2) Hsi yii chi. T 2087, ('ll. 3, p. 919.). 14 seq.

3) Nan lmi rhi kin-i mi fa (thud/l, T 2125, eh. I. p. 20517 4 seq.

4) Cf. S. Litvr, Ill/trumrtdnvnrgu, in J. 115., IOIZ, 11, p. 205; 10., Les

Seiw Arlmts proleumrs 1!" In Lei, in .I. .45.. 19M, ll, pp. 257 scqq.
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all in the field of narrative literature. which took place

on a large scale.

If we turn now to the indigenous literature of Ceylon,

in the earlier period it consisted chiefly of commentaries,

and these were compiled in Singhalese only. Nevertheless

they too were dependent in the closest manner on the

tradition of the mother country. This can be easily under-

stood. Theirs was a literature of free transmission. The

canonical texts had already taken a fixed form when they

were brought to Ceylon, and they were handed down in

this shape. Even the language in which they were com-

posed was maintained. But the oral explanations, which

according to old usage were added in a free form with own

words to the recitation of the sacred texts, were of course

given not in Pali, but in the local language. A similar

proceeding is seen elsewhere. For example the text of the

verses in the Jitaka came in a fixed form in Pili from

the mother country to Ceylon. But the pertaining legends

were of course recited free in Singhalese 1). Later these

texts too were written down and received a fixed form.

But from the point of view of contents, they continued

to ofl'er mainly traditions from the mother country. Na-

tive lore was included only in the development of the

commentaries, in the inserted stories and above all in the

chronicles and the church history. And this changed

only gradually. When the influence of the schools of

Magadha took the place of that of the parent community,

this meant only a change of influence, but (lid not alter

1) This is why the prose text of the Jfitaka shows the typical developments

and distortions that are characteristic of the free oral tradition. See on this

subject the researches of H. Liimzns, Rhfirhut und die buddliistische Linraixir.

Aliliandlungeu iiir die Kundc dcs Morgenlandes XXVI/3. Leipzig 1941.
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commentaries not for the sake of the commented works,

but in their own right. and to single out in this way every-

thing that Ceylon has accomplished by itself in form

and contents. A, useful help is tendered by the scanty

information of the schools of the mother country on the

Tamraparniya, since they show what in the old times was

considered in the mother country to be characteristic of

thc Singhalese schools ". Here scholarship stands con-

fronted with grand tasks, which have only just been taken

up. But only when they are solved, we shall possess a

history of the Singhalese Buddhist literature; a simple

account of the tradition is no literary history.

And now a few words on the inferences which we may

draw for the valuation of the tradition of the old Pfili

works. The works of the mother country composed in

Pali reached Ceylon in the times of Asoka at the earliest,

the greater part of them only later, in all likelihood a long

time afterwards. This is rather late in comparison to what

we know of the date of the S/mndhaka work and of the

remaining earliest Buddhist literature. Already the mis-

sions of Asoka belong?r to a period later by more than one

hundred years than the composition of the Skamlhuka.

Besides, everything points to the fact that these works

came to Ceylon already in a well established form. The

late date is in itself an argument in favour. But above

all it is difficult to imagine otherwise an oral transmission

in a milieu which spoke a foreign language. Some works

may even have been brought there in written form. But

this carries with itself some consequences of import.

H. Oldenberg in the introduction to his edition of the Pfili

1) Cf. 9-.L'- ET. LAMDTTE, La Somme (In Grand Vihiculu (Bibliothi‘quc du

Muséon. vol. 7). II, p. 8‘ seqq.
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Vinaya 1’ has remarked that in Ceylon later additions were

not included in the text of the Pfili works7 but in the com-

mentaries. This may be right. But the alterations, from

which the Pfili texts were saved in this way, were only

such as were usual at the stage of a fixed tradition, viz.

essentially alterations of the redactional kind. And accord-

ingly we find in them no mention of Asoka and no allusion

to Ceylon. But just the redactional alterations are the

most exterior ones and are therefore the easiest to ascer-

tain for modern criticism. The alterations belonging to

the earliest period of the tradition, which subjected the

texts to the most serious distortions, had already done

their work on the Fab texts before they came to Ceylon.

They are as little free from them as are the texts of the

other schools. The history of the tradition, as far as it

is now accessible, leads to the same conclusions as the

comparison of the various versions of the Mahdparinih

vdadsfitra by E. Waldschmidt 2) has elicited and our com-

parison of all the Skandhaka works has confirmed. The

tradition of the old Péli texts is in so far good, as it

shows no corruption like e.g. the Vinaya of the Mahi—

sfisaka, and was not subjected to later deformations. But

they have undergone exactly the same deep-reaching alte-

ration and distortion of the earliest period of the tradition,

as the parallel works of the other schools. They are there-

1) Vol. I, p. xLVIu; also Studien zur Crschichle dos buddhislischcn Kaunas,

Naehriehtcn Von der Kiinigl. Gesellschaft d. \Viss. m Gilttingen, phil-hist.

Klasse, 1922, p. 200. The opinion of Oldenbcrg that the Pili Version per-

haps represents the Vinaya in its original form, no more deserves a refuta-

tion today. since we can compare the texts of several schools.

2) E. WALDSCIIMIDT, Dio Upbcrlipfemng uom Lebensende des Buddha, 2.Teil

(Alihandlungen dcr Akademic der W'issenschaflen in Gfittiugen, philrhist.

Klasse, 3. Folgc, No. 30), pp. 353 seqq.
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fore by no means better transmitted than (Lg. the Vinaya
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of the Dharmaguptaka, and there is no justification for

the opinion that a priori they should be given preference

above the works of the other schools.

The Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivfidin

The Vinaya of' the Mfilasarvfistivfidin was partly trans-

lated into Chinese in the years 703-710 by l-ching (T 1442-

1457). It was also the only Vinaya to be completely

translated into Tibetan (bKa’w'byur. ”Dul—ba, I-Xlll).

Besides, considerable portions of the Sanskrit original

were lately discovered and published. We cannot say

anything precise about the structure of this Vinayu in

general, because it appears that the several parts on account ‘

of their bulk were transmitted separately each for itself.

The structure of the Skandhaka is the same as with the

Sarvfistivfidin. Here too the Bhiksunivastu and the flai-

ravastu are merged with the Ksmlrakavastu. I give here

the series of the chapters, with the indication which of

them have been translated into Chinese.

1. Pravrajydvastu (Ch’u chia shih, T 1444, pp. 1020 b .

11-10401; 2])

2. Poserl/mvastu

3. Pramiramivastu (Sui i shih, T 1446, pp. 10440

7-1048 b 23)

4. Vorsdvastu (An chit shill, T 1445. pp. 104041

22-10446 6)

5. Carmavastu (P’iAka shih, T 1447, pp. 104486 1-

1057b 19)
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6. Bhaisajyavastu (You shih, T 1448, P- l a 1-97 a 24)

7. Civaravasm

8. Kafllinavastu (Chieh—ch’ih-—na i shih, T 1449.,

pp. 971) 1-99a 13)

9. Koédmbakavastu

10. Karmavastu

11. Pdndulohitakavastu

12. Pudgalavastu

13. Pdrivdsikamstu

THE EARLIEST VINAYA

14. Iiosadhasthdpanavastu

15. Sayandsamwastu

16. Samathavastu

l7. Samghabhedavastu (P’o séng shih. T 1450, pp. 99 a

M-206 a 15)

18. Ksudmkavastu (Tsa shill, T 1451, pp. 207a 1-

414b 19).

The Chinese translation is not only incomplete but also

full of gaps. Thus e.g. the Prava'ramivastu lacks a great

portion at the beginning of the legend of Samgharaksita

(p. 1035 b 7). The BlLaisajyavastu stops with the Buddha-

vadana (Cilgit Manuscripts, vol. III. part I, after 1). 218),

the rest is missing. Also the Samghabhedavastu stops

abruptly in the middle of the Srdmauyaphalasfltra. The

end of the legend of Devadatta (pp. 147 0 1-155 1) 9) has

found its way in the middle of the account of the Buddha’s

visit in Kapilavastu. The Chinese translation is also much

less exact than the Tibetan one.

As to the nature of the tradition in this Vinaya7 the

picture is dominated by the large quantity of tales. The

old tales and legends are told in great detail, new ones

are added, and above all stories from former births are
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again and again introduced to explain the events. In
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spite of this, the old Vinaya tradition determines the

structure of the work and forms its skeleton. In many

chapters, in which the tales occupy not too much space. it

is well preserved, above all in the chapters on the punish-

ment procedures (11. PduduIa/Iimlrmvastu. 12. Pmlgalavastu

and 13. Pdrimisikavastu). In some other chapters the

tales have grown to such a luxuriant richness, that the

Vinaya tradition is nearly choked by them and seems so to

speak intercalated only in isolated passages (e.g. 6. Bhai-

sajyavustu, 17. Samghabhedamstu and 18. Ksudrakavaslu).

The state of preservation of the tradition is not very good;

it has seriously suffered and has undergone many distor-

tions. The bye-sections are often lost, and what is extant

shows in its re-modelling new characteristics of its own.

The biography of the Buddha in the Vinaya of the

Mfilasarvfistivadin deserves a special mention. The

accounts of the birth and young age of the Buddha and

of his demise, which formed the frame of the old Skun-

dhaka work, are joined together in the two last chapters,

so that together they form' a complete biography. This

may give rise to the impression that this school has carried

on and completed the incomplete biographies, which we

find transmitted in the other schools as independent works 1’.

But this is not true. at least not in this form. On this

point the Mfiliasarvastivfidin from the beginning have en-

tered upon a path different from the other schools. The

other schools have detached the account of the young age

of the Buddha and the beginnings of his teaching acti-

vity from the context of the Vinaya and have made it

1) See above pp. 4‘) M‘qq. and (-f. Er. LAMoTrn, La Ir‘genrlr (In Buddha.

(in Revue dr- I’Hislnirr (II-x Krligions, 134, 1947-48, pp. 37-71). pp. (ll seqq.
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into an independent work. As they included the account

of his' death as Illahdparinirvdnasrltm in the Sfitrapitaka,
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these works remained incomplete. On the contrary, the

Mfilasarvastividin have never taken these sections out of

the frame of the Vinaya. but have joined-them into a unity

within the Vinaya. The reason for this must have been

the fact that the enormous increase in bulk of this Vinaya

had broken up the frame originally represented by the

biography, and that the single portions were no more

felt to be the connecting link which held together this

gigantic work. The piecing together seems to have taken

place as follows. As seen above (p. 116 seq([.). the Deva-

datta legend in the Sn mghabhedavastu had early expanded

with a luxuriant growth and had become a bulky narra-

tivc. Thus it could serve as a sort of crystallization point

for further development. First of all the first portion of

the biography from the beginning of the Pravrajya'mstu

was attached to it. In this way there resulted along

account, which expatiated from the earliest beginnings

to late into the period of the teaching activity of the

Buddha. The last portion had of course to be formed by

the Mahdparinirvdnasfitra at the end of the Skandhaka.

And therefore the Samghabhedavastu was shifted in order

to be as near as possible to it 1). Lastly, the remaining

interval was filled in with other suitable legends: the destruc-

tion of the Sfikya by Virfidhaka (T 14517 pp. 234a 12-

2441; 21), the Prdtihdryasfitm (pp. 329a 5-3336 13), the

stay of the Buddha in the. heaven of the 33 gods and the

story of the nun Utpalavarnfi (pp. 34-5 6 19-350 11 6), the

Ambatlhasulta (pp. 3781) 4—3801) 10) etc. Even the cycle

1) The transposition and partial condensation of the closing chapters of

the Shandhaka seem to have taken place in this connection.
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of legends around the kings Udayana, Candapradyota and

the saint Mahfikfilyfiyana was completely taken over

(pp. 297 b 7-324c ll). The net result was an enormous

connected account, which covers the whole life of the

Buddha and in which the remnants of the old Vinaya

appear to be dispersed as scattered fragments ".

The Vinaya of the Mahfisamghika

The Vinaya of the Mahfisz‘nmghika (JWo—hosséng—ch’i Iii,

T 11125) is based on a manuscript brought by the pilgrim

Fa—hsien from Pfitaliputra and translated into Chinese

about 416 by Fa—hsicn himself together with Buddha-

bhadra. It consists of:

1. Bhiksm‘ibhangu (pp. 227-412)

2. Skandhaku (pp. 412-5M)

3. Bhiksuru‘vilflmfiga (pp. 514-548)

The structure of the Vibhaflga. being conditioned by

the Prz'ltimoksa7 is similar to the other Vinaya. The case

of the Skandhakn is different. These show a structure

quite different from that of the related works, owing to

the process sketched below.

The old Shandhaku work was conceived and executed

according to a great and well thought of plan, but its

structure was much more artistic than systematic. In

view of the conditions of tradition in the early period.

‘) A special study of the \iinaya ol' the \Il‘llasarvz‘lslivfidin from the point

of View of its composition and gradual (leveloprnent is very promising of inte-

resting results.
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this was bound to have evil results. The framework nar—

rative as connecting link was, owing to the great bulk

of the work. diluted in too great a space for being able

to accomplish its task. Thus it came to the crumbling-

away process which we have studied in the 3rd chapter.

The scope of many legends was no longer understood.

They became ineffective and lost their significance for

the structure of the text. The more bulky groups of

regulations were mixed together in the course of oral trans-

mission. And thus eventually the work ofi‘ercd on wide

stretches the aspect of a badly arranged collection of mate-

rials, as we can see from the extant versions. Under

these circumstances the temptation was very strong to try

and put a new arrangement in the place of the old one,

which was no longer understood; and the Mahasamghika

have made this attempt. They tried to substitute for the

old artistic shaping of the materials a new purely syste-

matic arrangement. This attempt, however, succeeded

only in part.

In the first place the original coverings of the work

were completely discarded and the material was arranged

simply into paragraphs. This was in keeping with the

Indian bent for systematic subdivisions. In many instan-

ces it was easy to carry it out, specially in the sections

treating of the law of the community. Occasionally the

exposition became thereby more regular and clearer, and

several complements could be added to the original work.

Minor sections were rendered more evident by putting at

their head a summary of the points discussed. Sometimes

also the form of a short comprehensive definition was

chosen, the explanation of this definition being given by

the following section. But this method could be employed
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without difficulty only with a part of the material. A good

deal remained impervious to a clear subdivision. And

then fragments of the old text remained intact without

essential changes. Eventually the whole rte-arrangement

resulted into a loose piecing together of a mass of rules

of the most various sorts.

I am going to demonstrate this procedure on a lengthy

section from the first pages of the work. First I shall

give a general table.

Shun rhii chii pp. 412}: 2l-sl-22a 8: 1. Prnvmjydvasm

Cliiph—mo chit-Irma shill pp. 422 a 8~422€ 28 : 10. Karmavllstu

Chili fu chirlrmo elc. pp. 4326 28-4281) 10 r 11. Priztrllulohimkumslu

Tsm' wu Isui.fu pu fit etr. pp. 428 b 11438 b 29 : 12. I‘utlgaluvusm and

13. I’a‘rimisi/mmsm

e
s
p
.
—

  

5. Ying chiehemo pu yin;

chioh mo etc. pp. 4381) 29-443: 4 : (sundry)

6. Yi'inn t'irn fa etc. pp. 4-13: 4-1466 3 : l7. Suyumismmvastu

7. Po—sa fa pp. 416 c 7-450 c 2 2. Pogudhavaslu

E. An chii fa pp. 430 0 2-451 .7 6 : 3. Varsfivastu

9. Tu}. 1:11 fa pp. 4311; 6-4521: 1: 4-. Prumimzuivaslu

10. Cliiawh‘ilkna ifu pp. 452u. 7-453b 5 = 8. Kaihinavasm

ll. [fa pp. 453b 5 15541 20: 7. Cimravaslu

12. Ping piich’iu pp. 4551: 25 -56a 22 : »

l3. K’an ping piieh’iu pp. 4564: 22-457 l7 3 : n

14. )’aa fa pp. 4571; 3-4571: 23 = 6. Bhaisajyavastu

15. Ho shang a~rhihrli kimg

hsing ti mi i chi]: [[1211]?! pp. 1371. 23-4-60 [7 2" : l. Prnvrajyiivasm

16. She—mi fa pp. 460}; 22-4611; 19: »

17. Pa fa pp. 461 b 19-462 c S = 19. Ksudrakavasm

etc. etc.

At the beginning stands, as in all the versions of the

Skandhaka, the Pravmjydvastu, but it is divided up in

accordance with its composite contents. Here at first

the admission to the order is alone treated (§ 1). Every-

thing coneerning the relations between teachers and pupils

is relegated to another place (§§ 15-16). Four kinds of
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admission to the order are distinguished: admission by
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himself, by the words “ Come, monk l ”7 by an assembly

of 10 monks and by an assembly of 5 monks. The exe-

cution shows that it is a purely external subdivision which

is forced upon the subject. For the admission by himself,

reference is made to the story of the Buddha. whom alone

this mode of admission concerns (p. 412b 24—26). For

the admission by the words: ” Come, monkl", we are

told how the Buddha allows his disciples to admit monks

in this fashion and how this leads to unsatisfactory results

(pp. 412b 26-4130 4). This is merely a preface to the

institution of the admission by an assembly of 10 monks,

which the Buddha introduces on the ground of this expe-

rience. Only this is treated in detail (pp. 413a 4-4-1511

28), by inserting here the whole description of the proce-

dure of admission, which in the other versions stands at

the end of the Pravrajydvastu (see above p. 73) While

speaking of the admission by an assembly of 5 monks

(pp. 415a 28-416a 23)7 the text tells the story of Srona

Kotikarna", which in the other versions belongs to the

Carmavastu (see above p. 88). In this connection we may

mention that the tendency towards schematic arangement

is observable even in the details of this section. On each

one of the 4 bases of monastic life (niéraya), which are

discussed in connection with the admission procedure,

there is a separate tale of how the unseemly behaviour

of a monk gives origin to its introduction7 and how the

complaints of newly admitted monks give motive to the

regulation that the 4 bases are to be explained to them

before admission (pp. 413 6 12-4140 7).

1) It is here connected with the legend of the conversion of Anfithnpindada

and of the foundation of the Jetavann from the Suynna'samwastu.
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Now there follows a short section dealing with cases

in which the admission is valid or invalid (p. 416 a 23-6 26).

Here a number of minor regulations are loosely pieced

together. We must remark that among these regulations

there are some which in the other versions are preserved

only in isolated instances (rag. p. 4416 b 13 seqq.=Dh:

p. 814-!) 20 scqq.; p. 4101) 19 seqq. 7 Dh: p. 813c

24‘ scqq.).

Next comes the treatment of the cases, in which ad-

mission to the order is prohibited (pp. 416 1) 26-422 41 8).

These cases are to be reckoned among the main sections

and are therefore well preserved here as in the other ver-

sions. A portion of them appears as a group already in

the other versions (see above pp. 77 seq.). Here all

similar cases are, moreover, joined with this group into

a unity. At the beginning we find a list of them (p. 416 b

26-0 2) and then without further connection there follow

in a long series the discussions of the several cases. In

this section too the bent for schematic enumerations is

characteristically apparent; such is the case with the enu-

meration of the various bodily defects which dcbar from

admission to the order (p. 4181) 14 seqq.), and above all

in the distinction ofxl kinds of ministers (p. 420a 12 seqq.),

3 kinds of children (p. 4:21 I) 11 scqq.)7 5 kinds of slaves

(p. 421 c 5 etc.) and so on.

The Pravrajydvastu, the admission to the order, is

immediately followed by the exposition of the community

law. Its treatment is very characteristic. The purely

narrative Kofdmlmlravastu has disappeared with the excep—

tion of a few scanty traces 1’, and the fundamental Kar-

1) pp. 4-391; 22-1: 21 and p. 410 0 26-0 19; cf. above 1). 105.
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mavastu is placed at the head (§ 2). But it too is charac-

teristically modified. The introductory narrative is left

out. The material itself is divided into community pro-

cedures (chick—m0) and objects of the community proce-

dures (chieh—mo shih). Both are preceded by introductory

enumerations (p. 422a 14-18 and I) 22-27). The enume-

ration of the community procedures lists the various

kinds, which we find mentioned also in the other ver-

sions: four classes of community procedures, according as

the assembly is complete and the proceedings lawful or

not; four classes of community procedures according to

the legal number of the monks (see above p. 106 scq.).

But also other subdivisions are brought forward. Thus

the text distinguishes between community proceedings in

which the proposal must be subjected to a triple in-

terrogation to the community (jfiapticaturlha karma),

and proceedings in which a single interrogation is suffi-

cient. Then all these classes are briefly explained. The

objects ofthe community proceedings are similarly dealt

with.

The next section is, as in most versions, the Pdndu-

lohitakavastu (§ 3). Here a clear subdivision was found

already in the 01d Skandhaka work through the distinc-

tion of five chief procedures of punishment. And yet

even here we find peculiar alterations. In the old Skan-

dhaka work a particular incident was narrated in each

case and in connection with it there was an account of

the introduction of the relevant punishment procedure.

Here the several procedures are enumerated in their order

and justified by a series of instances. Occasionally these

instances are preceded by a short list, as in the case of

the pratisamhamlliya karma (p. 42511 10 scq.), or a pn-

THE EARLIEST VINAYA
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nishment procedure is divided into several sub-classes, as

the tarjmliya karma (p. 4230 1-5).

Now the Pudgalavastu and Pdrivdsikavastu ought to

have followed (§ 4), but in their case a clear subdivision

presented difficulties. Thus a rather peculiar method was

adopted. After a brief treatment of a case belonging to

the Pmlgalavastu (p. 4-281) 11-29), we are told what a

monk proficient in the Vinaya should know in order

to absolve another from an offence (p. 428 0 1-17). And

now a lot of various things connected herewith, are trea-

E. FRAUWALLNER

ted in the order of this enumeration: who is to be consi-

dered as proficient, in the Vinaya (pp. 428 6 17-429 a 22),

. offence and non-oifence (pp. 429 a 22-431 0 28), conceal-

ment and non-concealment (pp. 431 0 29-432 b 24), confes-

sion and non—confession of an offence (p. 4321) 15-6 7),

when a probation period should or should not be imposed

(p. 4320 8-14), when it is lawfully imposed (p. 4320

14-20) and lawfully carried out (p. 432 c 20-26) etc. etc.

The conclusion of this section is formed by a comprehensive

summary of the proceedings while imposing the probation

period (parivdsa), imposing the mdndpya and extinguishing

the punishment (dvarhnna) (pp. 436 b 21-4381) 29).

The next section (§ 5) explains, loosely arranged, a

number of cases, which had not up to that point found a

place in the exposition of the community law. Firstly, as

an addendum to the ICarmamstu, the fourfold division

of the community procedures is again discussed, according

as the assembly is complete or not and the proceeding is

lawful or not (pp. 438 17 29-43911 5). Then follow instruc-

tions on the remission of the punishments discussed

in the Pdndulohitakumszu and the Pudgaltwasm (p. 439a

5-1) 22). Two further passages elaborate in peculiar fashion
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the more important contents of the Kos’dmbakavastu on

community law (pp. 43911 22-440b 25 and pp. 440b

25-441 (1 26). Then we find regulations about what should

happen to a monk who is guilty of a Pfirfijika offence,

but does not want to quit the community (1). 441 a 26-6 7).

A piece from the Stunathavastu comes next (pp. 441a

7-442a 11) etc. etc.

Instructions on the use of estates belonging to the com-

munity and on the construction of buildings lead up

to a section, which finds its counterpart in the Saya-

ndsanavastu of the other versions (§ 6). We find next

some sections similar to the chapters which in the other

versions follow the Pravrajydvastu, viz. a Pasadhavastu

(§ 7), a Varsdwstu (§ 8), a Pravtirarldvastu (§ 9), a Kathi-

mwastu (§ 10), a Civaravastu (§§ 11-13) and a Bhaisajya-

uastu (§ 14). Here we find also the paragraphs on the

duties of master and disciple, teacher and pupil (§ 15)

and the instructions about the novices (§ 16), which usually

stand in the Pravrajydvastu. These sections too show

again and again the modifications that are characteristic

of this Vinaya, as e. g. in the Kathinavastu the exposition

of the procedure in the shape of a definition and explana-

tion of the same (p. 452 a lS-b 2), or the dissolution of

the different components of the Civaravastu into indepen-

dent paragraphs (§§ 11-13).

In this way a good deal of the chapters of the old

Skandhaka work is reproduced. But at the same time

the large connected sections are at an end, and the method

of arranging the materials followed by this Vinaya leads

now to a long series of isolated rules, which are only now

and then separated by larger groups. We find firstly a

number of rules from the Bhaisajyavastu (pp. 462C 5-
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4640 2). Under the title Fei chieh—mo (false procedure)

a great group of the most Various tales is gathered together

(pp. 4646 7-4706 20). Then there follow in disorder

pieces from the Bhaisajyavastu, ICsurIrakavaszu, Sty/ami-

sanavastu, Civaravastu, Carmavastu etc., until every appa-

rent order fades away.

I think the above suffices to give an idea of the qua-

lity and structure of this Vinaya. But in spite of all

these alterations and reshufflings it does not deny its

origin from the same source as the other Vinaya works

we have treated. Not only a great portion of the material

is the same inspitc of all the additions, but the material

shows clearly the form which the old Skandhalm work

had impressed upon it. I refer e.g. to the introductory

narrative of the I’asndhasrhdpnmwaslu, which the author

of the Skundhaka has created by rte-shaping the Asura-

stitra (see above pp. M8 seq.) and which appears here in

the same altered form (p. 4471} 11-0 2). Further, in the

arrangement of the material we meet with striking coinci-

dences. Thus the peculiar connection of the rules for the

care of the sick with the rules for the clothing of the monks

in the Civaravastu is here maintained in spite of the several

sections having become independent (§§ 11-13). The regu-

lations on seniority, which in the other versions are found

in the Shyandsanavnstu, are connected also in this case

with pieces from the Sayamisanavastu (pp. 443C 4-445c

22 and 4450 22-4466 3). To all this we may add also

the remnants of the framework narrative with its charac-

teristic arrangement7 which attaches the accounts of the

councils to the narrative of the death of the Buddha and

inserts the list of teachers between the two accounts of

the councils (see above pp. 55 seqq.). With this the proof
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may he considered as reached, and we are entitled to

assume that also the Vinaya of the Maha‘isamghika goes

back to the old Skandhaka work and that its different

appearance is merely due to a later re-shaping”.

THE EARLIEST VINAYA

‘1 It is noteworthy that the Vibhmiga (p. 331w 26 seqq.) utilizes the

beginning of the Kas’fimbakmvasm, which had been left out during the re-modnll-

ing of the Skandlmka work. It implies therefore the work as still being pre-

served in its early form.

ADDITIONAL REMARK

Since the present work was finished some valuable works have appeared

in print, especially the hook of A. BAREAU, Les series bnnddhiques Saigon 1055.

But as far as I can see the results obtained by me are not Inflected by it.

Lastly, I make use of this opportunity to thank Prof. L. Peleeh, who

has undertaken thr- tiresume task of translating this work, whieh was written

originally in German. into English.
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91, 92, 93, 94. 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,100,

1.01, 103. 104. 105, 106, 107, 108,

109. 110, 111. 112, 113, 114-. 115,

116,113, 119,120, 121,122,123,

124. 125. 126, 127, 128, 129. 133,

136. 139, 140. 14-1. 14-2, 14-5. 148,

14-9, 151. 161, 162, 167, 163, 181,

183, 183, 184-.

Mnjjhantika, pp. 13. 16. 21, 22.

Majjhima. pp. 13, 14. 19. 22.

Mnjjhimanikfiya. pp. 14-1, 143.

Malnvu. pp. 18, 1217.

M3113 Rona (Roja), p. 96.

Ma11as. pp. 4-3, 4-4.

manfipyn (mfirmlla), pp. 110, 111. 204.

mfinuua. p. 110.

Mam. pp. 156, 159, 160, 161.

Man-.1111. p. 16.

Mntlmrz'l. pp. 26. 27. 28, 31. 311, 33,

34-, 35. 36, 37, 40, 41, 56, 57, 58,

59, 60. 166, 167.

Mmrkfi. p. :19.

Muudgnlyfiynna, pp, 4-7, 48, 69, 95,111,

118. 120, 139, 140, 146.

Mann-ya, pp. 15, 16, 17.

Mcglmvnrpn. p. 188.

Mcpdlmku, (Mnndako), pp. 96. 177.

Mcltiyfi, pp. 114, 137. 1313.

Mottiyo, p. 137.

Mich she",- ch19“... pp. 113.1110.
Mia}. .11.»..- f... pp. 113, 183.

Milinrluprnilm, p. 1117.

110—1... xt'mgirh’i 1.7. pp. 10. 1911.
11'Ioké1mII1/1rmu. p. 175.

Mango“... p. 165.

Mfilukudevu. p. 1.1.

Mfilasarvfislivfidin (1111111'cv. M5,). pp. 2,

3, 24, 25. 26, 27, 211. 31, 33, 34, 37.

33, 39, 4-0. ‘1-1, 4-2. 44, 4-6, 4-7, 4-11,

52, 55, 56, 37, 56, 59, 60, 61. 69,

70, 71, 72, 73, 74-, 75, 76, 77, 711,

79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84-. 85, 86, 87,
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118, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94-, 95, 96,

97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 103, 104-, 105,

106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112,

113, 114, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,

122, 123, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129,

136, 139, 14-0, 141, 14-2, 145, 146,

149, 155, 157, 160, 161, 162, 162,

168, 179, 1111, 194, 196, 197, 198.

Nz'lbhapanti, p. 15.

Nfibhaka, p. 15.

Nnbhiti, p. 15.

Négfirjuna, p. 26.

Nfigirjuniknpda, p. 21.

Vandimitra, pp. 20, 22.

Nfifiik, p. 8.

nmmkarmika, p, 123.

Nirlfinalmllui, pp. 49, 51, 155.

Niddusa, p. 187.

nigarlmpiyu karma (uissuyukamma),

pp. 108, 183.

Nirvfiml, pp. 7, 13, 28, 29, 31, 33, 34,

54, 56, 57, 58, 67, 153, 156, 163,

166, 168, 170.

nis’mya, pp. 70, 74-. 201.

nissayaknmmn, p. 108.

Oldenberg H., pp. 115, 192.

Orissa, p. 1117.

1‘. (zll)hrev.), see P511 school.

pabbajuniya-rkammu, p. 108.

Pacitliya, p. 142.

Pa 1:1. 1!. 179.

Pnhfirfido, p. 147.

P5171113, p. 15.

P511 mnon, p. 39.

P2111 «11001 (“Mm-v. 1'.), pp. 1, 2, 9,

. 13, 23, 24. 41,42, 4:1, 44, 40. 4.7.

43, 49, 51, 52, 5.5, 56, 511, 60, 69,

70, 71, 72, 73, 7’1, 7.1, 76, 77, 711,

79, 80, 1'11, 112, 83, 84, 115, 116, 117,

811, 119, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94-, 95, 96,

07, 98, 99, 100, 1111, 11111, 101, 105,

1116, 107, 1118, 109, 111), 111, 112,

113, 114-, 115, 116, 1111, 119, 120,

121, 122, 1211, 124-, 125, 126, 127,

128, 129, 136, 137, 139, 14-0, 141,

142, 14-5, 148, 149. 151, 152, 155,

156, 160, 161, 162, 165, 167, 168,

169. 175, 181, 1114. 185, 193.

Pfifzca§ntikakkhumlhukn, p, 128.

Punich’arlurchia fa, pp. 1077—179.

Pm} 1yn, p. 15.

Pfipflukn, p. 107.

Pdpdulnhilaknvastu, pp. 3, 107, 136,

140. 141, 179, 1110, 183, 185, 195,

196, 200, 203, 204.

I’fipfi, p. 44-.

pa pa rh’i thing, p. 14-9.

l’drfijikn, pp. 136, 205.

Paramfirtha, p. 19.

Pnramcgflxi, p. 61.

Pfirfiyapn, p. 149.

1’11rhu1u, p. 15.

Parivliru, pp. 46, 184.

pnriz‘dsu, pp. 110, 204.

Plirinfisikakkhandhaku, pp. 110, 085.

Pfirivasikaslu, pp. 3, 110, 179, 180,

183, 1115, 195, 196, 200, 204.

Pagaliputra, pp. 7, 13, 198.

1’filzlyantika, pp, 114, 118, 130, 141,

142.

Prilimokklmflmpmmkkhamlhnku,

pp. 111, 1115.

pntifififilnknmpa, pp. 114, 115.

palisfimniynkammn, p. 108.

Paulimasya, p. 61.

I’nzvfiruzmlcklmndhakn, pp. 84, 184.

Pudlfivar, p. 36.

I'm-palm, p. 10.

Pfirlfiu ni rllit'n—lu, pp. 127, 1110.

I’m/rm ”if... pp. 127. 179. 183.

Pi—rh‘iu sing 61110111.", pp. 104, 114,

117.

I’ioh rhu fa, pp. 110. m.

l”i 1m rim-H... pp. 014—180.

1"; 1...]... pp. 38. 178, 183.

("i I... shill, pp. no, 104.

I'ilimluvutsn, pp. 00, 9:1.

rip-Jpn. "1.. lvfija. p. 126.

l’iug [HEP/I’m, p. 200.

P’iAui mu ching, p. 44.
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P‘irni tstmg kin péu (Vinayapi'takav

mfila), p. 50.

Pip-kn, p. 157.

Pitinika, pp. 15—16.

Pitiniya, p. 15.

Pa fa, p. 200.

po—loiyen sawhihAl’o—shih su—lurlu,

p. 14.9.

Pusndlm, p. 111, 112, 146.

Pagadhusthfipanavaslu, pp. 2, 11, 14-6,

14-7, 1.79, 180, 183, 1115, 195, 206.

Pogzldhavaslu, pp. 3, 78,112,115, 177,

178, 180, 182, 184, 194, 200, 201.

Poisufa, pp. 182, 200.

P’o séng chienrtu, pp. 116, 130.

P’u séng fa, pp. 116, 183.

1".- séng 51.11., pp. 117, 195.

Pnitihriryusfilm, p. 197.

Pn'uinwk;a, pp. 2, 78, 111, 112, 113,

117, 136, 137, 138, 140, 14-1, 142,

143, 14-4, 14-6, 148, 153, 154-, 186,

198.

pratimmharapiya karma (palislim-

niyaknmma), pp. 108, 183, 203.

vafirnpz‘l, pp. 84, 86, 87, 38, 112,

>113, 128, 130, 133, 178, 181, 182.

Prat-firmnfisfilra, p. 133.

Pravfirapfivastu, pp. 3, 84, 113, 1711,

1110. 181, 183, 184, 194, 195, 200,

205.

prmrfisaniyu karma (pubbnjaniya kam-

ma), pp. 108, 14-0, 183, 184.

prum‘njyfi, p. 70.

Pruvrujyfivastu, pp. 3, 69, 70. 160,

175, 177, 178, 180, 182, 184-, 194,

197, 200, 201, 202, 205.

Przyluski .1., pp. 3.5, 37, 156, 161,

Pudgnlavnslu, pp. 3, 107, 109, 180,

1113, 135, 195, 196, 200, 204.

1’unub1msuku, p. 103.

l’unnrvusuku (leuhlnmlku), pp. 179,

108, 1316, 140, 141, 1111-,

1‘uuyzllrfiln, p. 178.

Pllrllfvflplll‘fl, p. 21.

l’qua fa, pp. 78, 178.

 

Rfihula, p. 76, 78, 123.

Rfijzngrha, pp. 23, 42, 54., 72, 122,

129, 134, 150, 166.

Rfijuvaméa, p. 69.

Rakkhita. pp. 13, 16.

Ragghika, p. 16.

Rcvatn, p. 93.

Revato, pp. 168, 169.

Riggika, p, 16.

Rohituka, p. 32.

S (abhrev.), sec Sarvfistivz‘ldin.

Sabbnkfini, pp. 168, 169.

Sabban’eva anhakavnggikini, p. 149.

Sahudeva, p. 13.

S‘s-kn, p. 137.

Sakya. pp. 181, 197.

hukyn Aniruddhu, p. 117.

S'u'kyamunibthacarila, p. 50.

-Sumamnpdsfidik('i, pp. 13, 58.

Samulhakkhandhaka, pp. 113, 185.

Samathnvastu, p. 3, 113, 114, 136,

137, 179, 180, 18.1, 185, 195, 205.

$ambala, p. 14-.

Sambhfito Snnavnsi, pp. 167, 168,

169.

Samghabhadra, pp. 39, 40.

Samghabhcda, p. 45.

,<-,. mghabhndalckhandhaku, pp. 116,

185.

San-glmbhedamzu, pp. 3, 28, 47, 69,

76, 116, 117, 127, 136, 179, 180,

183, 185, 195, 196, 197.

samglmblmln, p. 121.

Sumghidisnsa, pp. 116, 14-0.

Sumgharfiji, p. 121.

Samghnmkgila, p. 195.

Samghamks’itéuadfina, p. 77.

Samghflvnfiosa, pp. 109, 117, 118,

136, 137, 138, 139, 140.

Sfimkllyn, p. 175.

Surgnnnfiyn, pp. 7, 0, 9, 10.

summukhfizvinay», pp. 114., 115.

Sumusury"klrluunllmku, pp. 109, 135.

Samyuklfiyumu, pp. 61, 133, 145, 161,

174-.
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Sumyutlnnikriyn, pp. 133, 101.

Sanaga, p. 61.

Sanitana, p. 61.

Sapavasa, pp. 28, 30, 31, 3:1, 56, 57.

166, 167, 169. 170.

5511—101, pp. 14-, 21.

Emma, pp. 23, 29, 56.

Suptudhnrmnka, p. Z.

stirdhtwihdri, p. 71.

Siripulra, pp. 38, 47, 48, 69, 76, 95,

1111, 120, 123, 139, 14-0, 14-2.

Simfith, p. 8.

Sarvfistivfida 51:11001, pp. 39, 4-0.

Sarvfislivfidin (abbn‘v. 5.), pp. 1, 2,

7, 8, 9, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24-, 25,

26, 27, 37, I111, 39, 40, '14-, >16, 48,

4‘), 50, 55, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,

75, 76, 77, 711, 79, 80, 31, 112, 83,

114, 85, 86, 87, 518, 119, 90, 91, 92,

93, 94-. 95, 96, 97, 93, 99, 100, 101,

102, 103, 104-, 105, 106, 107, 108,

109,110, 111,112, 113, 111, 115,

116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,

124-, 125, 126, 127, 1211, 129, 133,

134-, 136, 139, 110, 14-1, 14-2, 14-5,

155, 156, 160, 162. 165, 166, 167,

168, 169, 170, 171, 175, 177. 178,

188, 19-1.

Sulyadars’u Slilra, p. 149.

salivinnya, pp. 114, 1311.

Snl((1.141tikukkhundhuku, p. 128.

Sayzmfisanavaslu, pp. 3, 121, 1314, 179,

180, 183, 1115, 1 ’3, 200, 205, 206.

Scnfimjnya (Ru-asupzlgnttu), p. 105.

Smflsannkkhmulhulm, pp. 121, ms.

Sfing ls’un hui fu, pp. 111'), 110, 179.

Scyynsaku, p. 108.

Sha—mifu, p. 200.

571.1171 sung p'irni hsu, p. 1211.

 

Shillrchia-mourni fa pin 1min}; (.8117-

kytmumibutlflhurnrilu), p. 50.

Slxifu, pp. 91, 1113.

shih 1.. i, p”... thing, p. 149.

Shih sung 1.7. pp. 11, 177.

Slum this]: rhicnrlu, pp. 6‘), 711, 71;, 11111.

  

1

Show chiehfa, pp. 69, 70, 182.

Shou Chi Chi, p. 200.

Shou (1117 c1117 chick fa, pp. 70, 178.

Shun hxing fa, pp. 110, 179.

Show hsin sui rhing. p. 133.

Siggavo, pp. 16‘), 170.

Simha (Siho), p. 96.

Skandhaku (pali khandlmka), pp. 1,

2, 4, 23, 24, 42, 4-6, 47, 4-8, 49, 51,

52, 53, 56, 57, 60, 62, 63, 64, 65,

66, 67, 68, 69, 96, 112, 113, 114-,

117, 118, 121, 127, 130, 131, 133,

134-, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140,

14-1, 14-2, 14-3, 144-, 14-6, 14-7, 14-8,

14-9, 150, 151, 132. 153, 154, 155,

15‘), 160, 161, 162, 163, 164-, 165,

166, 167, 169, 172, 178, 180, 181,

182, 18-1, 192, 193, 194-, 196, 197,

1911, 300, 203, 205, 206, 207.

Sop". pp. 13, 17.

Somlku, p. 13.

Sum-k0, pp. 169, 170.

Sénfiri, pp. 14, 21.

frumnunra, pp. 70, 75.

51717771anynphnlusmm, p. 195.

Srfivusfi, pp. 54, 90, 104, 122, 149.

nrryaka, p. 108.

Smpu Kufikalrun, pp. 131, 144,149,

177, 201.

Smpa Knfivimia, pp. 89, 90, 144, 11s.

Smglmu, p. 32.

S. fi-n 117, pp. 11, 1110.

xlhfipunu, p. 112.

Slllavirn, pp. 7, 9., 10, 311, 46, 54-, 171.

Sudnrénna, pp. 29, 31, 56.

Sudan-dun... p. 76.

Sndhmmnn, p. 1011.

Sui 1 9411111, pp. 114, 19-1.

Supp-ya, p. 93.

  

Surfisgnl, pp. 16, 20, 22.

6

Sntm, pauim.

Sfitrupiguka, pp. 1, 4-7, 49, 53, 114-,

1-1-5, 116, 14-7, 14-21, 151, 152, 157.

153, 159, 161. 136, 197.

 

~p1‘1rnku, p. 187.
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Sfitrmvib/uu'lgn, p. 45.

Sullanipdln Aflllllkfll‘nggll, p. 119.

Sulluvibhnfigu, p. 116.

Suvanpablmmi, p. 13.

Tu rhih tu lull, p. 26.

7'11 rlumng yrn (Mnhfilnlitavismrn),

p. 50.

lnjjam'vakammfi, p. 108.

Taksasllfl, pp. 16, 21.

Tfimnsavnnn, p. 39.

Tmnhapanpi, pp. 14, 15.

TfimmIipt'i, p. 1117.

Tamrapm‘piyn, pp. 1, 192.

T’aniti, p. 20.

T110711, p. 61.

Mrjunfya karma (tnjjtmiynknmma),

pp. 108, 183, 204-.

TI! xhih (IWuIzfivuslu), p. 50.

mssapupiyyusikfi, p. 113.

Tolugu, p. 15.

Tim; fu fn, pp. 182, 183.

Tim) pu, p. 1133.

T‘iaoim shill, pp. 116, 179.

Tibet, p. 165.

linmmtlhlimka, p. 115.

Tissa Moggaliputta or Tissn Mogga-

liputto, pp. 13, 17., 59, 60, 166, 169,

170, 171.

T’oAso»-p’0710, p. 61.

Tripimka, p. 19.

T511 chicnrm, pp. 125, 180.

Tsa fa, pp. 124-, 125, 127, 179, 183.

Tm shill, pp. 124, 125,127,128, 195.

Tsa sung, p. 179. .

Tm 31mg [)0 th’ii fa, pp. 70, 78, 82,

81-, 89, 91, 97, 102, 104-, 107, 109,

110, 111, 117,121, 125, 127, 1211.

Tsui wu lsui,fu pu fu, p. 200.

Turfzm, p. 4-8.

Turkcsmn, p. 20.

T211 1:12 chienrtu, pp. 114., 190.

Tu} 1:12 fa, pp. 84-, 178, 18.1, 200.

Udnyana, pp. 113, 198.

11411IV'1, p. 109.

dehyfinn, pp. 19. 20, 32, 39.

u1-‘kIu-1ulniynkammu, p. 1011.

uptidhyfiya, pp. 70—71.

Upugupm, pp. 29, 30, 31, 33, 56, 57,

166, 167.

Upali, pp. 61, 75, 165, 118, 121, 152,

163, 169.

Upanigml, p. 63.

Uptilipnripg'cchri, p. 46.

Upanandn, pp. 90, 100.

Upusampuda, p. 70.

Upascnn, p. 71.

Upnsulhalrkhnmlhllkn, pp. 78, 1114.

Utkst‘puniyzl, pp. 142, 14-4, 184.

ulksppaniyu karma (ukklu-pnniyn-

kumma), pp. 108, 1113.

Utpalavnrpfi, p. 197.

Uttara, pp. 13, 108.

Utliyn, p. 14-.

Vajrapfipi, p. 32.

Vajraggasimha (110141190 Knorfino),

p. 96.

Vniééli, pp. 5, 28, 29. 37, 4o, 42, 54,

66, 129, 155, 156, 167, 1613, 169.

Vanuvfisa, pp. 13, 16.

Vur§l7graprtthm p. 25.

Vargfivnstu, pp. 3, 82, 178, 180, 183,

1134-, 194-, 200, 205.

Vassupanayikakkhnndlmkn, p. 82, 184-.

Vasubandhu, pp. 39, 40.

Vfitsiputriya, pp. 7, B, 10, II.

Vanugfmmni Ablnlya, p. 172.

anmkkhundhaka, pp. 124-, 185.

Veda, p. 63.

Verafijo, p. 95.

Vihhm’nga, pp. 2, 95, 96, 113, 114,118,

136, 137, 138, 139, 14-0, 141, 14-2,

143, 144, 143, 153, 131, 1134, 198,

207.

Vidiéfi, pp. 14-, 18, 19. 23, 37, 40,

4-1.

Vihfirn, p. 39.

Vimaliksn, p. 178.

Vinnya (passim).

vinayupfimnkkhuInlmll'fi, p. 170.

Vinnyupiguku, p. 152.
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